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Canes penalty kill is the best in the NHL. Good thing: The team is shorthanded a lot 

By Chip Alexander 

The Carolina Hurricanes’ ability to kill penalties has become 
so routine that at times, it’s almost taken for granted. 

The Canes will draw a penalty, send four players on the ice 
shorthanded and kill it off. 

Again. And again. 

No team has done it better in the NHL for the past three-plus 
years. Since Rod Brind’Amour became the Canes’ head 
coach in 2018, Carolina has been No. 1 in the league in 
penalty killing. 

“I just think we have a good system in place and we all buy 
in,” defenseman Brett Pesce said Sunday after the Canes’ 2-
1 win over Edmonton at PNC Arena. “Everyone’s willing to 
block a shot, and I think everyone does such a good job of 
when it’s time to jump on them and try to get after them and 
take away their space.” 

According to the NHL, the Canes have killed off 84.9% of 
their penalties in the past 258 games in that four-season 
period. In the past two seasons, it’s a collective 87.8%. This 
season: 90.2%, again tops in the league. 

The Canes have been shorthanded 184 times this season 
and allowed 18 goals. They went 8-for-8 on the kill in their 
recent home wins over Columbus and then Edmonton as the 
Blue Jackets and Oilers each were 0-4 on power plays. 

“We’re just so in sync,” Pesce said. “Whoever’s out there, the 
four guys out there, everyone’s intact with each other and 
obviously we’re really confident right now, too.” 

The Canes’ penalty killers got some early work Sunday 
against the Oilers. Defenseman Brady Skjei high-sticked 
Oilers star Connor McDavid, leaving McDavid bloodied and 
resulting in a four-minute double minor — albeit four minutes 
with McDavid in the locker room getting medical and dental 
treatment. 

With the Canes’ Vincent Trocheck and the Oilers’ Ryan 
McLeod already in the penalty boxes, the Oilers first had a 4-
on-3 power play. Sebastian Aho, Jaccob Slavin and Ian Cole 
played shorthanded for Carolina, followed by Jordan Staal, 
Trocheck, Pesce and Cole when Edmonton had the 5-on-4 
advantage. 

When the four minutes were up, it was still a scoreless 
game. Edmonton got one shot on goal out of all the power-
play time. A few minutes later, Carolina’s Teuvo Teravainen 
scored the game’s first goal at even strength and Aho later 
added a power-play goal for a 2-0 lead. 

Aho and Teravainen have seen considerable shorthanded 
minutes and used their quick hands, good sticks and 

instincts to make plays up high and set up some 
shorthanded offensive chances. They’ve also been 
aggressive in doing it, often relying on goalie Frederik 
Andersen to clean up any mistakes. 

“It always starts with the hot goalie,” Aho said Sunday. “You 
can trust your own goalie and he’s always the most important 
guy on the PK. He kind of allows you to pressure up on the 
ice, because you know he’s going to make the last save if we 
do something stupid out there. 

“It probably starts from that and obviously I’ve been playing 
with ‘Turbo’ for quite a bit. We read each other. And we have 
elite defensemen.” 

Few have been better in net this season than Andersen. The 
big Dane picked up his 29th win Sunday and is 18-2-2 in his 
last 22 games, with two shutouts. 

“He’s calm in there, so he makes you feel calm,” 
Brind’Amour said Sunday. “Even when you have a really 
good chance coming at you, the way he plays it’s like, ‘Oh, 
that wasn’t as good of a chance.’ It makes you feel like it’s 
not going so bad. 

“He calms the group down, the way he plays, and obviously 
at the end of the day he’s stopping the puck at a high rate. 
That helps.” 

It has helped the Canes build a 37-11-4 record and the lead 
in the Metropolitan Division. Carolina, on a five-game win 
streak, had a game at Detroit on Tuesday against the Red 
Wings, then a Metro matchup Thursday in Washington 
against the Caps. 

The Canes beat the Red Wings 5-3 in their only other game 
this season and had the special-teams edge in that one — 
winger Nino Niederreiter scored a power-play goal and the 
Canes were 3-for-3 on the penalty kill. 

Carolina would like to reduce the stress on their penalty 
killers. They’ve spent more shorthanded time (6:12) on the 
ice per game than any other NHL team. But they have held 
the damage to a minimum. 

Pesce, in his seventh season with the Canes, has been on 
some strong penalty-killing units. He was asked Sunday if 
this year’s killers were the most cohesive. 

“Yeah, I’d say that,” he replied with no hesitation. 

Carolina Hurricanes vs. Detroit Red Wings 

When: Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. 

Where: Little Caesars Arena, Detroit. 

TV/RADIO: Bally Sports South, WCMC-99.9 FM.
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The Preds and Lightning step outside, the Leafs and Wings get ridiculous, and just how 
worried are we about the Caps? 

By Sean McIndoe 

Some hockey writers do a lot of complaining about the NHL 
product. OK, fine, it’s me, I do a lot of complaining. It’s only 
when I think it’s justified, but that ends up happening a lot, as 
the league’s decision-makers continue to insist that the ideal 
version of this sport is low-scoring, risk-averse and fawningly 
dedicated to systems over creativity, all in the name of parity 
above all else, where 2-1 games where nothing interesting 
happens are decided by random bounces and everyone has 
to pretend that that’s entertaining. 

All that said… hoo boy, that was a fun weekend, am I right? 

I mean, if you couldn’t find something from the last few days 
that you thought was fantastic, you may as well just check 
out now. The NHL emptied the chamber for you this 
weekend. 

Let’s start with the marquee event, the Stadium Series 
matchup between the Lightning and Predators. The two 
teams took the ice in front of nearly 70,000 fans in a football 
stadium and delivered a 3-2 game that featured some nifty 
highlights and even a couple of scraps. As always, though, 
the game itself took a backseat to the atmosphere, which 
was incredible. Nashville put its best foot forward as a 
hockey town, and Lightning fans showed up en masse, 
making a game between two teams with barely any history 
temporarily feel like one of the greatest rivalries around. 

The outdoor game concept is one of the few examples of the 
NHL getting something right in the Bettman era. And while 
they’ve lost some of their luster thanks to overkill, there’s 
something about seeing a new market get to try their hand at 
hosting. I’ll take a fresh matchup like this over yet another 
trip back to Fenway any day. 

But OK, maybe you’re not sold on the spectacle of taking it 
outside. You’d rather see an old-fashioned game between 
two legitimate Cup contenders. We got that too, with the 
Avalanche and Golden Knights clashing on Saturday night. 
That one had a playoff feel, meaning lots of defense, but 
featured enough star power that it never felt boring. The 
Knights let a solid effort slip away in the third, as the Avs 
reminded us how quickly they can flip a game against even a 
top opponent. 

Prefer something a little more focused on offensive stars? 
We had Connor McDavid and the Oilers making stops in 
Florida and Carolina, taking a 4-3 win over the Panthers 
before a 2-1 loss to the Canes, not to mention another 
Avalanche win that saw them and the Jets combine for nine 
goals. 

Not enough offense for you? How about ten goals between 
the Flames and Wild. Right, good point, two of those were 
empty netters. Maybe 13 between the Hawks and Devils? 
No? OK, you asked for it. Let’s get completely stupid. 

That’s just ridiculous, and if you couldn’t at least enjoy it as 
farce then I don’t know what to tell you. The stats guys think 
it was literally the worst goaltending performance by two 
teams they’ve ever seen by a mile, and it’s hard to argue. Us 
old-timers remember occasional games like this in the 80s, 
but it was something else to see it in the current era of gap 
control and giant goalies. Pretty much everything was going 
in. 

And yes, we all know that if the Leafs play anything like this 
in the playoffs, they’d get absolutely destroyed by a team like 
the Lightning (although it’s hard not to at least wonder how 
crazy it could get if they tried it against the Panthers). It’s not 
often that a team can win a game by three and still go into 
panic mode, but this one qualifies. Welcome to the Marc-
Andre Fleury rumor mill, Toronto. 

We even had something for you freaks out there that like 
low-scoring hockey, with one of your beloved 1-0 games, this 
one between the Rangers and Penguins. And it was the 
good kind, if such a thing exists, with strong goaltending, 
decent intensity, and some legitimately good chances at both 
ends before a big star finally broke the deadlock in the third. 
If you enjoyed that, you’re in luck, because it’s looking like 
we might get a chance to see it again in the first round. 

Bottom line: This weekend wasn’t the NHL at its very best, 
because the NHL at its best would be stuff like this all the 
time, not just every once in a while. But it was really good, 
and even the crusty old complainers have to give credit 
where it’s due. 

Road to the Cup 

The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first 
franchise in three years to win a Stanley Cup that we have to 
admit probably counts, or wait actually maybe not. 

We seem to have a new trend: Teams arriving for outdoor 
games ironically wearing weird matching outfits. I think I like 
it, even as I’m completely sure that I’ll be over it after it’s 
been done to death for a few more years. For now, enjoy the 
Predators and Lightning. 

5. Calgary Flames (31-14-6, +51 true goals differential*) – 
The streak finally ended this week, and they seemed mad 
about it while pounding the Wild on Saturday. That game 
certainly wasn’t Minnesota’s best, as Dean Evason made 
clear, but it was encouraging to see the Flames get right 
back into the win column against a good team after that 
whatever that was in Vancouver. 

The game itself had some nastiness to it, including an 
extremely scary-looking injury to Oliver Kylington. Early 
reports are that he’ll be OK. 

4. Florida Panthers (35-13-5, +58) – I don’t think it’s panic 
time by any stretch, but the Panthers didn’t look like an elite 
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team this week while losing three straight in regulation and 
giving up 16 goals. That’s cracked the door open for the 
Lightning to pass them for the top spot in the Atlantic, with 
the Leafs still in the mix. 

It’s actually not the worst stretch the Panthers have had this 
year; they lost four straight in November, and three straight 
in regulation back in December. They responded to each of 
those streaks by immediately winning four in a row, and this 
week’s schedule of Ottawa, Detroit and Buffalo certainly sets 
up well for a rebound. Still, there’s just no margin for error at 
the top of the Atlantic these days, and this week hurt. 

3. Tampa Bay Lightning (34-11-6, +35) – They’ve won four 
straight and 13 of their last 17, and haven’t dropped 
consecutive games since early January. And as always with 
these guys, you feel like you’re never quite seeing them at 
the full height of their powers until the playoffs arrive. 

Meanwhile, now that the Lightning have finally made their 
debut in an outdoor game, Joe digs into whether it would be 
possible for them to host one. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes (37-11-4, +59) – I’ll admit to not 
completely understanding what was going on at “kid’s day” 
yesterday, but stuff like this and this was awesome. The 
Canes have won five in a row, so let’s nudge them up a spot 
to keep things fresh. 

1. Colorado Avalanche (39-10-4, +61) – They just keep 
rolling, and this week could mark four months since they’ve 
lost back-to-back games. Oh, and Nathan MacKinnon is 
back. Good luck, everyone else. 

They’ve got the Islanders and Coyotes before an intriguing 
showdown with the Flames. Those two teams haven’t met 
yet this season, but will face each other three times in March. 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like 
the NHL does for some reason. 

Not ranked: Washington Capitals — They’re not ranked this 
week, and haven’t been in 19 of the 20 rankings we’ve had 
so far this season. The one exception came in November, 
when there was a ten-team log jam for five spots. The Caps 
got the last slot that week, one in which they were technically 
sitting in first place overall thanks to a 14-3-5 record. 

They of course lost their next two, just like every new team in 
the top five inevitably does. Unlike some of those teams, that 
wasn’t a temporary blip. They’re just fake .500 since then, 
with a 14-14-4 after Saturday’s loss to the Flyers. Pick your 
arbitrary cutoff – they’ve lost five of eight, 12 of 21 and 18 of 
32 — it’s all bad. The longer this goes, the more this looks 
like a very mediocre team. 

And that has some wondering about a question we thought 
we’d already answered weeks ago: 

It’s not crazy to wonder, although Caps fans should still feel 
relatively safe. The Blue Jackets are still well back, and there 
really isn’t anyone else in the race. (Sorry, Islanders and Red 
Wings fans.) The Capitals have been a very average team 
for months, and their coach knows it, but average should be 
enough to get them in without too much trouble. We’d need a 
total collapse, and aside from a four-game losing streak to 
start January, they haven’t come close to that territory. 

A bigger question might be whether this team is still a 
legitimate Stanley Cup contender. If they’re not, two big 
things we’d been taking for granted suddenly come back into 
play. First, the idea that seeding didn’t really matter in the 
East because all eight teams would be tough outs might 
crumble, giving the race for top seed some new urgency. 
And maybe more importantly, if the Caps just aren’t good 
enough to be realistic Cup winners, do they still need to pull 
the trigger on a major goalie trade? 

I think they probably do, because there are only so many 
years of the Ovechkin/Backstrom era left, and you’d hate to 
fold your hand on one of them. But if you were a team with a 
goalie to move and you were working on the assumption that 
the Capitals would get desperate as the deadline neared and 
it was obvious that they were one piece away, the last few 
weeks haven’t been good news. 

There’s still time to get some clarity there. It could come this 
week, when they’ve got the Leafs tonight and the Hurricanes 
on Thursday. It wasn’t long ago that we thought the Caps 
were right there with teams like that. If they still are, this 
would be a good time to show us. 

The bottom five 

The five teams that are headed towards the best lottery odds 
and a shot at Shane Wright. 

This one just kind of sums up how it’s going for the Islanders 
these days. 

5. New Jersey Devils (18-29-5, -31) — The market for 
Damon Severson seems to be heating up. He has one year 
left on his deal, so he wouldn’t be a pure rental; that might be 
attractive to some teams, but it also might give the Devils a 
reason to hold onto him and hope they’re in the mix next 
year. Shayna breaks down the pros and cons of moving him 
now. 

4. Buffalo Sabres (16-30-8, -53) — You know, the Sabres’ 
first half was kind of admirable, as a team that everyone had 
already penciled in for dead last showed that they had more 
fight in them than anyone thought. But we really seem to 
stumbled past a tipping point, with six straight losses in 
regulation ending any hope that the team would get to play 
even mildly consequential hockey the rest of the way. It’s 
about the kids and the chemistry the rest of the way. Or 
maybe just the lottery odds. 

3. Montreal Canadiens (13-33-7, -77) — That’s right, I’m not 
just moving them out of the one-spot, I’m dropping them all 
the way to three. I’m drunk off of the Martin St. Louis era, just 
like everyone else. Will he win the Jack Adams? No, 
because by then the coach of the year award will have been 
renamed the Martin St. Louis. 

But yeah, they’re up to five straight wins and counting. Has 
any team in hockey history ever had a second-half win streak 
that featured more wins than they had before the streak 
began? I’m going to go ahead and say no. Or rather, not yet. 

2. Seattle Kraken (16-34-5, -56) — I’m sure you saw it earlier 
in the week, but if not: 

The players are funny enough, but the real star here is the 
increasingly exasperated ref trying to get them to realize the 
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puck is long gone. Rumor is he’s still there to this day, trying 
to get a tired and hungry Jeremy Lauzon to go home. 

1. Arizona Coyotes (14-35-4, -70) — If you love something, 
set it free. Welcome home, old friends. 

Not ranked: Chicago Blackhawks — Man, it’s been a while 
since we had much to say about the Blackhawks, at least 
what they were doing on the ice. They dominated headlines 
in the season’s first month, for all the wrong reasons. They 
spent months trying to build back their credibility, only to 
have Rocky Wirtz junk it again with one idiotic outburst. They 
changed coaches, but it didn’t really help. And now here they 
are, two-thirds of the way into the season and pretty much 
locked into seventh place in the Central. 

Not as terrible as the Coyotes, but well behind even the flat-
lining Jets. Not remotely in the race, but unlikely to land top 
lottery odds. Certainly not good, but also not bad enough to 
be all that much fun to laugh at. 

Off-ice scandals aside, the 2021-22 Hawks are just kind of 
there. There have been positives, like Patrick Kane and Alex 
DeBrincat still putting up solid numbers. There’s the mixed 
feeling of Jonathan Toews being back and healthy, but not 
especially productive. There’s the ongoing mystery of Dylan 
Strome. And we’re all waiting to see if Marc-Andre Fleury is 
traded, which would at least make for a fun trade deadline 
sub-plot. 

But every team has a few stories worth following. The Hawks 
were supposed to be something more this year, or at least 
they seemed to think they were. Stan Bowman made 
headlines all offseason, before making even more for getting 

fired for his part in the Kyle Beach scandal. By adding Fleury 
and Seth Jones, the team seemed to be signaling that any 
rebuild was already over, and it was time to win again. Some 
of us thought they’d compete, others thought they’d crash 
and burn. They sure haven’t done the first and haven’t quite 
done the latter, so here we are. Even the hopeful version of 
Mark called the season “numbing”, and that sounds about 
right. 

This weekend, the offense broke out with that 8-5 win over 
the Devils, then went cold in a lackluster loss to the Blues. 
One step forward, one more back. 

Did any of it matter? Not much, but with two months left to 
go, they’ve still got to play the games. 

There is some big news on the way, as the team seems to 
be narrowing in on a new GM. The reported finalists are 
current interim GM Kyle Davidson, Tampa Bay’s Mathieu 
Darche, and Chicago Cubs assistant GM Jeff Greenberg. 
Yes, Cubs. Look, you want them to be interesting, hiring a 
baseball guy would certainly qualify. Not as much as bringing 
back Peter Chiarelli would have, but we can’t get greedy 
here. 

Presumably, the new guy will be in place with enough time to 
make the call on a Fleury trade and other key deadline 
decisions, although maybe he’ll play the whole “I need more 
time” card that new GMs love so much. Until then, they’ve 
got a few more days off before welcoming back Duncan 
Keith when the Oilers visit on Thursday. That will be a nice 
chance to remember the days when this team really 
mattered.
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Pain in the glass: Delay at Hurricanes game saved by ice crew  

By Ryan Bisesi 

Raleigh, N.C. — An interruption to Sunday's Carolina 
Hurricanes game at PNC Arena provided for some 
lighthearted spoofing on social media and led fans in 
attendance to wonder what was going on. 

A small part of the glass near one of the corners of the ice 
shattered, prompting a stoppage in play midway through the 
second period. 

As the Hurricanes' hockey operations team worked to make 
repairs, a vertical separator between a pair of plexiglass 
panels became entangled in the netting above the glass. 

The game was paused for about 30 minutes as crews 
worked to solve the conundrum. It was a rare bit of bad luck 
for the Hurricanes, who have now won five straight after 

Sunday's 2-1 triumph. Those at the game had some fun with 
the situation. 

Crews brought out a ladder, and after several attempts, the 
separator was untangled. The panel was replaced to cheers 
from fans. 

Players skated over to check out the bizarre interruption and 
even offered their sticks to help the staffer reach the net 
where the separator was entangled. 

WRAL Sr. multiplatform producer Jessica Patrick was at the 
game, sitting in Section 107, right in front of the whole 
ordeal. Patrick said the players were smiling and laughing at 
the bizarre interruption. 

Carolina has earned a point in nine straight home games. 
The Hurricanes will face Detroit on the road Tuesday night.
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Monthly Performance Review: February 

Team matches best record through 50 games on the way to 
taking points in eight out of ten contests 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - 52 regular season games down, 30 to go. 

The All-Star break is in the rearview mirror and we're 
officially in the grind of the year. Most of the postponed 
games have been made up and two months from today we'll 
be at the end of the 82-game marathon. 

Previously Monthly Reviews: 

October: 8-0-0 

November: 7-5-1 

December: 7-2-0 

January: 9-2-1 

February: 6-2-2 

It's not how you start, it's how you finish, right? After coming 
out of the All-Star break 1-2-2, the Canes wrapped up the 
month on their current five-game win streak. 

As a part of that win streak, the team earned a record of 35-
11-4, matching the 2005-06 team for the organization's best 
through 50 games. 

Here are some of the biggest stories that have come to life 
over the last 28 days. 

A Successful All-Star Weekend 

Sebastian Aho, Frederik Andersen and Rod Brind'Amour 
showed up to Vegas for the league's midseason event and 
all left winners. 

A night before the Metropolitan Division was crowned 
champions of the tournament, Aho made some history. In the 
final event of the evening, the Canes top line center showed 
off his skills, going four-for-four in the Honda NHL Accuracy 
Shooting, becoming just the sixth player in league history to 
accomplish the feat. 

Andersen Continues To Be Amazing 

Following his 29-save victory against Edmonton on Sunday, 
Frederik Andersen moved back into the league lead with his 
29th win of the season. 

Reaching the mark in just 37 starts, the first-year Hurricane 
continues to not only rank among the league leaders in wins, 
but also save percentage (SV%) and goals against average 
(GAA) as well. In fact, he only trails Igor Shesterkin of New 
York in both (min. 25 games played). 

While it's going to take some sort of second half skid from 
the Rangers Russian netminder for him to lose grip on his 
driver's seat in the Vezina Award discussion, Andersen is 
likely the guy right behind him should that happen. 

It will also be worth monitoring that the organization has 
never had a goalie win 40 games in a season. Andersen has 
29 with 30 games remaining. 

Hitting The Turbo Boost 

The Carolina Hurricanes scored eight times on the man 
advantage during the month of February. Teuvo Teravainen 
factored in on seven of them, with the only one he didn't 
being an empty net connection between Andrei Svechnikov 
and Jaccob Slavin to conclude the victory over Nashville.  

Only Sidney Crosby has also etched seven power play 
points so far this month. Teravainen's 22 power play points 
for the year also pace the Hurricanes. 

He's red-hot right now, including a now eight-game point 
streak that is also the longest by any member of the team 
this season. With four goals and seven assists during that 
span, #86 is up to 43 points in 47 games. 

Offense From The Defense 

Another reason for the team's success this month is the 
contributions they've received from their defense. Highlighted 
by Tony DeAngelo's 40 points in 43 games, the Canes 
defensive group has provided the second most points by a 
unit among any team in the NHL this season, only behind 
Cale Makar and the Colorado Avalanche. 

While DeAngelo is expected to miss the next several weeks 
due to an injury to his midsection, Brady Skjei has also 
caught attention though, being the only defenseman in the 
NHL to record six goals since the turn of the calendar year. 
Now just one shy of his single-season career-high, Skjei also 
has a chance to get within the ballpark of his career-best 39 
point season. 

Miscellaneous Bonus Notes 

 It was another exceptional month for the league's 
best penalty killing unit, who has now eclipsed the 
90% success rate for the season. Denying 94.7% of 
chances in February, what's most impressive is that 
they also spent the most amount of time among any 
team in the league shorthanded, averaging 6:38 per 
night since the first of the month. 

 Svechnikov led the team with 12 points in 10 games 
during February. 
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 March is scheduled to be the Canes busiest month 
of the year, playing 16 games in 31 days, starting 
tomorrow. Nine will be at home, seven will be on the 
road. 

 2022-23 Hurricanes Season Ticket Memberships 
are on sale now. In case you missed it, the team's 
25th anniversary logo was revealed last week.

 

Preview: Canes at Red Wings 

Carolina goes for six victories in a row, Teravainen looks to 
move point streak to nine games 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes will go for a sixth 
consecutive win tonight when they take on the Detroit Red 
Wings. 

When: Tuesday, March 1, 7:30 p.m. EST 

Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports App 

Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 

Canes Record: 37-11-4 (78 Points, 1st - Metropolitan 
Division) 

Canes Last Game: 2-1 Win over the Edmonton Oilers on 
Sunday, February 27. 

Red Wings Record: 23-24-6 (52 Points, 5th - Atlantic 
Division) 

Red Wings Last Game: 10-7 Loss to the Toronto Maple 
Leafs on Saturday, February 26. 

PREVIOUS MEETINGS: 

December 16: Despite playing with just 16 skaters, the 
Canes pulled off a 5-3 victory in Jack Drury's NHL debut. 

THE QUICK HITS: 

Last Time Out: Yet another exceptional performance from 
Frederik Andersen backed the Canes to a 2-1 victory over 
the Edmonton Oilers on Sunday. Two beautiful passing plays 
paved the way to a pair of first period goals and from there 
the netminder was able to carry the crew the rest of the way. 
Leon Draisaitl was held without a shot on goal for Edmonton 
and for the second time this year both he and Connor 
McDavid were held without a point. 

Extra Turbo Boost: Teuvo Teravainen moved his current 
point streak to eight games in the win over Edmonton, now 
recording 11 points since February 10 in Boston. It is the 
longest point streak by any Hurricane this season. 

Dynamic Duo On The Cusp Of Making New History: In the 
six most recent games of Teravainen's streak, he and 
Sebastian Aho have connected for a goal in each of 
them.  They have now accomplished the feat 171 times in 
their NHL/Hurricanes careers, and they are just one such 
goal away from passing Kevin Dineen and Ron Francis 
(1984-91, 1998-99: 171) for the most goal combinations by 
any duo in franchise history. 

Freddie's vs. Detroit: While not yet known if it is him who will 
start, Canes goaltender Frederik Andersen enters tonight 
with a record of 10-0-1 in his career against the Red Wings. 

At Home On The Road: Carolina enters tonight's contest 18-
7-2 on the road. The 18 wins away from home are tied with 
Pittsburgh for the most by any team in the NHL. 

Worth Remembering: The Canes are 28-3-3 when scoring 
first. 

Don't Sleep On Detroit: Despite them being on the outside 
looking in right now in terms of the playoffs, the Wings have 
points in 18 of their 29 home games. Their leading point 
scorer, Dylan Larkin, also enters tonight on a nine-game 
point streak (6 G, 11). 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

Milestone Watch:  Derek Stepan is one point shy of 500 for 
his NHL career. 

What Are We Wearing?: The team will be wearing their white 
sweaters tonight.
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NHL Power Rankings: Kings look great; Avalanche, Flames, Blues still rolling 

By Adam Gretz  

In this week’s edition of the NHL Power Rankings the Los 
Angeles Kings make another big climb as they inch closer to 
the top-10 of the league. They are one of the hottest teams 
right now with a 9-1-2 mark over their past 12 games that 
has pushed them to second place in the Pacific Division. 
Some smart offseason additions, a strong young core, and 
some of their star veterans (specifically Anze Kopitar) have 
helped this team become a playoff contender much sooner 
than expected. 

They have good center depth, they defend well, and some 
bounce-back seasons from Drew Doughty and Jonathan 
Quick have been just what they needed. If some of their 
young players can take a step forward during the stretch run 
(Quinton Byfield, Arthur Kaliyev) they could be a tough team 
to knock out in the playoffs. 

Also this week the Colorado Avalanche maintain their top 
spot, while the Calgary Flames move into the top-five for the 
first time this season. The St. Louis Blues also sit in the top-
10 for this week. 

We take a look at all of that and more in this week’s 
rankings. 

Where does your team sit? 

To this week’s NHL Power Rankings! 

1. Colorado Avalanche (Last Week: 1). This offense is 
incredible, but the defense is what really separates them 
from everybody else in the league. It probably deserves 
more attention than it gets (and thanks to Cale Makar it gets 
a lot of attention around the league). 

2. Carolina Hurricanes (LW: 3). They do everything well at 
forward and defense and are also getting a Vezina-worthy 
goalie performance from Frederik Andersen. That is a 
winning combination. 

3. Tampa Bay Lightning (LW: 5). They have very quietly 
moved ahead of Florida in the Atlantic Division based on 
points percentage. Do not rule out the three-peat for this 
team. If anybody can win three Stanley Cups in a row, this 
team can. 

4. Calgary Flames (LW: 6). Ugly game against Vancouver 
this week, but they are 14-3-0 in their past 17 games and 
have beaten a lot of really good teams during that stretch. 
Seems highly possible that they are going to end up in the 
Western Conference Final while everybody quietly ponders 
how it happened. 

5. Florida Panthers (LW: 2). Little bit of a slump here, but 
they get three straight games against Ottawa, Detroit, and 
Buffalo to maybe snap out of it. 

6. Toronto Maple Leafs (LW: 7). Would be very concerned 
about the goaltending right now, but wow that offense can 
score goals. 

7. St. Louis Blues (LW: 10). What an absolute steal Pavel 
Buchnevich has been. 

8. Minnesota Wild (LW: 3). Even good teams hit a tough 
stretch at some point during an 82-game season. 

9. Pittsburgh Penguins (LW: 8). Very impressive weekend 
with wins over the New York Rangers and Columbus Blue 
Jackets. Evgeni Malkin is starting to get rolling for them right 
now and play at a high level. 

10. New York Rangers (LW: 9). Every time you watch them it 
becomes more and more clear that not only is Igor 
Shesterkin the Vezina Trophy winner, he should be the 
league MVP as well. 

11. Boston Bruins (LW: 14). They beat a bunch of teams 
they are supposed to beat this week, but that 5-1 win over 
Colorado really stands out. 

12. Los Angeles Kings (LW: 16). As noted above, this is a 
really good hockey team right now. Start paying attention to 
them. 

13. Dallas Stars (LW: 17). Tyler Seguin is starting to produce 
and they have an outstanding top line. Still a very confusing 
team with the inconsistency this season. 

14. Washington Capitals (LW: 12). They have been 
struggling for a while now and their schedule the rest of the 
way is a challenge. 

15. Edmonton Oilers (LW: 13). They do look a lot better 
since the coaching change but they have to do something to 
address the goaltending position. 

16. Nashville Predators (LW: 15). They would really have to 
struggle here over the next couple of weeks to make a Filip 
Forsberg trade seem like a realistic possibility. As long as 
they look like a playoff team, they should keep him. 

17. Vegas Golden Knights (LW: 11). They do need to get 
healthy and get some better shooting luck, but this is not 
where anybody expected this team to be at any point this 
season. 
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18. Vancouver Canucks (LW: 22). Just when you think they 
are out of it, they manage to win enough games to stay in the 
race. 

19. Columbus Blue Jackets (LW: 18). Patrik Laine and the 
Blue Jackets seem like a perfect fit. Hopefully they can work 
something out long term. 

20. Winnipeg Jets (LW: 19). Kyle Connor is great, but this 
team is a disappointment overall. 

21. Detroit Red Wings (LW: 20). It is kind of staggering how 
good Moritz Seider is already. 

22. New York Islanders (LW: 22). Good news: Ilya Sorokin 
has been great this season. Bad news: Ilya Sorokin has 
been great this season and the Islanders are still having a 
season this bad. 

23. Anaheim Ducks (LW: 21). They have lost a lot of games 
recently, and a lot of games they absolutely could not afford 
to lose (Seattle, Islanders). 

24. Ottawa Senators (LW: 24). Even with some good young 
talent and improved goaltending this team still feels like it is 
miles away from contending, especially in that division. 

25. San Jose Sharks (LW: 25). All eyes on Tomas Hertl right 
now. 

26. Montreal Canadiens (LW: 32). It is still very early but 
Martin St. Louis has made an enormous difference here for 

both the team and individual players like Cole Caufield. This 
is going to be fascinating to watch the rest of the season. 

27. Chicago Blackhawks (LW: 26). Something that does not 
get talked about enough is that this team did not fall apart 
simply because of the salary cap or an aging core. It was 
because of terrible management. In more ways than one it 
turns out. 

28. New Jersey Devils (LW: 28). They are a different team 
with Dougie Hamilton back in the lineup. Jesper Bratt is also 
having an outstanding season. 

29. Philadelphia Flyers (LW: 29). After starting 8-4-2 this 
season they have gone just 8-22-8 since then. They are 3-
14-4 since the start of the new calendar year. 

30. Seattle Kraken (LW: 27). Mark Giordano seems like a 
given to be traded, but what about veterans like Jared 
McCann, Yanni Gourde, and Jordan Eberle? Are any of them 
part of the long-term core here? 

31. Buffalo Sabres (LW: 30). There are some good individual 
performances here, including a breakout season for Tage 
Thompson, but they are still losing a lot of games. 

32. Arizona Coyotes (LW: 31). They beat Colorado, Dallas, 
and Vegas in February which is probably not what anybody 
expected.
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NHL Power Rankings: Avalanche show superiority with playoff push set to begin  

The Avs stand atop the NHL as the playoff push begins 

By Austin Nivison  

As the NHL closes the book on February, the next two 
months will be an all-out sprint toward the playoffs. Every 
team's schedule is loaded in March and April, and that will 
make for games with massive postseason implications every 
night. 

The Western Conference has five teams within six points of 
the second wild-card spot, so expect battles with serious 
playoff intensity over the next two months. The packed 
schedule means some teams could catch fire and shoot up 
the standings, but it also means a team could sink like a 
stone if it goes cold. 

Even for the top teams, whose playoff spots are all but 
locked up, fans will get some fantastic playoff previews 
between March and April. Off the ice, those clubs could 
provide some fireworks as they try to get an upper hand at 
the trade deadline. 

As the NHL gets ready to ramp up the intensity, here are the 
updated NHL Power Rankings:  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

1  Avalanche  

When the Avalanche flip the 
switch, they can overwhelm any 
opponent. They showed that in 
their 6-3 win over the Jets. After 
the first period, the Jets held a 3-
0 lead, but that quickly 
evaporated. Colorado woke up 
and scored six straight goals to 
win the game. No lead is safe 
against this Avs team.  

1  
39-
10-4 

2  Flames  

Matthew Tkachuk is going to be 
a restricted free agent after this 
season, and the size of the bag 
he is about to collect increases 
with every game. Tkachuk leads 
the Flames in expected goals at 
five-on-five with 13.35, and he is 
playing well ahead of a point-
per-game pace with 59 in 51 
games played.  

1  
31-
14-6 

3  Panthers  

This past week was perhaps the 
first time that the Panthers 
looked mortal. They lost three 
games in a row, and an old 
Achilles heel might be rearing its 
head. Since Jan. 23, Sergei 

2  
35-
13-5 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

Bobrovsky ranks 76th in the NHL 
in goals saved above average at 
-6.67. The one thing that could 
sink this Florida team could be 
goaltending.  

4  Hurricanes  

In the midst of a five-game 
winning streak, the Hurricanes' 
point percentage has surged to 
.750, which is second to only the 
Avalanche. Carolina will be a 
team to watch as the trade 
deadline approaches because it 
has the firepower to win it all, but 
some upgrades here and there 
could put it over the top.  

4  
37-
11-4 

5  Lightning  

Now that he's fully healthy, 
Nikita Kucherov is starting to 
look like his old self. He has a 
goal and an assist in each of his 
last three games, and Kucherov 
takes an already imposing 
Tampa Bay offense and makes it 
even more lethal.  

1  
34-
11-6 

6  
Maple 
Leafs  

Auston Matthews is throwing up 
some truly ridiculous numbers 
these days. In his last three 
games, Matthews has scored 
four goals and tallied nine total 
points. Even with Jack Campbell 
struggling, the Leafs will have a 
chance every night when 
Matthews is as hot as he is right 
now.  

1  
35-
14-4 

7  Penguins  

Evan Rodrigues got off to a 
blazing start in the 2021-22 
season, and he has already set 
new career highs in goals and 
points. However, Rodrigues has 
just four points since Jan. 8. 
Fortunately for the Penguins, 
other players have gotten 
healthy and picked up the slack 
throughout the lineup.  

2  
33-
14-8 

8  Blues  

With the team on a four-game 
winning streak, Jordan Kyrou 
has surpassed the 20-goal mark 

2  
32-
14-6 
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

this season. His 21 tallies are 
seven more than last season in 
seven fewer games played. 
Additionally, his 49 points are 14 
more than a year ago.  

9  Rangers  

To this point in the season, the 
Rangers rank 27th in the NHL in 
expected goals for at five-on-five 
with 21.59. That lack of offense 
has cost the team on more than 
one occasion recently. The 
Rangers have scored 11 goals in 
their last six games, and they 
need to find a way to give more 
support for Igor Shesterkin.  

5  
33-
15-5 

10 Bruins  

Very few teams can say they 
have really dominated the 
Avalanche this season, but that's 
what happened on President's 
Day. Boston trounced Colorado, 
5-1, and it controlled 69.92% of 
the expected goals at five-on-
five. It was an impressive effort, 
and it could serve as a spark for 
the Bruins.  

1  
32-
17-4 

11 Wild  

The Wild have been sliding in 
the wrong direction over the last 
month. Since Feb. 1, the team 
ranks 23rd in expected goals for 
(23.90) and 25th in expected 
goals against (31.28) That has 
allowed the Blues to jump them 
for the No. 2 spot in the Central 
Division standings.  

4  
31-
16-3 

12 Kings  

The Kings acquired Viktor 
Arvidsson for a second-round 
pick and a third-round pick in the 
offseason, and that looks like a 
bargain right now. Arvidsson has 
been integral in Los Angeles' 
turnaround, and his 35 points 
are more than he tallied in either 
of his final two seasons with 
Nashville.  

3  
29-
18-7 

13 Stars  

Dallas is 4-0-1 in its last five 
games, and it has managed to 
pull that off while Jason 
Robertson has gone cold. Over 
that five-game stretch, 
Robertson has just one point, 
but he won't stay quiet for long. 
It has to be encouraging for the 
Stars to know that they can win 

--  
29-
20-3 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

without nightly contributions from 
Robertson, which wasn't 
happening earlier in the season.  

14 
Golden 
Knights  

I keep waiting on the Golden 
Knights to get rolling, but that 
has yet to happen. Back-to-back 
losses to the Coyotes and 
Avalanche dropped Vegas to 
third in the Pacific Division, and 
it's fair to wonder whether this 
team isn't quite as strong as it 
looks on paper.  

2  
29-
20-4 

15 Predators  

The Predators got some badly 
needed wins over the Panthers 
and the Stars, but there are still 
some very troubling trends with 
the team. Since Feb. 1, 
Nashville is 28th in the NHL in 
expected goals share at five-on-
five (43.53%). With the Stars 
heating up, the Preds have a 
very tenuous grip on their playoff 
spot.  

2  
30-
19-4 

16 Capitals  

Alex Ovechkin has accounted for 
18.5% of the Capitals' goals this 
season. If he isn't finding the 
back of the next, Washington 
has trouble generating offense. 
That lack of depth scoring - 
along with unreliable goaltending 
- may be what undoes the 
Capitals this spring.  

2  
28-
18-9 

17 Canucks  

Quinn Hughes is having an 
incredibly productive season for 
the Canucks. He has 41 points 
in 50 games played, and while 
Hughes has done half his 
damage on the power play, 
Vancouver has fared very well 
with him on the ice at five-on-
five. In those situations, the 
Canucks have scored 39 goals 
and given up just 29 goals.  

2  
26-
23-6 

18 Oilers  

Edmonton had a brutal schedule 
last week, and it didn't really 
help the team's playoff chances. 
A win over the Panthers was 
nice, but the Oilers also suffered 
losses to the Lightning and the 
Hurricanes. With a game every 
other day in March, Edmonton 

2  
29-
21-3 
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

can either make up ground or fall 
even further behind.  

19 
Blue 
Jackets  

As it turns out, when Patrik Laine 
isn't single-handedly carrying the 
Blue Jackets' offense, the team 
has issues lighting the lamp. 
Laine's heater came to an end 
against the Hurricanes and the 
Penguins, and the Blue Jackets 
lost both of those games while 
scoring a combined two goals.  

2  
27-
25-1 

20 Jets  

Winnipeg dropped three of its 
four games last week, including 
a key overtime loss to the Stars. 
The Jets now have four teams 
between them and a playoff 
spot, and they are staring down 
the barrel of 16 games in 31 
days next month.  

2  
23-
21-9 

21 Ducks  

Anaheim is 2-5-0 in the month of 
February, and their chances of 
making the playoffs have slipped 
considerably. Considering the 
expectations for the Ducks prior 
to the season, it's an 
accomplishment to even be in 
the playoff discussion at this 
point.  

1  
25-
21-9 

22 Red Wings  

It's not often you see a team 
score seven goals and still lose, 
but the Red Wings pulled off that 
impressive feat in a 10-7 loss to 
the Maple Leafs. Both teams 
used two goals in that game, 
and none of them had a save 
percentage above .800.  

--  
23-
24-6 

23 Senators  

Matt Murray deserves a lot of 
credit for getting his season back 
on track. He got off to a 
miserable start, but in the last 
month, Murray ranks fourth in 
the NHL with 5.04 goals saved 
above average.  

--  
19-
27-5 

24 Islanders  

There are rumors that the 
Islanders are shopping veteran 
forward Cal Clutterbuck ahead of 
the trade deadline, but I have 
some questions about how much 
they will get for a 34-year-old 
winger with five goals in 49 
games.  

--  
20-
21-8 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

25 Canadiens  

Don't look now, but the 
Canadiens are on a five-game 
heater. After struggling all 
season under Dominique 
Ducharme, Cole Caufield has 
caught fire under Martin St. 
Louis. Caufield has six goals and 
10 points in his last eight games. 
It's too early to tell whether St. 
Louis has unlocked something or 
he is the beneficiary of Caufield 
carrying an unsustainably low 
shooting percentage for most of 
the season.  

5  
13-
33-7 

26 Blackhawks 

Brandon Hagel, a sixth-round 
pick by the Sabres in 2016, has 
become a pleasant surprise for 
the Blackhawks. After his hat 
trick against the Devils, Hagel is 
up to 17 goals and 30 points on 
the year. It looks like Chicago 
has found a reliable middle-six 
forward.  

1  
19-
27-8 

27 Sharks  

When Nick Bonino signed with 
the Sharks in the offseason, the 
team was hoping that he could 
improve the forward depth, but 
that hasn't quite worked out. 
Bonino has six goals and 12 
points in 51 games, and he is 
pacing for his least productive 
season since 2011-12. A 7.3% 
shooting percentage that is 
nearly five points lower than his 
career average probably has 
something to do with that, 
though.  

1  
24-
23-6 

28 Flyers  

Despite what the traditional 
numbers might suggest, Carter 
Hart is not having a terrible year 
in net. The 2.90 goals against 
average is a little misleading 
because Hart ranks 16th in goals 
saved above average at five-on-
five (5.80), and the Flyers' 
penalty kill is one of the worst in 
the league.  

--  
16-
26-
10  

29 Devils  

The Devils scored 11 goals in 
back-to-back games against the 
Penguins and Blackhawks, but 
they went 1-1-0 in those games. 
That's because New Jersey 
surrendered eight goals in a loss 
to Chicago. As it turns out, Jon 

--  
19-
29-5 
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

Gillies is not the answer in goal 
either.  

30 Coyotes  

The Coyotes have eight picks in 
the first two rounds of the 2022 
NHL Draft, and they will be 
adding even more before the 
trade deadline. Phil Kessel, 
Jakob Chychrun, and Lawson 
Crouse all have varying degrees 
of value on the trade market.  

1  
14-
35-4 

31 Sabres  

Buffalo has dropped six straight 
games, and it has allowed at 
least four goals in five of those 

4  
16-
30-8 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

games. While the Sabres' 
forward group has improved 
somewhat this season, the 
defensive group remains a 
mess.  

32 Kraken  

The Kraken's winless streak has 
been extended to seven games, 
and it has picked up just one 
point in that stretch. In February, 
Seattle ranks 28th in team 
shooting percentage (7.72%) 
and 26th in team save 
percentage (88.06%). Nothing is 
working for them right now.  

--  
16-
34-5 

 

 

About Last Night: Finntastic 

The Finns were fantastic, and so to was Frederik Andersen, 
in a Sunday matinee win over the Oilers.  

By Alec_Sawyer 

The Carolina Hurricanes moved their win streak to five 
games Sunday at home against the Edmonton Oilers, 
winning 2-1 to cap off February with another win.  

The Canes got ahead early, scoring both of their goals in the 
first period of the game, and held on to beat the abundantly 
talented offensive charge of the Oilers.  

Some thoughts on the Sunday matinee win: 

Finntastic 

Carolina got on the board first just under 12 minutes into the 
game, as Teuvo Teravainen wristed home a wonderful pass 
from Andrei Svechnikov.  

And then five minutes later, Teravainen centered one for his 
fellow Finn Sebastian Aho, who blasted it home to make it 2-
0. 

That goal felt quite familiar for Hurricanes fans, who have 
grown accustomed to seeing Aho and Teravainen link up 
spectacularly in Raleigh since Aho made his NHL debut in 
2016.  

In fact, Sunday’s power-play tally between the two was the 
171st time they have linked up in their NHL careers, tying 
them atop the Carolina Hurricanes’ all-time leaderboard with 
the partnership of Kevin Dineen and Ron Francis (who got to 
171 in eight seasons together, two more than Aho is at now 
in his career). 

When Aho and Teravainen are working together, they are 
sensational. It’s a tandem that has dominated the 
Metropolitan for the past few years, as they seem to play off 
of each other with such great ease and composure.  

“Cool,” said Aho about the record. “He’s a great player and 
fun to play with. Hopefully we score a lot more.” 

It’s hard to look over the past few years and pick out a 
favorite goal between the pair. There’s so many exceptional 
highlight-reel passes and finishes to choose from.  

My personal favorite, though: 

As for the record itself, it’s a cool number to confirm what 
fans already knew: that this duo is as good as any that’s ever 
played for the team.  

And did Teravainen and Aho know about it during the game? 

Well, yes, thanks to another Finn. 

“Actually, KK told me in the middle of the game and I was 
like, ‘Okay, let’s just focus on the game.’ I don’t know how he 
knew,” Teravainen said.  

You Go, We Go 

Speaking of Aho, here’s a wild one for you: 

*A note on this: The number is actually 17-0, not 18-0* 

It’s not rocket science to suggest that you need your best 
players to be your best players to win games, but this is a bit 
absurd.  
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When Aho scores a goal this year, the Canes win. That is it. 
It’s quite literally as simple as that. And how does that 
compare to some of the other top goal scorers in the league? 

The Carolina Hurricanes have top-to-bottom talent and a 
roster that is built to make a deep, deep run come 
postseason play.  

But as is the case for every single team in the league, 
regardless of how deep the lineup is, the Canes have to 
have their top guy contributing in order to get where they 
want to go.  

That top guys for the Hurricanes is still Aho, who scored 
Sunday in a win for the 17th time this season. Yes, the 
Canes are still 20-11-4 in games where Aho doesn’t score 
because they are good, but it does say something that they 
don’t lose when he does.  

“It’s really not a secret, he’s just a good player,” said 
Teravainen. “He thinks the game fast and skates well. He’s 
just a good player.” 

Steady, Steady Freddie 

At this point, I’m not sure that Frederik Andersen is phased 
by anything.  

He was fantastic once again Sunday, stopping 29 of 30 shots 
faced en route to his 29th win of the season.  

Andersen’s 29 wins are the most in the league. He’s third in 
the NHL (among goalies with 20+ games played) with a .930 
SV%, and his 2.03 GAA is tied for second.  

Every single time Andersen takes the ice for the Canes, it 
feels like you know what you’re going to get. He’s calm. He’s 
collected. He doesn’t get rattled.  

And most importantly, he gives you more than a chance to 
win a hockey game. 

“He stops the puck,” said Rod Brind’Amour. “He’s calm in 
there, so he makes you feel calm. Even when you have a 
really good chance coming at you, the way he plays it makes 
you feel like, ‘Oh, that wasn’t as good of a chance.’ Makes 
you feel like it’s not going so bad. I think he calms the group 
down with the way he plays and obviously he’s stopping the 
puck at a high rate. That helps.”
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Jack Drury shines as Wolves split weekend series in Manitoba 

Plus: goaltender interference, still a mystery 

By Sarah.A  

By The Numbers 

Record: 30-10-4-4 (68 points; 1st in Central Division; 3rd in 
AHL by points percentage) 

Goals/Game: 3.33 

Goals Against/Game: 2.58 

Shots/Game: 35.08 

Shots Against/Game: 25.60 

Power Play % (Rank): 20.4% (12th) 

Penalty Kill % (Rank): 85.2% (2nd)  

Leading Scorer (Overall): Andrew Poturalski (66) 

Most Goals: Stefan Noesen (28) 

Most Assists: Andrew Poturalski (44) 

Next Game: Wednesday, March 2 vs. Texas 

(stats as of February 27, 2022)  

Game 47: Wolves 5, Moose 1 

Jack Drury and Josh Leivo each recorded two goals to help 
propel the Wolves to a win over the Manitoba Moose this 
weekend. This was the Wolves first win in Manitoba this 
season and their second win overall against the team. 

Drury’s performance in particular comes during a strong run 
of play for the first-year AHL player. Including the 
subsequent night’s performance against Manitoba, Drury 
ended the weekend with points in eight straight games, and 
nine of his last ten. This comes on the heels of a season-
long five-game points drought. He now sits in fourth place in 
overall points on the team. 

Head coach Ryan Warsofsky has spoken after previous 
games about what Drury brings as a player. “Really mature 
game for a rookie. I know he played over in Europe last year, 
but he’s very mature game, plays a 200 foot game, he’s a 
pro mentality,” he said recently. “He knows the game really 
well, high hockey IQ. He’s ready to play in the NHL, he’s just 

got to get his chance. He’s gonna have a long career. He’s 
just a smart player, he’s a winner and I can’t say enough 
good things.” 

Scoring: Josh Leivo, 2 G; Jack Drury, 2 G; Cavan Fitzgerald, 
1 G; Max Lajoie, 2 A; Andrew Poturalski, 2 A; David Gust, 2 
A; Josh Jacobs, 2 A; David Cotton, 1 A 

In net: Alex Lyon, saved 25 of 26, 0.962 Sv%  

Game 48: Wolves 3, Moose 4 (SO) 

The Wolves shot out to an early lead in this one, chasing 
Moose goaltender Philippe Desrosiers after just 10:49 of 
play, where he surrendered three goals on five shots. A 
dominant second period from the Moose changed the 
complexion of the game, however. They scored twice on 17 
shots as the Wolves let the home team get back into the 
game, a frequent frustration of Ryan Warsofsky’s.  

With both goaltenders shutting things down in the third 
period, the game headed to overtime, where the Wolves 
thought they’d won thanks to a Josh Leivo goal just 38 
seconds into the extra frame. But, well, what even is goalie 
interference? We just don’t know.  

Upon review, the goal was reversed as Andrew Poturalski 
interfered with Moose goaltender Arvid Holm’s ability to play 
the puck. Never mind that Moose defenseman Ville Heinola 
was the one to give Poturalski the push into the net, of 
course.  

With the call reversed, play continued through the remainder 
of a scoreless overtime, and onto the shootout. Poturalski 
scored for the Wolves in the shootout, but Manitoba scored 
twice, giving them the win.  

The Moose outshot the Wolves 35 to 29, making this the 
second consecutive game where the Wolves found 
themselves outshot. This is the first time this season where 
the Wolves have been outshot in consecutive games and 
just the seventh time overall. The Moose have outshot the 
Wolves in four of their six meetings this season.  

Scoring: CJ Smith, 1 G, 1 A; Max Letunov, 1 G; Josh Jacobs, 
1 G; David Cotton, 1 A; Max Lajoie, 1 A; Jack Drury, 1 A; 
David Gust, 1 A; Jesper Sellgren, 1 A 

In net: Jack LaFontaine, saved 31 of 34, 0.912 sv%
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Carolina Hurricanes at Detroit Red Wings: Game Preview 

The Hurricanes head to the Motor City for the only time this 
season looking to extend their five-game winning streak. 

By Brian LeBlanc  

Carolina Hurricanes (37-11-4) at Detroit Red Wings (23-24-
6) 

2021-22 Regular Season Game 53 
Tuesday, March 1, 2022 — 7:30 p.m. ET 
Little Caesars Arena — Detroit, MI 

Watch: Bally Sports South 
Listen: 99.9 The Fan 
SBN Opposition: Winging It In Motown 

Follow Canes Country on Social Media 
Twitter @CanesCountry 
Facebook Canes Country 
Instagram @canescountrypix 

Three times this season, the Carolina Hurricanes have won 
five games in a row. Of the previous two streaks, however, 
only one extended to a sixth: the season-opening nine-game 
streak that propelled already high expectations into the 
stratosphere from the first drop of the puck. 

The last time the Hurricanes saw the Detroit Red Wings was 
the start of their most recent five-game streak, and was part 
of their run of eight wins in nine games that lasted through 
most of December and into January. Tonight, the Canes will 
look to make the Red Wings part of an even longer winning 
streak. 

Vital Statistics 

Category Hurricanes Red Wings 

Record 37-11-4 23-24-6 

Goals/Game 3.48 2.89 

Goals Against/Game 2.35 3.58 

Shots/Game 33.25 29.51 

Face Off Win % 53.7% 50.6% 

Power Play % (Rank) 25.2% (5th) 16.7% (26th) 

Penalty Kill % (Rank) 90.2% (1st) 76.4% (25th) 

ES Corsi For % 54.40% 46.51% 

ES PDO 101.75 99.70 

PIM/Game 09:19 09:15 

Goaltender #1 

Category Frederik Andersen Thomas Greiss 

Record 29-7-2 8-8-1 

Save % .930 .895 

GAA 2.03 3.37 

Goaltender #2 

Category Antti Raanta Alex Nedeljkovic 

Record 7-3-1 14-15-5 

Save % .909 .903 

GAA 2.44 3.14 

 

Game Notes 

 Tonight is the start of an absolutely insane run 
through March for the Hurricanes. By the time we 
hit the end of the month, the Hurricanes will have 
played 16 games in 31 days, including three sets of 
three games in four nights and one set of four in six. 
Tonight’s game is the first of that four-in-six run. 

 In their previous meeting, the Hurricanes topped old 
friend Alex Nedeljkovic 5-3 on December 16. Jack 
Drury scored his first career goal as part of a wild 
first period, one that saw the Hurricanes take the 
lead four separate times with the Red Wings 
answering all but the final goal. Nino Niederreiter 
scored twice, including the eventual game winner in 
the third period. 

 Carolina is 8-3-1 in their last twelve games against 
Detroit, and Frederik Andersen (who knows the 
Wings well from his time in Toronto) has been 
masterful against them, to the tune of 10-0-1 with 
two shutouts in his career against the Red Wings. 

 Tonight is a homecoming for Jalen Chatfield, who 
will face his hometown Red Wings for the first time 
in his NHL career. Chatfield grew up in Ypsilanti, 
about 30 miles west of Detroit, and played his 
midget hockey with the Belle Tire U18 team in 
nearby Taylor. 

 Teuvo Teravainen and Sebastian Aho both joined 
the Hurricanes in 2016. Six years and 171 goals 
later, they’re about to make history: the next goal 
scored by either on an assist from the other will set 
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the Hurricanes franchise record for most goals by a 
duo. Right now they’re tied with Kevin Dineen and 
Ron Francis, and got there in two fewer seasons. 

 Speaking of Teravainen, his current eight-game 
point streak is the longest by any Hurricanes player 

this season, and is the longest of his career. (But 
he’s not even halfway to the franchise record of 18, 
held by Mike Rogers of the 1980-81 Hartford 
Whalers, in case you’re scoring at home.) 

 

 
TODAY’S LINKS 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article258887843.html 
https://theathletic.com/3153377/2022/02/28/the-preds-and-lightning-step-outside-the-leafs-and-wings-get-ridiculous-and-just-how-worried-are-we-

about-the-caps/ 
https://www.wralsportsfan.com/pain-in-the-glass-delay-at-hurricanes-game-saved-by-ice-crew/20162967/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/monthly-performance-review-february/c-331256764 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-canes-at-red-wings/c-331293134 

https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2022/02/28/nhl-power-rankings-los-angeles-kings-look-great-colorado-avalanche-calgary-flames-st-louis-blues-still-rolling/ 
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/nhl-power-rankings-avalanche-show-superiority-with-playoff-push-set-to-begin/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/2/28/22954699/about-last-night-finntastic 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/2/28/22954285/ahl-jack-drury-shines-as-chicago-wolves-split-weekend-series-manitoba-moose 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/3/1/22955915/carolina-hurricanes-at-detroit-red-wings-game-preview-statistics-notes 
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Loose pucks: The Hurricanes’ penalty kill deserves an award, Teuvo 
Teravainen is underrated and more 

 

By Sara Civian Feb 28, 2022  

 

Remember last week, when the Canes were headed in the right direction 
after a mini-slump but were struggling to put a full 60 minutes together? 
Jaccob Slavin told me that while no one was panicking, the players on 
the team knew they had more to give — and knew they had to give it on 
a consistent basis. 

Since then, the Canes have had two relatively strong wins over 
Columbus and Edmonton. They’re riding a five-game win streak into the 
upcoming road trip. Freddie Andersen is Freddie Andersen-ing. Life is 
good. But life was never really bad, was it? 

“I think the games where we gave up the goals on six-on-five, some of 
them were tough bounces, (situations like back-door passes),” Brett 
Pesce said Sunday. “It’s gonna happen, right? But we have a good 
structure, and it’s coming along.” 

It’s all about building streaks, and it turns out we were right to stop 
overanalyzing everything. For now. 

Loose pucks 

• The week in one word: Reassuring. 

• We talk so much about the Hurricanes penalty kill, and all of our talk is 
still not enough. It’s so fun, it’s so impossibly good, and I will never shut 
up about it. Find someone who loves you like the Hurricanes love having 
the best penalty kill the world has ever seen. Consider this: The Canes 
have the second-worst penalty differential in the league at minus-27, and 
usually that means a pretty bad penalty-kill percentage — or, at best, 
nothing inspiring. The Canes have the best penalty kill percentage in the 
league at 90.3 percent, and the next best is 86 percent. According to 
Evolving-Hockey, the Canes allow the lowest shot quality against per 60 
when short-handed. They’re top 10 in shot quality for when short-handed 
to boot. (Thanks to Alison Lukan and Shayna Goldman for helping me 
look for the right data there.) 

• What’s the secret? To Sebastian Aho, it’s Andersen. “It starts with the 
hot goalie. He’s always the most important guy on the PK,” Aho said. 
“You trust your own goalie, it allows you some pressure off. He’s going to 
make the last save if we do something stupid out there. We start with 
that, and then obviously I’ve been playing with Turbo (Teuvo Teravainen) 
quite a bit. We read each other, and we’ve got elite defensemen. 
Probably those things.” Probably. 
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• To Pesce, it’s cohesiveness. “We all buy in,” he said. “Everyone’s 
willing to block a shot, and I think everyone does such a good job of 
when it’s time to jump on them, (trying) to get after them (and) take away 
their space. We’re just so in sync — whoever’s out there, everyone’s just 
intact with each other. We’re obviously really confident now, too.” 

• Hot take of the week: Teravainen is the most underrated player in the 
league. When I say the word underrated, I mean “a top-five most 
valuable player on a team who no one seems to talk about.” Teravainen’s 
got 15 goals and 43 points in 47 games, and he made several jaw-
dropping passes like it was nothing Sunday. He’s always had a shot 
that’s equal parts wicked and sneaky, but he’s using it more this season. 
As a natural playmaker, he joked he’s been coerced into this from 
coaches, teammates and the media. When head coach Rod Brind’Amour 
was asked about this Sunday, he joked, “I don’t think he listens to me.” 
Anyway, if any national media members happen to be reading this, the 
“Jaccob Slavin is underrated” talking point is so yesterday — we’ve run 
that one into the ground. It’s safe to say he is finally rated adequately. 
Ask about Teravainen and his shot when you come to town. 

• Cowardly take of the week: The trade deadline used to be my least 
favorite time of the year because it’s a whole lot of “rumblings” and 
“grumblings” and speaking in riddles. I felt sort of bad that I couldn’t give 
any satisfying answers to many of your questions in my latest mailbag, 
but I would have had to lie. These days, I find leaning into rumblings and 
grumblings szn amusing, though. So my cowardly take of the week is: 
The Canes might do something at the trade deadline, but they also might 
not. Please credit me with this report. 

• Pointless stat of the week: Teravainen and Aho have now connected for 
171 goals. Thanks to this power-play beauty Sunday, they’ve officially 
tied Kevin Dineen and Ron Francis (1984-91, 1998-99: 171) for the most 
goal combinations by any duo in franchise history. Does this mean 
anything for functional purposes? Not really. Were the Canes really 
mediocre for a decade or so during the time in between these two duos? 
Yes. Did we just Sunday witness the best duo in the league, Connor 
McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, and have they shown us a team needs more 
than even two of the best players to succeed? Mhm. Have I gotten into 
the obnoxious writing habit of asking and answering my own questions? 
I’m working on it. All of these things aside, this feat is pretty impressive 
for a 24-year-old and a 27-year-old and they’ve got plenty of time left 
together. 

• Pointless hat of the week: Teravainen was wearing a Whalers hat in his 
postgame interview, and he was asked if it had anything to do with the 
aforementioned franchise record. “It’s just the hat that fits my head,” he 
said. 

• Tweet of the week: 

• Vezina candidate of the week: Canes color commentator Tripp Tracy 
has started banging the Freddie-for-Vezina drum, and I’m pretty close to 
joining him. This is a far cry from the facial expression I made when my 
friend Jonny Lazarus suggested this back in September. I think Igor 
Shesterkin might deservedly end up getting the final nod considering 
Andersen has help from the Canes’ league-leading defense and 
Shesterkin has been more of a one-man show at times, but Andersen is 
at least a top-two candidate right now. He’s got a .930 save percentage 
and a 2.06 goals-against average, as it currently stands. According to 
MoneyPuck, before Sunday’s game, he was right behind Shesterkin in 
goals saved above expected per 60 (.766). He’s also second in wins 
above replacement with 4.66. “He’s calm in there and he makes you feel 
calm,” Brind’Amour said. “Even when there’s a really good chance 
coming at you, the way he plays it, he makes you feel like it’s not going 
so bad. He calms the group down the way he plays, and at the end of the 
day, he’s stopping the puck at a high rate. That helps.” 

Either way, the season’s not over and we’ve gotta keep a close eye on 
this race. 

• Housekeeping request of the week: I’m going back on the road for the 
first time in a long time this week, and I’m thinking of some suggestions 
you guys have given me to write about. It’s funny, so many of your 

suggestions are the exact stories I miss writing the most — the goal 
songs, the player polls, the heart and soul. The locker rooms are still 
closed, but my goal for the trip is to find a way to do one of these again. 
Give me some questions you’d want answered in the comments and I’ll 
ask a few of them. 

The Athletic LOADED: 03.01.2022 
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Detroit Red Wings losing ground in NHL playoff chase. The road ahead 
doesn't get easier 

 

HELENE ST. JAMES   

 

After a leisurely February, the Detroit Red Wings get what they crave as 
March beckons: The rhythm of a regular schedule. 

The Wings (23-24-6) continue a stretch of facing elite teams Tuesday 
when they host the Carolina Hurricanes. The Wings went 3-4 in 
February, capping the month with a 10-7 loss to the Toronto Maple Leafs 
that featured an eight-goal third period. Sunday was a scheduled day off, 
but after that scramble, it was needed. 

"We haven’t had a lot of games lately to get into a rhythm,"  defenseman 
Marc Staal said after Saturday's game at Little Caesars Arena. "We just 
need to exhale and come back to work Monday." 

WOMEN MARCH ON: How Marguerite Norris, Colleen Howe and Marian 
Ilitch shaped Red Wings 

The Wings had worked their way within six points of a wild-card spot, but 
as teams have made up games in hand, the Wings now sit 13 points 
behind Washington. Making the playoffs was unlikely all along, but it was 
an encouraging sign for the rebuild that the Wings were in the 
conversation. Then came a stretch vs. the Minnesota Wild and New York 
Rangers, and then the Colorado Avalanche and Leafs, during which the 
Wings have gone 1-3. This week offers the Hurricanes, Tampa Bay 
Lightning and Florida Panthers, all teams inside the playoff picture. 

"These games are all a litmus test for us and we better understand how 
much more we’ve got to compete and work and sacrifice," coach Jeff 
Blashill said. 

The Wings got back into the Toronto game when they finally started 
competing, but both the Leafs and the Avalanche scored in the opening 
minutes, making for hard nights. Neither Alex Nedeljkovic nor Thomas 
Greiss has played their best the past two games, with Saturday's goalfest 
an especially forgettable outing for both. 

[ A month from trade deadline, here's what Yzerman could do with Red 
Wings ] 

"I don’t want to compare the two games," Blashill said. "Last game, we 
gave up 12 chances. It was a bad first shift. This is a different animal. 

"We have a hell of a team coming in here on Tuesday, we better figure it 
out fast." 

Blashill described the Wings whittling a five-goal deficit to one as "fool's 
gold," saying that pulling within 7-6 and 8-7 should not "get away from 
the focus that we have to be way better." Neither he nor Staal could 
explain how the Wings were so inert to start a home game against an 
Original Six opponent, or why there hasn't been a better overall effort 
given where the Wings are in the standings.  

"We just have to come out ready to play next game and be ready from 
the start," Staal said. 

Detroit Free Press LOADED: 03.01.2022 
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Red Wings' Lucas Raymond, Moritz Seider lean on each other during 
rookie seasons 

 

TED KULFAN | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit — Lucas Raymond is going through his first season in the NHL, 
and judging from the statistics and eye test, doing quite well. 

But it also helps Raymond has a buddy who is doing the same thing. 

Rookie defenseman Moritz Seider is going through the exact same 
things. The fact Seider has been around — to vent, hang out, talk, joke 
around, whatever — has been a big help. Raymond said. 

"It's huge," Raymond said after Monday's practice. "Mo and I are real 
good friends and we get along great off the ice, which usually translates 
on the ice as well, So, it's really nice." 

The two recently were interviewed sitting courtside at a Pistons game at 
Little Caesars Arena. Raymond moved in with Seider once the regular 
season began, for a while. The two have done video hits for Red Wings' 
website which were popular. 

The crib looks a little different tonight for Lucas Raymond and Moritz 
Seider.     #Pistons   #LGRW pic.twitter.com/kIMcyCKnrE 

— Detroit Pistons (@DetroitPistons) February 4, 2022 

A friendship has blossomed between two young players who are likely to 
be the cornerstone of the Wings' organization for a long time. 

"Whether it's just hanging out off the ice, or having someone to talk to or 
whatever, it could be since both of us are here without friends and family 
except for the guys on the team, but outside of hockey, it's really nice to 
have (another young player to talk to) and we get along great," Raymond 
said. "I lived with him in the beginning (of the season); that was real nice 
as well. We had a great time.  

"We got along real quick." 

On the ice, Raymond saw a lot of Seider last season when both were 
playing on different teams in the Swedish Hockey League. Raymond 
could tell, then, Seider was a special player. 

"Impressed, of course, but also I knew how good he was coming into this 
season, playing against him last year," Raymond said. "He's just a force 
out there. He can basically do it all, with the big hits and physical plays 
but the patience with the puck and skating and making plays. He's a very 
well-rounded defenseman.  

"It's a lot of fun playing with him." 

The two young Wings have been mentioned most of the season as 
favorites, along with Anaheim forward Trevor Zegras, to win the Calder 
Trophy (rookie of the year). 

But the consensus around the league recently appears to be Seider has 
taken a lead on any other rookie mentioned, if there were a vote taken 
today. 

Seider leads all rookie with 34 assists, and has 39 points, while playing 
just under 23 minutes (22:56), more than any other rookie. Raymond 
leads all rookies with 42 points, with 15 goals and 27 assists. 

If Raymond had a vote, his buddy Seider would get the nod for the 
Calder. 

"He's been playing great," Raymond said, "so he has my vote for sure." 

Uneven goaltending 

Goaltenders Alex Nedeljkovic and Thomas Greiss were one of the more 
effective tandems in the NHL for much of this season. 

But the goaltending has mirrored the team defense in recent games, 
culminating in Saturday's 10-7 loss to Toronto. 

The Wings sat 29th in the NHL Monday with an .891 save percentage, a 
statistic that got dinged after Saturday's defensive collapse. 

"The goalies are evaluated just like the players are," Blashill said. "The 
goaltending position is the most important position in hockey. I hold our 
goalies to a high standard, so when they need to be better and execute 
at a high level, I make sure to let them know. 

"But I'm also cognizant of the fact good defense can breed good 
goaltending. It kind of goes hand in hand. We probably need better of 
both. If you look at the couple of games, we need better from everybody. 
But we need to be better defensively from everybody." 

A meltdown like Saturday's can leave a mark mentally, and specifically 
for the goaltenders. 

"Certainly if you let it, for both of our goalies or our team," Blashill said. 
"The only way to kind of not allow that to happen is to go back to work 
and execute shift by shift and save by save and if you really focus on the 
process of it, you get back on your game. Confidence matters 100% for a 
hockey team or skater or goalie. The problem is, nobody can give you 
confidence, you have to earn confidence and part of that is the work." 

Nedeljkovic has struggled in the last month, and Saturday only lasted 
until midway through the first period before Greiss replaced him. 
Nedeljkovic than returned to play the third period. 

Blashill feels Nedeljkovic's confidence has taken a hit during the slump. 

"It's nothing technical, certainly there are some technical areas that 
(goaltending coach)  Jeff Salajko and Ned have worked on all season 
and continue to work on to get better," Blashill said. "I just think it's a 
matter of going out and let's work to gain our confidence. 

"When you see goalies get on a roll, usually they're real confident. It 
works the other way, and we all have to regain (confidence)." 

Ice chips 

After a lackluster practice Friday, which Blashill felt may have contributed 
to Saturday's loss, Blashill felt the emotion and intensity was much better 
Monday. 

... Blashill tweaked lines and defensive pairings. Up front, the key flips 
were Filip Zadina with Joe Veleno and Michael Rasmussen, while 
Vladislav Namestnikov skated with Dylan Larkin and Raymond.  

Defensively, the Seider and Nick Leddy pairing stayed, but Marc Staal 
was with Troy Stecher, Filip Hronek with Jordan Oesterle and Danny 
DeKeyser with Gustav Lindstrom. 

Blashill will make a final determination on his lineup Tuesday before the 
Wings face Carolina. 

... Blashill watched Saturday's game one more time Monday. 

"It was a wild game and I had a lot of texts from friends of mine that are 
in line to buy season tickets and felt it was great," Blashill said. "I didn't. 
But, listen, it's good we were able to make it a game and if we score on 
the power play (potentially tying the game), who knows what happens? I 
just want to make sure we focus on what really matters, making sure we 
better hockey." 

 We're offering a great rate on digital subscriptions. Click here. 

Hurricanes at Red Wings  

► Faceoff: 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Little Caesars Arena, Detroit 

► TV/radio: BSD/97.1 FM 
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► Outlook: The Hurricanes (37-11-4) have won five consecutive games 
and are the top team in the Eastern Conference. ... C Sebastian Aho (23 
goals, 55 points), D Jaccob Slavin (26 assists), and G Frederik Andersen 
(29-7-2, .930 SVS) lead a star-studded, deep lineup. 

Detroit News LOADED: 03.01.2022 
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A Red Wings’ prospect unicorn, Elmer Söderblom is outgrowing the SHL 

 

By Max Bultman Feb 28, 2022  

 

GOTHENBURG, Sweden — In the back hallway of Valhallarinken, the 
community ice rink next door to Frölunda HC’s home arena, Elmer 
Söderblom leaned down to get in the frame. 

He had just gotten off the ice from a practice, stopping for a pair of 
elementary-aged kids who wanted a picture with the home team’s next 
big thing. Even as he shrunk down for a photo, their heads barely crested 
above his waist. 

Söderblom is 6-foot-8 and 250 pounds, matching the measurements of 
Pistons center Isaiah Stewart. He stands just an inch shy of longtime 
Bruins defenseman Zdeno Chara. His skates are a (European) size 50. 
In Sweden, he and 5-foot-7 linemate Ryan Lasch have jokingly earned 
the nickname Asterix and Obelix, after a cartoon odd couple. He towers 
over teammates in goal huddles. 

And this year, there have been a whole lot of those. 

At just 20 years old, Söderblom’s 18 goals are far and away the most on 
Frölunda’s senior team, and are tied for fifth most in the entire Swedish 
Hockey League. He has gone from sixth-round draft pick in 2019 to a 
legit NHL prospect — from a lanky kid with good hands to a force in the 
SHL. On the team’s website, his face now appears right next to the club’s 
legendary captain Joel Lundqvist. 

“Elmer is a diamond,” said Frölunda’s development manager, Mikael 
Ström. “He takes steps every day.” 

At Frölunda, they’ve seen his journey from a young age. Söderblom 
played his youth hockey at nearby Hovås HC, but switched over to 
Frölunda when he was about 12 or 13. His older brother, Arvid — now 
with the Blackhawks organization — was a goaltender two years older 
than him, and today stands 6-foot-3. But even as young as eight or nine, 
they were about the same size already. 

“Everybody thought we were twins,” Söderblom said, “or I was the big 
brother.” 

Elmer Söderblom’s size 50 skate (right) next to Theodor Niederbach’s 
(left). (Max Bultman / The Athletic) 

In hockey, of course, size can be a blessing. You see that now in the way 
Söderblom can hold off defenders who are hopelessly trying to poke a 
puck off his stick. It can also be a bit of an obstacle — more size to work 
with also means more to carry around. And in Söderblom’s case, a lot to 
get used to. 

“If you go back maybe three, four years, you saw this big, lanky kid with a 
lot of skill, but not a complete game,” said Frölunda general manager 
Fredrik Sjöström. “And I think at the beginning, he just kind of struggled 
with his coordination, just growing into that body.” 

Even as he did, though, there were flashes of what this all could look like. 
Certainly, the Red Wings drafted him knowing about his uncommon skill 
at his size — developed the old-fashioned way, by a kid who just loved to 
pick up a puck and stickhandle. Frölunda, too, saw those windows into 
his potential, even when it wasn’t quite there yet. 

As the years went, Söderblom would get stronger, become more 
comfortable in his body. And, as he did, new elements would click. Bit by 
bit, he was building. 

Elmer Söderblom’s rare size and skill combination presents an imposing 
challenge for opponents (Courtesy of Frölunda HC) 

At the 2021 world juniors, he dazzled an international audience by pulling 
a puck through his legs and roofing it while playing the net front on the 
power play. 

Then he did it again a week later. 

Despite the viral clips, though, Söderblom still hadn’t turned the corner in 
the SHL at that point — still showing those “wow” flashes, but not yet 
consistently able to play his unique game in the nation’s top league. He 
had just five points in 28 games on the season. 

But this year, it has all come together. 

Quiet and unassuming, Söderblom was sitting in a spare locker room 
recently — right in the middle of a run of four goals in four games — 
when he humbly offered, “I think I’ve got the goal scoring going.” 

That’s certainly one way to put it. Sjöström credited the patience both 
Söderblom and Frölunda showed in letting the forward’s development run 
its course, not getting frustrated and sticking with the process. Söderblom 
pointed to a mindset of attacking and increased confidence. He’s also, of 
course, playing more — jumping from 10 minutes a night last season to 
15 now. 

However you apportion the cause and effect, though, the results have 
been impossible to ignore in the SHL. The reach. The ability to protect 
the puck. The pure skill. An NHL shot. And those plays where he just 
looks impossible to stop. 

SIMON EDVINSSON GOES UP THE MIDDLE FOR ELMER 
SÖDERBLOM, WHO DOES HIS THING – HIS 17TH GOAL OF THE 
SEASON #LGRW PIC.TWITTER.COM/C0OQ0RKAIT 

— ICEHOCKEYGIFS (@ICEHOCKEYG) FEBRUARY 19, 2022 

“(This) last little while here, there’s been games he’s been absolutely 
dominant,” Sjöström said. “And still, there’s more room there. He can be 
really good.” 

And still, there’s more room there. 

Söderblom’s season in the SHL has been excellent. It’s a league that 
Lasch — who has also played in both Finland and Switzerland — called 
“one of the most defensive leagues in Europe.” For a 20-year-old to be 
seemingly outgrowing it in real time is something to behold. But it’s also 
not the end game. 

The Red Wings are hoping Söderblom will make the move over to North 
America as soon as next season. When he does, the AHL would seem to 
be the natural starting spot — both to acclimate to the smaller ice, and 
also to a slightly different style of play. It seems like a sure bet, for 
example, that coaches in North America will at least want to try and coax 
more physicality out of Söderblom’s 6-foot-8 frame. His identity is as a 
goal scorer — and with his skill and shot, it should stay that way — but 
it’s hard to imagine Detroit not seeing if it can unlock a bit more bite from 
such unique size. 

In terms of Söderblom’s improvement, one area the Red Wings have 
already been happy with is his skating. He’s still not a burner, and NHL 
speed remains a different animal from what he’s seen so far, but Lasch 
did say he felt Söderblom has “deceptive speed for his size.” Certainly, 
his willingness to take pucks to the net once he gets going will serve him 
well in North America, too. 

Regardless, even as Söderblom’s next big steps — and the questions 
that will accompany them — draw near, there’s room to step back and 
appreciate how much has already happened here. 

Söderblom, after a long journey, looks like he just might be a unicorn. 
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“If you have that skill and all that, with that size,” Sjöström said, “that’s a 
pretty hard thing to beat.” 
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Capitals’ home skid reaches six games with a 5-3 loss to the Maple Leafs 

What to know from Washington’s defeat, its third in a row overall 

 

By Samantha Pell 

 

It appeared the Washington Capitals had finally started to figure it out 
Monday night. They threw a flurry of shots on net, they moved the puck 
quickly and efficiently, and they briefly slowed a potent Toronto Maple 
Leafs offense. 

Please answer some questions in this short survey about professional 
soccer and the 2022 Men's FIFA World Cup. 

But as they often have this season, the Capitals couldn’t get past early 
self-inflicted errors in their 5-3 loss at Capital One Arena. Washington 
has lost three in a row overall and its past six at home. The Capitals have 
lost three in a row in regulation for the first time since they dropped four 
straight in February 2021. 

“We got to control the big moments and find ways to win those games,” 
forward Tom Wilson said. “I think we’ve found ourselves in close games 
quite a bit here the last month and they’ve just been going the other way 
— and that is just unacceptable.” 

Alex Ovechkin, the Russian star of the Capitals, says, ‘Please, no more 
war’ 

Wilson tied the score at 3 early in the third period with his second goal of 
the night, but the Capitals couldn’t find the go-ahead tally. Maple Leafs 
defenseman Rasmus Sandin scored the game-winner to cap a nifty 
passing play at four-on-four with 3:23 left, and Pierre Engvall found the 
empty net with 1:01 to go, ending Washington’s hopes. 

Wilson’s first goal was a deflection of captain Alex Ovechkin’s shot on the 
power play midway through the second period to cut Toronto’s lead to 3-
2. Wilson then scored shorthanded at 1:44 of the third to tie it. 

“There’s things that we can do better,” Coach Peter Laviolette said. “You 
can go back and look at the goals. We’re in a position right now where 
it’s not bouncing our way, so we’ve got to clean it up and we’ve got to do 
a better job.” 

Early goaltending issues put the Capitals on their heels again. Ilya 
Samsonov, who got the start, was pulled after allowing three goals on 10 
shots in 20 minutes. Vitek Vanecek played the final two periods, finishing 
with 16 saves on 17 shots. Monday brought his first NHL appearance 
since he suffered an upper-body injury Feb. 1. 

Petr Mrazek made 30 saves on 33 shots for Toronto. 

Michael Bunting gave the Maple Leafs a 1-0 lead just 2:35 in. Maple 
Leafs star Auston Matthews then swept the puck off the goal line to 
prevent a Capitals goal by mere inches. 

Conor Sheary did tie the score at 1 with 3:37 left in the first with a 
deflection of Nicklas Backstrom’s point shot. William Nylander put 
Toronto back on top with 1:11 to go before defenseman Justin Holl 
scored with just 1.6 seconds left following a net-front scramble, ending 
Samsonov’s night early. 

Monday was the start of a three-game homestand. Washington’s next 
game is Thursday against Metropolitan Division leader Carolina, then 
Seattle visits for the first time Saturday. 

“I think guys will probably leave the rink angry tonight,” Laviolette said. “I 
don’t know about frustration or urgency. Everybody’s probably angry.” 

Here’s what else to know about the Capitals’ loss: 

Last time out: Capitals hit a low point, drop second straight out of break 
to woeful Flyers 

Vanecek returns 

Vanecek gradually worked his way back onto the ice over the past few 
weeks. Washington sent him to the Hershey Bears, its American Hockey 
League affiliate, on Sunday for a conditioning stint. He was solid that 
night, making 21 saves on 23 shots during a 3-1 loss to Utica. The 
Capitals recalled him Monday morning. 

Vanecek said he felt tired for the first two periods Sunday but was better 
in the third. He said he’s trying to get back to the stretch of solid games 
he turned in back in January. 

“For goalies, it’s a little bit different [to get back into game shape],” he 
said Monday morning. “You have to track the puck and everything, so the 
eyes is a little bit slower, too, in the game. But when you get used to it ... 
you start feeling much better after that.” 

Vanecek was solid Monday, with Toronto’s go-ahead goal his only 
hiccup. 

“I thought he did a good job,” Laviolette said. “It’s tough to fault him on 
the last one. He’s looking down a shot, [and] they go through a seam. We 
should’ve had coverage there. He dives back and we try to get a block, 
but it gets through.” 

Mantha cleared for contact 

Monday was the first day that winger Anthony Mantha was cleared for 
contact, Laviolette said. Mantha had shoulder surgery in early November. 
He and his $5.7 million salary cap hit remain on long-term injured 
reserve. 

“It’s certainly good, right?” Laviolette said. “We talk about getting guys 
out on the ice, into the [no-contact] jersey, then out of the [no-contact] 
jersey, then into the battles. There’s a progression that goes with it.” 

Sprong, Schultz out again 

Winger Daniel Sprong was a healthy scratch for the third straight game. 

It appeared he would play Monday night after he took rushes with the 
third line at the morning skate. But he stayed on the ice afterward to work 
with the extra players, a sign that he would not be in the lineup. Indeed, 
Sprong was not on the ice for warmups, and he spent the game watching 
from the press box. He has eight goals and five assists in 42 games. 

Defenseman Justin Schultz also did not play Monday, missing his second 
straight game with an upper-body injury. Schultz was hurt Feb. 15 in a 
win at Nashville. He missed one game, then returned to play in the loss 
at the New York Rangers on Thursday. He took a “maintenance day” 
away from practice Friday and did not play in the loss at Philadelphia on 
Saturday. The Capitals have described his latest ailment as the same 
injury he dealt with in Nashville. 
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Maple Leafs hand Capitals sixth consecutive home loss 5-3 

 

By Stephen Whyno- Associated Press - Monday, February 28, 2022 
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Peter Laviolette didn’t sugarcoat the feeling around the Washington 
Capitals after losing a third consecutive game in regulation and sixth in a 
row at home. 

“I think guys will probably leave the rink angry,” Laviolette said. 
“Everybody’s probably angry.” 

Anger and frustration have built up for the Capitals and may have 
reached a crescendo with a 5-3 defeat to the Toronto Maple Leafs on 
Monday night. This one could be blamed on some brutal goaltending and 
defensive miscues that ruined a comeback bid and sent a crowd of over 
18,000 home unhappy once again. 

Washington is 3-8-1 on home ice in 2022 – with none of those victories in 
regulation. The Capitals‘ last home win came Jan. 22. 

“It’s our building and we’re not getting it done,” Laviolette said. “It’s got to 
be better.” 

Despite a mounting sense of urgency three weeks from the trade 
deadline, it did not get better against Toronto. The Capitals again allowed 
the first goal – Michael Bunting’s 19th of the season 2:35 in – and 
imploded by giving up two more in the final couple of minutes of the 
opening period. 

Young defenseman Martin Fehervary wiped out in the corner on 
Bunting’s goal, William Nylander beat Ilya Samsonov five-hole and Justin 
Holl scored on a net-front scramble with 1.6 seconds left in the first 
period. Laviolette yanked Samsonov at intermission after allowing the 
three goals on 10 shots and confirmed it was a coach’s decision and not 
injury related. 

“The ending of that first period was tough,” Laviolette said. “We let up two 
goals towards the end of the first period and that’s not good.” 

After Conor Sheary’s goal in the first, Tom Wilson scored twice to pull the 
Capitals even. Then defenseman Rasmus Sandin put Toronto ahead 
with a 4-on-4 goal with 3:23 left, and Pierre Engvall sealed it with an 
empty-netter. 

“Those ones sting when you give up a late goal like that and you’re not 
able to climb back in it and tie it up,” Sheary said. “We’ve got to find a 
way. We know we have the answers in the room and we’ve just got to 
find a way to string a couple wins together.” 

The Maple Leafs have won three in a row, though this was another one 
that won’t go on the highlight reel. Coming off a 10-7 victory at Detroit, 
Toronto outscored some more shaky play by goaltender Petr Mrazek, 
who had plenty of adventures in net while allowing three goals on 33 
shots. 

That included the puck bouncing on top of Mrazek’s net in the opening 
minutes and sitting on the goal line before Auston Matthews swept it 
away. 

“You need sometimes little bounces like that to win the game, and that 
one was on our side today,” Mrazek said. “Great defensive play by 
`Matty.”’ 

Whether at home or on the road, not much is going in the Capitals‘ favor 
right now. Barring a complete collapse down the stretch and another 
team making an improbable run, they’ll join the Maple Leafs in the 
playoffs, yet there are still major concerns past the midway point of the 
season and Laviolette doesn’t want to chalk it up to bad luck. 

“There’s things that we can do better,” he said. “We’re in a position right 
now where it’s not bouncing our way, so we’ve got to clean it up and 
we’ve got to do a better job.” 

NOTES: Washington defenseman Justin Schultz was out for the third 
time in four games because of an upper-body injury. Forward Daniel 
Sprong was a surprise healthy scratch. … Capitals alum Bill Riley and 
granddaughter Kryshanda Green took part in a ceremonial puck drop as 
part of the team’s Black History Night tribute. 

UP NEXT 

Toronto: Host Buffalo Sabres on Wednesday. 

Washington: Host Carolina Hurricanes on Thursday in the second game 
of a three-game homestand. 
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Is it time for Laviolette to call out Capitals’ goaltending? 

 

BY BIJAN TODD 

 

Of all the issues the Washington Capitals have faced this season — be it 
special teams, slow starts, or losing at home — poor goaltending has 
seemed to rear its ugly head more frequently than the rest. 

It did again on Monday night, as Washington took a 5-3 loss at home to 
Toronto in part due to some less-than-spectacular play from their 
netminders. When asked about it, head coach Peter Laviolette did not 
call out his goalies. 

“You go back and look at the [Maple Leaf] goals, we made a mistake on 
the goals, and it ends up in the back of the net,” Laviolette said 
postgame. “Listen, there’s things that we can do better…we’re in a 
position right now where it’s not bouncing our way so we gotta clean it 
up.” 

When asked why he pulled Samsonov to start the second period, he 
called it a "coach's decision." 

However, NBC Sports Washington’s Al Koken thinks it’s high time for 
Laviolette to call out his goaltenders for notably subpar play. 

“One of the things that I liked about Peter Laviolette is the fact that he did 
not call out his goaltender, that’s why he’s won 700 games. But I think it’s 
time to call out Ilya Samsonov. That was unacceptable,” Koken said on 
Capitals Postgame Live. “He talked about mistakes, but Ilya Samsonov 
made the biggest mistake — particularly on that last goal, but he didn’t 
know where the puck was on the second Toronto goal.” 

Samsonov got the start for the Caps, but once again the team was not 
able to get out to the start they wanted. Martin Fehervary turned the puck 
over in the defensive zone which led to Toronto’s opening strike just 2:35 
into the game. From there, Samsonov was pulled after the first period in 
which he allowed three goals on a mere 10 shots. 

“You’ve got a situation here where this is unacceptable goaltending,” 
Koken said. “Ilya Samsonov has his moments, but it can’t be good game, 
bad game, good game, bad game.” 

That sentiment has been echoed across the Caps’ locker room, not just 
regarding goaltending. Carl Hagelin, almost verbatim, had the same 
sentiment after Washington’s loss in Philadelphia over the weekend. 

Vitek Vanecek stepped in for the latter 40 minutes of the game against 
Toronto and played well. He stopped 16 of 17 shots in his first NHL 
appearance since Feb. 1, though it wasn’t enough to prevent a Capitals 
loss. They will now begin March without a home win to their name over 
the month of February. 

“Vitek Vanecek came in and at least gave the Capitals an opportunity to 
pick up a point, maybe even two, but [Samsonov’s] .700 save 
percentage? Uh uh, that ain’t cutting it,” Koken said. 

With the NHL’s trade deadline looming on March 21, Washington finds 
themselves deprived of a franchise netminder. Certain names have been 
thrown around as possible candidates for the D.C. job, but whatever the 
case may be, it’ll be an interesting stretch for the Capitals over the next 
three weeks. 
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“Vitek Vanecek obviously, barring an injury, is gonna be given the reigns 
the rest of this way. He has got to show this team that he can be the guy, 
because if not, what is this team going to do at the trade deadline?” 
Koken said. “If [Vanecek is] gonna be up-and-down the way Ilya 
Samsonov is, this team has got major, major troubles…it’s his job to lose 
right now, because I don’t think anybody believes right now that Ilya 
Samsonov is the answer.” 
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Caps cost themselves with key mistakes in loss to Leafs 

 

BY ANDREW GILLIS 

 

For a team that’s struggled to string together much of anything positive in 
the last two months, the Capitals showed signs of breaking out of their 
slump against one of the league’s best Monday night. 

But every time they had a chance to take advantage, they made a few 
self-inflicted mistakes and, in the end, it cost them on the scoreboard in a 
5-3 loss to the Leafs at Capital One Arena.  

The Capitals played well for large stretches of the night, and were stellar 
in a few areas, but it wasn’t enough to overcome a few missed chances 
that ended up haunting them by the end of the game. 

“I think once we found our game, we realized how to kind of tilt the ice 
and they didn’t get much,” Tom Wilson said. “But when you’re playing a 
team like that, you give them a little space there, they’re going to make 
plays. Little bit of a four-on-four there at the end of the game and they 
find a way to get one. It’s a tough one, but we’ll just keep moving forward 
here." 

But of all the mistakes that cost Washington, the final few minutes will 
hurt the most.  

With time winding down, the Capitals couldn’t get control of the puck 
behind their own net. The puck ended up on Justin Holl’s stick after a 
John Tavares forecheck, then a wide open Rasmus Sandin scored to put 
the Leafs up 4-3 with just 3:23 left to play.  

“They stripped a couple pucks and were able to keep the puck in the 
zone and our guys got a little bit tired, but I don’t think it was anything 
that they did that we didn’t expect,” Conor Sheary said of the final goal. “I 
think it was maybe a little bit, you start running around a little bit when 
you get tired and they changed and got fresh guys on the ice and we just 
lost our coverage.” 

Washington put pressure on Toronto in the final few moments, but it 
simply didn’t have enough time to get the equalizer. That felt cruel, in a 
way, as there was a lot to like about the way the Capitals played for the 
full 60 minutes.  

Their penalty kill was excellent and didn’t allow the league’s top-ranked 
power play one single shot in eight minutes of power play time. The 
Capitals’ power play scored for the second-straight game and at five-on-
five, they went toe-to-toe with one of the league’s best for the first 40 
minutes.  

The Capitals' mistakes, as it turned out, couldn’t be overcome. 

“You're looking at a game where it's tight,” head coach Peter Laviolette 
said. “I thought we generated a lot, we didn't give up much until the end 
and then we let up two goals towards the end of the first period and that's 
not good. Good fight to come back in the game and you get it to a point 
where you're pushing down the stretch and you just got to keep moving 
forward.” 

The problems started early, once again, for the Capitals when a chance 
to control the puck in their own end was met with a Mitch Marner stick-lift 
and backhand pass to Michael Bunting in front of the net to put the Leafs 
up 1-0. It was the third-straight game the Capitals fell behind first and the 
second-straight game that it happened in the first three minutes.  

That goal seemed to turn the tide for Washington, though, as it threw 
shot after shot toward Toronto goalie Petr Mrazek, who was seemingly 
on the brink of disaster time and time again in the first period. A Sheary 
deflection goal finally tied the game late in the first period, but the issues 
still persisted. 

“I think we obviously play better when you can get a lead and you can 
jump on a team,” Sheary said. “Especially at home, you take away their 
momentum and you come out and you get the first one and you start 
feeling good about your game and you can turn it over and maybe they 
get frustrated and they’re maybe chasing the game a little bit.” 

The loss left the Capitals at 4-6 in the month of February and 8-12-2 
since 2022 began. Their play has been inconsistent, and that’s part of 
what made Monday’s defeat so frustrating.  

"There's frustration,” Laviolette said. “I think you're probably angry more 
than anything else. It's our building and we're not getting it done. It's got 
to be better." 
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Frustration mounts as Caps find home wins hard to come by 

 

BY J.J. REGAN 

 

It has been a rough 2022 for the Capitals thus far. Since the calendar 
turned, Washington is not even .500 with an overall record of 8-12-2. 
Normally, a good way to get out of a slump is with some home-cooking, 
especially for a team like the Caps who have been dominant at home for 
several years. But home has not been kind to Washington of late and 
frustration over the team's inability to pick up points at Capital One Arena 
is starting to show. 

"I think guys will probably leave the rink angry tonight," head coach Peter 
Laviolette said. "I don't know about frustration or urgency. Everybody's 
probably angry." 

Monday's loss was the Caps' sixth straight at home. They went winless at 
Capital One Arena through the entire month of February with their last 
home win coming all the way back on Jan. 22 against the Ottawa 
Senators. They have gone only 2-8-1 at home in 2022 and have yet to 
earn a single regulation win. 

"Six in a row at home is obviously not a good sign, but we’re putting 
together good games," Conor Sheary said. "It just seems like one lapse 
or two lapses and we’re giving up goals in our coverage. Those ones 
sting when you give up a late goal like that and you’re not able to climb 
back in it and tie it up." 

The Caps have certainly struggled overall in 2022 and have lost their last 
two on the road as well, but their record away from home is noticeably 
better at 6-4-1. 

So why have wins been so hard to come by at Capital One Arena where 
previously the Capitals were so formidable? 

One issue has been poor starts. 

Washington gave up the first goal Monday just 2:35 in as Mitch Marner 
stole the puck away from Martin Fehervary and fed Michael Bunting in 
front of the net. 
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Including Monday, in their last five games at home, the Caps have 
allowed six goals in the first eight minutes and have allowed the first goal 
in four out of five of those games. 

"I think we probably need to start a little bit better on home ice," Tom 
Wilson said. 

"I think we obviously play better when you can get a lead and you can 
jump on a team," he added. "Especially at home, you take away their 
momentum and you come out and you get the first one and you start 
feeling good about your game and you can turn it over and maybe they 
get frustrated and they're maybe chasing the game a little bit." 

When forced to chase games, the Caps are able to stay in it, but 
ultimately have not been able to overcome those deficits. That happened 
again Monday as Washington erased a 1-0 and 3-1 deficit to tie the 
game at 3 only to watch the Leafs score twice in the final four minutes to 
win it 5-3. 

Getting off to better starts and finding points at home has to be one of the 
team's top priorities down the stretch of the season. With 13 games left to 
play in Washington, a .227 points percentage at home -- which is what 
the Caps currently have in 2022 -- just is not going to cut it. 

"There's frustration," Laviolette said. "I think you're probably angry more 
than anything else. It's our building and we're not getting it done. It's got 
to be better." 

"We’ve got to find a way," Sheary said. "We know we have the answers 
in the room and we’ve just got to find a way to string a couple wins 
together and it starts at home on Thursday.” 
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Ovi, Staal among players to congratulate Laviolette in tribute 

 

BY MATT WEYRICH 

 

The Capitals played their first home game Monday since head coach 
Peter Laviolette recorded his 700th career win Feb. 15 against the 
Nashville Predators. Laviolette was just the ninth coach in NHL history to 
achieve the feat and his team honored him with a tribute video at Capital 
One Arena before the puck dropped for its game against the Toronto 
Maple Leafs. 

Capital One Arena pays tribute to Peter Laviolette on his 700th career 
win (and counting)! pic.twitter.com/yWAr6sutfZ— NBC Sports Capitals 
(@NBCSCapitals) March 1, 2022 

In addition to Capitals stars Alex Ovechkin, John Carlson and Nicklas 
Backstrom, Washington included several players from Laviolette’s former 
teams. In order of appearance, Eric Staal (Carolina Hurricanes), Scott 
Hartnell (Philadelphia Flyers), Roman Josi (Nashville Predators), Michael 
Peca (New York Islanders) all shared messages of appreciation for the 
decorated head coach. 

“I was there, season No. 1 in the National Hockey League and I can tell 
you I’m not the least bit surprised at all the success you’ve had,” Peca 
said in the video. “You changed the game. You made relationships with 
players the priority, but you made relationships with our players even 
more of a priority. 

“They say good things happen to good people, but in this case great 
things happened to a great person.” 

Laviolette is in his 20th season as an NHL head coach, a run that 
includes stops with the Islanders (2001-03), Hurricanes (2003-09), Flyers 
(2009-14), Predators (2014-20) and Capitals (2020-22). His teams have 

appeared in the playoffs 12 times over that span with three Stanley Cup 
Finals appearances and one championship title with the Hurricanes in 
2006. 

“Hey Lavy, congrats on the 700 NHL wins,” Ovechkin said. “It’s a pretty 
big number. Keep it going, man. Hopefully you’re gonna reach 800 and 
900 soon.” 
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Caps fall to Toronto for 6th straight loss at home 

 

BY J.J. REGAN 

 

The Capitals battled back from a 3-1 deficit, but fell 5-3 to the Toronto 
Maple Leafs on Monday for their sixth straight loss at home.  

Here are some observations from the game. 

Another poor start 

It wasn't 11 seconds, but the Capitals still let in an early goal. Michael 
Bunting put Toronto on the board just 2:35 into the game as Mitch 
Marner stole the puck from Martin Fehervary in the corner and fed 
Bunting in front of the net. 

This is the third straight game in which Washington has given up the first 
goal. 

The Caps tried to answer quickly and saw a flurry of opportunities end as 
the puck landed on top of the net. Another opportunity saw the puck 
trickle onto the goal line before beating swept away by Auston Matthews 
and Petr Mrazek just before it could trickle across. 

Why have thou forsaken us, hockey gods?! 
pic.twitter.com/z0QlKymeDq— NBC Sports Capitals (@NBCSCapitals) 
March 1, 2022 

Vanecek returns 

Vitek Vanecek was recalled from a conditioning stint with the Hershey 
Bears on Monday, but he did not get the start. After starting Sunday in 
Hershey, it was a tough assignment to throw Vanecek into his first game 
against a high-powered team like Toronto in what would be back-to-back 
nights for him. 

Samsonov, however, lasted just one period. After he gave up three goals 
in 10 shots through the first 20 minutes, Vanecek came on to start the 
second. In his first NHL appearance since Feb. 1, Vanecek stopped the 
first 16 shots he faced, allowing Washington to get back into the game. 

Vanecek finished with 16 saves on 17 shots in the loss. 

Two tallies for Tom 

Down 3-1, instead of Alex Ovechkin coming to the rescue, it was Tom 
Wilson on Monday as his two goals tied the game at 3. 

Ovechkin was stoned by goalie Petr Mrazek from the office on the power 
play so when the puck was return to him, instead of firing another shot, 
he instead fed a pass looking for a tip from Wilson which he provided. 
Less than two minutes into the third period, Toronto could not keep the 
puck in the offensive zone on the power play. Wilson turned on the jets 
and found himself with the puck on a 2-on-1 opportunity with Lars Eller. 
Wilson called his own number and beat Mrazek clean low on the glove 
side. 

Wilson now has 17 goals on the season. 

Fehervary pickpocketed again 
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Fehervary was pickpocketed on the first goal and he had it stolen away 
from him again on the game-winner. 

Behind his own net, Fehervary had the puck stolen away by John 
Tavares, setting up a pass to Justin Holl then to Rasmus Sandin who 
would score the game-winner. 

Fehervary has had a great season for Washington, but he seems to have 
hit the rookie wall of late. Having the puck stolen away from him twice in 
which both plays led to goals is a pretty tough night. 

Progress for the power play 

Wilson's power-play goal gave Washington a power-play goal in nine of 
their last 11 games and eight of the last nine games in which Ovechkin 
has played 

FWIW, the Capitals have scored at least one PPG in eight of the past 
nine games that Ovechkin has played. 

They didn't score on the PP in the two games during that span he missed 
when he was in COVID protocol.— Tom Gulitti (@TomGulittiNHL) March 
1, 2022 

The power play was converting at 25% over the past 10 games coming 
into this game, good for seventh in the league. 

The power play has been a major talking point of late, but it certainly 
seems as if that unit is starting to play its way out of a major slump. 

Problems at home 

Monday's game was the sixth straight loss at home for the Caps. 
Washington's last home win came on Jan. 22 against the Ottawa 
Senators. That means they went the entire month of February without a 
single home win. 

In 2022, the Caps are now 2-8-1 at home. 
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NHL suspends business relationships with Russia 

 

BY MIKE GAVIN 

 

The NHL condemned Russia for its invasion of Ukraine. 

The National Hockey League has suspended business relationships with 
Russia following the country's invasion of Ukraine. 

In a statement released Monday, the NHL condemned Russia, 
announcing it will also pause its Russian language media sites and 
remove the country from consideration as a potential site for the league's 
future competitions. 

Statement from the National Hockey League: https://t.co/r4jOj5uCrw 
pic.twitter.com/TPh84ntbDm— NHL Public Relations (@PR_NHL) 
February 28, 2022 

"The National Hockey League condemns Russia's invasion of Ukraine 
and urges a peaceful resolution as quickly as possible," the league said 
in the statement. "Effective immediately, we are suspending our 
relationships with our business partners in Russia and we are pausing 
our Russian language social and digital media sites. In addition, we are 
discontinuing any consideration of Russia as a location for any future 
competitions involving the NHL." 

The NHL became the latest sports organization to issue sanctions to 
Russia, with FIFA and the International Ice Hockey Federation also 
suspending Russia from competitions until further notice. 

The NHL also expressed concern for the league's Russian players. 

"We also remain concerned about the well-being of the players from 
Russia, who play in the NHL on behalf of their NHL Clubs, and not on 
behalf of Russia," the league said in closing in the statement. "We 
understand they and their families are being placed in an extremely 
difficult position." 

One of the league's top stars from Russia, Alex Ovechkin of the 
Washington Capitals, answered questions Friday about the Russian 
invasion. 

"Please, no more war," Ovechkin said. "It doesn't matter who's in the war, 
Russia, Ukraine, different countries. I think we live in a world, we have to 
live in peace." 
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Penguins prospect Valtteri Puustinen has been a success in any 
language 

 

SETH RORABAUGH | Monday, Feb. 28, 2022 1:15 p.m. 

 

In 49 games this season, Wilkes-Barre/Scranton Penguins forward 
Valtteri Puustinen has 33 points (16 goals, 17 assists). 

As a bottom-six winger, Penguins rookie forward Kasper Bjorkqvist’s job 
isn’t all that complicated. 

Do some forechecking, throw some hits, block shots and contribute a few 
goals. 

Whether it be with the Pittsburgh or Wilkes-Barre/Scranton Penguins, 
Bjorkqvist has performed those tasks in a satisfactory fashion throughout 
the 2021-22 campaign. 

He has inherited one additional duty this season, however. 

Unofficially, Bjorkqvist has become Valtteri Puustinen’s spokesperson. 

As a native of Finland, Puustinen, a forward prospect, is still working on 
his command of English and as a result, he isn’t entirely comfortable 
conducting interviews with media in this country. 

That has led to Bjorkqvist, a fellow Finn, to become his part-time 
translator and, to a certain degree, hype man. 

“He’s working hard on his English,” Bjorkqvist recently said in a video 
conference. “In terms of his game, the points speak for himself, he’s a 
very offensively skilled guy. In my mind, he’s playing a pretty good 200-
foot game too as well. Learning that North American style of hockey in 
terms of the 200-foot game. 

“For me personally, it’s awesome to have him. He’s probably one of the 
funniest teammates I’ve ever been with. Once his English gets a little bit 
better, the (North) American guys … are going to learn that as well, that 
he’s hilarious.” 

Before addressing Puustinen’s convivial manner, let’s examine his on-ice 
attributes. 

As seventh-round pick (No. 203 overall) in the 2019 draft, Puustinen 
carried minimal expectations given his low draft status. But after showing 
plenty of intrigue playing in the Liiga, Finland’s top league, the past two 
seasons, Puustinen joined the Penguins by signing a two-year entry-level 
contract last May. 

In his first season in North America, he has emerged as Wilkes-
Barre/Scranton’s leading scorer with 33 points (16 goals, 17 assists) in 
49 games. 
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His most recent goal was vital in a 4-3 overtime home win against the 
Syracuse Crunch on Sunday. From the left circle of the offensive zone, 
Puustinen sniped a far-side wrister on a power-play opportunity to tie the 
game, 3-3, at 18:48 of the third period. 

Beyond his obvious offensive talents, the 22-year-old Puustinen (5-foot-
9, 183 pounds) has taken strides to become a more committed 
professional. 

“A lot of the stuff that he’s been doing has been off the ice, just 
developing himself as an overall athlete,” Wilkes-Barre/Scranton 
Penguins coach J.D. Forrest said. “Increasing his conditioning level, his 
speed, his strength and his overall fitness. (Strength and conditioning 
coach) Mike Joyce has done a lot of work with him and (Puustinen) has 
put in a lot of hard work and a lot of time to kind of dedicating himself to 
that area, just kind of learning how to be a pro. We have a lot of 
resources for him within the organization. He’s used them and has been 
real committed to that part of it. That has led to increased speed on the 
ice. His overall endurance is just better. He can play more minutes at a 
higher pace because of that.” 

Another challenge has been adapting to the different details in the North 
American style of play. 

“One of the adjustments that a lot of guys have to make coming from 
overseas — Finland, Sweden, those pro leagues — is that they play such 
a controlled game,” Forrest said. “There’s a lot of set forechecks, a lot of 
set breakouts. We’re looking to push the pace to get pressure fast. He 
can really close on guys faster than they’re anticipating. That’s one area 
among many that he’s really improved in. It’s helped kind of everything 
for him.” 

Perhaps the biggest component to that adjustment is the difference in 
rink dimensions. North American rinks are typically 85 feet wide while 
most rinks in Finland are between 92 and 94 feet wide. 

(The standard width for International Ice Hockey Federation competitions 
is 100 feet.) 

“Things happen a little bit quicker (in North America),” Forrest said. “So 
you’ve got to process that and you’ve got to understand where you’re 
going to have a little bit time and space and where you’re going to have a 
confrontation before you can blink. He’s a smart player though and he 
sees things happening and developing before they’re right in front of his 
face. He’s been able to adjust to that. And his wall play has improved. 

“He’s not on the bigger side of things but he knows how to get inside and 
use his smarts and use his body and a strong stick to win those battles. 
And also for him, as a shooter, I think it’s knowing that you’re in a 
dangerous area kind of quicker than you are over there. That’s a little bit 
of an adjustment too. As much as he does shoot, we’d like him shooting 
even more. He understands that he’s dangerous from different areas of 
the ice here. And sooner. His adjustment has been fun to watch.” 

Puustinen, who enjoyed a brief recall with the NHL club in February, has 
also undergone adjustments away from the rink at a slower, but 
satisfactory, pace. 

“(His English is) definitely better now when he first arrived over here,” 
Forrest said. “It is such a different language. I played over there for 
almost five years and you’re able to pick things up at the rink, especially 
‘hockey talk.’ I know a little bit of Finnish that I remember from being over 
there. So I try to help him out. Then we have quite a few Finns on the 
team and they’re really helpful. If there’s something that we think might 
be getting lost in translation or that we just want to emphasize it, then I’ll 
grab one of the guys and go over it with him again. A lot of times, those 
guys make him say it back in English. Or they kind of force him to do 
those things. It’s a team effort. 

“The guys really like just his demeanor even though half the locker room 
isn’t sure what he’s saying.” 

Bjorkqvist, currently on the NHL roster after a recall last week, is part of 
the contingent that does understand Puustinen’s missives. 

“He’s from Kuopio in Finland,” the 24-year-old Bjorkqvist said. “It’s kind of 
known for an area of people being pretty loose about their life. Enjoying 
life, always being positive. He has just an amazing way of looking at life 
and always sort of bringing that joy and excitement to the game of 
hockey with him. … He’ll say stuff that I say it, it’s not funny. But when he 
says it, it’s hilarious. He’s that kind of guy.” 

By the sounds of things, he’s getting closer to saying it more often in a 
different language. 

“Anyone who comes to a new country for the first time, they need help, 
whether they are fluent in the language or not,” said Bjorkqvist, himself a 
product of Providence College. “In the beginning, a lot of the stuff was 
just helping him get his sim card (for his cellular phone) and stuff like 
that. 

“He’s becoming more comfortable speaking English. You learn it and 
then it’s about becoming comfortable speaking. Obviously, you’ve got to 
help him out like anyone. But the way he is as a person, it’s super easy 
because he doesn’t feel embarrassed about himself or anything like that.” 
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Mark Madden: Penguins, Rangers could look different after trade 
deadline 

 

MARK MADDEN | Monday, Feb. 28, 2022 10:01 a.m. 

 

The Rangers’ Adam Fox skates past the Penguins’ Kasperi Kapanen in 
the first period on Saturday at PPG Paints Arena. 

The Penguins have won two in a row after losing three straight. They 
won four in a row prior to that but lost four consecutive before that. They 
won six straight before that. 

Roller-coaster of love … say what? 

Saturday’s 1-0 home victory vs. the New York Rangers seemed big. 
Tristan Jarry bested Igor Shesterkin in a torrid goaltending duel. But the 
Rangers were clearly faster. 

Most of the Penguins’ success under coach Mike Sullivan has been 
predicated on being fastest, or close to it. But the Penguins are aging out 
and slowing down. (The Penguins’ average age is the NHL’s fourth 
oldest at 28.69 years.) 

Optimism is flowing. But that was also the case last season when the 
Penguins won their division but lost in the first round of the playoffs. 

The Penguins and Rangers could well meet in this year’s first round. That 
would be a tight series, as things look now. 

But things might look a lot different by the time the playoffs begin. 

According to CapFriendly.com, the Rangers have $20 million in salary 
cap space. They could add $31 million to their cap on trade deadline day 
(March 21) and remain compliant. If they want to part with prospects 
and/or draft picks, they could significantly upgrade. 

Imagine the Rangers with Philadelphia’s Claude Giroux or San Jose’s 
Tomas Hertl further strengthening them up front. What if they add a legit 
defenseman like Seattle’s Mark Giordano or Montreal’s Ben Chiarot? 

The Penguins, meanwhile, have just $3 million available. 

The Penguins look stale. They might benefit from the proverbial “hockey 
trade.” Swap two regulars for two regulars from another team. Shake 
things up. 
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That’s easier said than done because of the cap and because they have 
a fragile dressing room that loathes change. It nearly wept as one when 
winger Carl Hagelin got traded in 2018. 

Hagelin was a legit contributor to Stanley Cup wins in 2016 and ’17, but 
he’s played for five teams. He’s a journeyman. Guys like Hagelin move 
all the time. (He has.) 

GM Ron Hextall has made barely any changes since taking the job over 
a year ago. 

The Penguins were predicted to get bigger and tougher under Hextall 
and Brian Burke, the president of hockey operations. That hasn’t 
happened. 

Sullivan has the organization’s real power. Hextall won’t give Sullivan 
what he doesn’t want. Sullivan staked out turf when then-GM Jim 
Rutherford got battleship winger Ryan Reaves in 2017. Sullivan used 
Reaves minimally. Reaves didn’t even last a full season in Pittsburgh. 

That’s no indictment of Sullivan. It’s how he coaches. But, as noted, the 
Penguins aren’t the fastest team anymore. 

So the Penguins won’t get bigger and tougher, and that specifically 
applies to defense. There’s a clamor to get someone to clear the crease. 

But the Penguins got 6-foot-5, 222-pound Erik Gudbranson in 2019 and 
he didn’t fit. The Penguins want their defensemen to move the puck 
efficiently. It’s the primary duty. Gudbranson couldn’t. 

There isn’t a ton of jousting near the blue paint in today’s NHL. The 
objective is to win puck battles and keep the puck from getting to the net. 
You often see one defenseman supporting the other behind the net, with 
the slot left to the first forward back. 

In the Penguins’ method, Chad Ruhwedel (5-11, 188) is more valuable 
than Gudbranson. 

Radical change isn’t imminent. But it looms come the offseason when 
Kris Letang, Evgeni Malkin and Bryan Rust become free agents. That’s 
when transition will finally occur. 

Is this season the Penguins’ last best chance? 

Probably. But it’s easy to vacillate on how good that chance is. The 
Penguins look good but perhaps no different than in each of the last 
three seasons. 
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Penguins pipeline: Scott Young breaks down prospects who could make 
a difference soon 

 

Mike DeFabo 

 

When Penguins director of player personnel Scott Young takes stock of 
the organization’s pipeline, the AHL skater who has done the most to 
bolster his stock this season is one who some casual fans might not 
know a lot about. 

“If you're talking about just at Wilkes-Barre, I think Valtteri Puustinen has 
been really good,” Young said. “If you’re asking about the most ‘[NHL] 
ready’ guy, he's someone that really kind of jumps out.” 

Puustinen, a 22-year-old right-shot forward, was selected in the seventh 
round of the 2019 draft, a time when most teams are taking flyers on 
prospects who might never make it to the big time. After several seasons 
in Finland’s top pro league, he made the jump to the North American 
game this season, tallying 16 goals and 17 assists in 49 AHL games. 

“You can tell that he's played professional hockey for a number of years 
over in Finland,” Young said. “He could fit in with our big team. He has 
the hockey IQ to play with high-end players. He's not the biggest guy [at 
5-9 and 183 pounds], but he also isn't afraid to get his nose over the 
puck. I've really liked the way he's adjusted to the North American game.” 

For years, the Penguins were seen as a club with a thin prospect pool 
due mostly to the fact that they traded away picks and prospects like wild 
during a Jim Rutherford’s win-now mode. However, as the club begins to 
restock the pipeline and it gets time to start thinking about players who 
could get postseason call-ups, Young broke down a number of 
noteworthy players in an interview with the Post-Gazette. 

PG: Pierre-Olivier Joseph has once again been recalled from Wilkes-
Barre/Scranton to add left-shot defensive depth during Mike Matheson’s 
injury absence. The 22-year-old burst onto the scene last year, wowing 
with his offensive instincts and mobility. However, he lost altitude and has 
spent the majority of the season in the minors. How close is he to finally 
cracking through? 

Young: You really want to see PO when he's the take-charge type of 
defenseman. When he's playing with a little bit of an edge, and a little bit 
of swagger in his game, that's when he's at his best. He's done that a lot 
in Wilkes-Barre. ... We just need him to keep his game simple. Just come 
up and play a solid game. Play solid defensively. Move the puck. Move 
your feet. Defend well. 

PG: We’ve seen a couple players who have bounced between Wilkes-
Barre and the NHL club this season, including Drew O’Connor, Radim 
Zohorna and Kapser Bjorkqvist. Let’s start with O’Connor. What’s his 
long-term outlook? 

Young: I think he can play top nine. He's shown that he can play on the 
fourth line, third line. He can play center. He can play wing. But he plays 
with such good speed and he's in tremendous shape. His work ethic is 
excellent. He hunts pucks and that's so important in today's game. Every 
team wants to play in-your-face hockey. And he hunts pucks so well, and 
pressures defensemen so well. I think the next step for him is the 
offensive side of things. 

PG: Radim Zohorna had what Mike Sullivan termed “moments of 
brilliance” last season in a short spurt. He’s had a few chances at the 
NHL level this year but has mostly spent time in Wilkes-Barre. Where’s 
his process at in your eyes? 

Young: He just had a little bit of a tough go because he was sick [at the 
beginning of the season]. He was just having trouble, kind of catching his 
breath down there for a while. It took him a while to get out of it and to 
build up his stamina. But when he's playing at the top of his game, I think 
he's a regular NHL-er. 

PG: You mentioned Puustinen as a player who could get a chance at the 
NHL level. But right now, Bjorkqvist is the player who is up with the NHL 
club. What goes into that kind of a discussion? 

Young: It depends on the type of player that's needed. You know what 
you're going to get out of Kasper. He's strong as an ox. He's going to go 
up and he's going to block shots. He's going to play physical and he's 
going to be reliable defensively. He's going to be strong on walls. But 
Valtteri has an offense [side]. A hell of a shot. And really good puck 
mover. Sees the ice really well in the offensive zone. It's a different type 
of player. 

PG: Forwards Sam Poulin and Nathan Legare will forever be tied 
together because they were drafted in the same 2019 year and are from 
the same area of Canada. How have these two more well-known 
prospects fared? 

Young: [Legare] actually had to miss a couple of games down there. It’s 
just kind of a matter of playing with the same pace and urgency every 
single game, making sure that you're responsible on the D side of things. 
It's okay that he sat out a couple of games. These guys are so young. 
When they're coming out of junior hockey, it's hard. You're playing 
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against men. We think that the ceiling for [Legare] and the ceiling for 
Poulin is still very high. 

PG: Alex Nylander recently joined the organization in the trade that sent 
Sam Lafferty to Chicago. The 23-year-old has tallied eight goals and 
eight assists in 24 games with Wilkes-Barre/Scranton. What’s the hope 
when you bring in a player who is a former first-round pick but who has 
also weathered some struggles and not lived up to that billing? 

Young: He's one of those guys who is always in the conversation in a 
call-up situation. Nylander has a high skill set. With him, we play at a very 
high pace, and moving his feet away from the puck, pressuring away 
from the puck, and playing with an urgency. The more consistently he 
can do that, he's an NHL guy. Absolutely. Sometimes players just need 
that change of scenery and messaging. Some players just react 
differently to different messaging. We're hoping we're the team that gets 
the most out of Alex Nylander. 
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Hockey World Unites with Ukraine: NHL Cuts Russia Ties; IIHF Bans 
Russia, Belarus 

 

By Dan Kingerski  

 

The NHL released a strong statement on Monday afternoon cutting ties 
with Russia and related business connections over Russian President 
Vladimir Putin and the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 

While the words, “war” and “invasion” are banned in Russian media, the 
NHL took no such appeasement policy. In a statement echoing Alex 
Ovechkin’s call for “no more war,” last week, the NHL severed all ties and 
will not consider Russia for any neutral site games. 

The full NHL statement: 

“The National Hockey League condemns Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 
and urges a peaceful resolution as quickly as possible. Effective 
immediately, we are suspending our relationships with our business 
partners in Russia and we are pausing our Russian language social and 
digital media sites. In addition, we are discontinuing any consideration of 
Russia as a location for any future competitions involving the NHL. 

We also remain concerned about the well-being of the players from 
Russia, who play in the NHL on behalf of their NHL Clubs, and not on 
behalf of Russia. We understand they and their families are being placed 
in an extremely difficult position.” 

Pittsburgh Penguins Impact: 

The new deals should have no impact on the Pittsburgh Penguins or 
Russian star Evgeni Malkin. In 2019, Malkin became a dual citizen of the 
U.S. and Russia. If the war and subsequent sanctions escalate, Malkin 
will not be affected professionally. 

He has not yet spoken on the matter, though he’s largely avoided any 
public political affiliations. 

Some, including Hall of Fame goalie Dominik Hasek, have called upon 
the NHL to remove Russian players, however, the second paragraph 
indirectly addresses that position; Russian players play on behalf of their 
NHL teams. 

IIHF Bans Russia, Belarus 

“The IIHF strongly condemns the use of military force in Ukraine and 
urges the use of diplomatic means to solve conflict,” the IIHF said in a 
statement. 

IIHF President Luc Tardiff offered his own thoughts on Twitter: 

“The IIHF is not a political entity and cannot influence the decisions being 
taken over the war in Ukraine. We nevertheless have a duty to care to all 
of our members and participants, and must do all we can to ensure that 
we are able to operate our events in a self environment for all teams 
taking part in the IIHF World Championship program.” 
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NHL Trade Deadline; Teams Scouting the Penguins, Who’s Available? 

 

By Dan Kingerski  

 

The NHL trade deadline is three weeks away. The Pittsburgh Penguins 
are fresh from a thrilling 1-0 win over division rival New York Rangers 
and a 3-2 comeback win over the Columbus Blue Jackets. A couple of 
solid defensive performances should make all involved feel better, 
especially after hanging goalie Tristan Jarry out to dry in the previous 
three games in which he gave up no less than four goals in each. 

A couple of teams stand out as recently scouting the Penguins. The 
Buffalo Sabres AGM Jason Karmanos was in Pittsburgh for the last 
couple of Penguins home games. Since Karmanos didn’t work with much 
of the current Penguins front office, it’s unlikely it was a social call. 

And, the Anaheim Ducks have been keeping tabs on the Penguins with 
scouts in Pittsburgh and again in Columbus on Sunday. 

With the recent upper-body injury to Mike Matheson, which will keep him 
out week to week, the Penguins’ blue line also consists of two depth 
defenders. Chad Ruhwedel and now Mark Friedman, who stepped into 
the lineup for Matheson to fill the defense corps. 

Friedman is playing well in his first two games, which may remove any 
urgency by Penguins GM Ron Hextall. 

“He plays a simple game. He’s a good defender. He’s a good skater. 
He’s a real old guy. So he uses a skating ability, I think, you know, to win 
pucks and to defend. I thought he did a real nice job (Saturday),” head 
coach Mike Sullivan said. 

Friedman was even better on Sunday. He had two shots on goal, five 
attempts, and one high-danger chance. 

The Penguins defense corps has not been a problem this season, but it 
could be upgraded via the NHL trade market. Buffalo and Anaheim also 
need a lot of help to rebuild. Despite languishing at the bottom of the 
league for nearly a decade, only a few blue-chippers are on their way 
through the system. 

The Buffalo Sabres assistant GM was at the last two Penguins home 
games, including Saturday. The Sabres have a pair of defensemen 
worthy of top-four minutes, but who would fit on any pairing. 

Anaheim also has some rental pieces that could benefit the Penguins. 
Because they have played more games, Anaheim is two to eight points 
behind the Dallas Stars for the second wild-card position. A playoff 
charge is probably not in the cards, especially because they also trail the 
Edmonton Oilers. If they’re not throwing in the towel, perhaps the Ducks 
could also look for hockey talent to close that playoff gap. 

Potential Penguins Targets, NHL Trade Deadline 

Robert Hagg, LHD, Buffalo 

Hagg, 26, is both young and cheap. The Swede will be an unrestricted 
free agent after his season, and Buffalo has no reason to let the former 
Philadelphia Flyers d-man walk without getting anything in return. 
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He carries an affordable $1.6 million salary-cap hit based on some 
struggles in Philadelphia but has been a solid defenseman for the 
Sabres. Hagg is a stay-home defenseman with a bit of size. He’s 6-foot-
2, 204 pounds. 

Hagg is in the mold of a Swedish defenseman. He takes care of his zone, 
isn’t a blazing skater (he’s not terrible), and will block shots with aplomb. 

“Solid third-pairing guy. Blocks a lot of shots. Underrated player and a 
standup character guy. His best friend on the Flyers was fellow Swede 
Oscar Lindblom, and he really helped him through his cancer battle,” 
Philly Hockey Now’ Sam Carchidi told PHN. 

Oh, and Ron Hextall was the Flyers AGM when they drafted Hagg. He 
would fit neatly on the third pairing with Chad Ruhwedel or possibly slot 
up with John Marino. 

Price tag: A third-pairing lefty is likely a second, maybe third-rounder on 
the NHL trade market. However, Hagg’s affordable deal may bolster the 
price. Hagg would be a perfect fit for the Penguins as either depth or 
reliable top-six. He has a history with Hextall, he’s inexpensive, and 
Hextall seems to prefer smaller deals. 

Colin Miller, RHD, Buffalo 

Miller, 29, cost Buffalo a second and fifth-rounder in June 2019. His stock 
may be a bit higher right now, but he’s also a rental. The 6-foot-1, 199-
pound offensive defenseman has been mired in the Buffalo malaise for a 
couple of years. 

He can run a power play, move the puck, and add offense without 
sacrificing the position. He’s not physical but has a 41-point season on 
his resume (Vegas Golden Knights inaugural season). 

He’s a tad expensive, at $3.85 million AAV, so the Penguins would need 
to move salary to make it happen. Miller is currently injured but will be 
back soon. 

Josh Manson, RHD, Anaheim 

Manson, 30, can move the puck. In the past, he’s put up decent offensive 
totals, but he’s a gruff defenseman. His contract with a $4.1 million AAV 
expires this season. 

If Anaheim puts him on the NHL trade block, he will not be a cheap get 
but well worth it. If Miller is a second and fifth-rounder, Manson is more, 
and we’re getting into giving up a piece or two of the future. 

Rickard Rakell, Winger, Anaheim 

Hextall could be the latest to participate in the Penguins’ nearly annual 
telethon, “A winger for Malkin.” The team is probably a middle-six winger 
short, and a legit scoring threat would help. 

Rakell, 28, makes $3,789,444 and has 25 points, including 14 goals in 44 
games this season. His contract expires after the season. He doesn’t 
bring physicality or a grinding game, but perhaps he’s the finisher that 
Malkin needs. 

It seems Rakell is mentioned in NHL trade rumors with the Penguins 
every season, maybe this is the year. 

Darkhorse: Ryan Getzlaf. Rumor percolated last season that Getzlaf, a 
member of Brian Burke’s Stanley Cup-winning Ducks team in 2007, 
could take one more run at a Stanley Cup. He passed up that 
opportunity. Will he reject an offer to play for a Stanley Cup again? 
Would the Penguins have room for a right-handed center at the end of 
his career? Such a move could make Jeff Carter the “winger for Malkin.” 

Getzlaf makes $3 million, so Anaheim would have to make concessions 
in return or eat salary. The 6-foot-3, 36-year-old center has 28 points but 
just three goals this season. 
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The Athletic / Playful, comfortable Wayne Gretzky emerges in the 
spontaneity of ‘NHL on TNT’ studio show 

 

By Sean Shapiro Feb 28, 2022  

One of the many things that made Wayne Gretzky so great on the ice 
was his ability to adapt to chaos. 

He was typically a calm force in a sport built on havoc and commotion, 
and it gave him the edge to piece together a career that ended with an 
entire league retiring No. 99 in his honor. 

That ethos has now been a driving factor as Gretzky has found success 
in another hockey-related career, now back on television, but behind a 
desk as one of the panelists for TNT this season as part of its debut as 
one of the NHL’s national TV partners. 

“No scripts. The less I know about the plans going into the show the 
better,” Gretzky said. “I’ve told Liam (McHugh) to ask me questions, I’ll 
speak from the heart. I’ll be honest. That’s what people want to hear. 
They don’t want to hear something you’ve rehearsed, they want to hear 
your honest thoughts and to speak from the heart.” 

And it’s not just about hockey. As part of the coverage of the outdoor 
game on Saturday, the TNT panel discussed the ongoing invasion by 
Russia of Ukraine. Gretzky called for Russia to be banned from the 
rescheduled World Junior Championships by the IIHF and that Canada 
should take that stance with the games to be played in Edmonton. 

AHEAD OF THE STADIUM SERIES, THE #NHLONTNT STUDIO CREW 
DISCUSSES THE ONGOING RUSSIAN INVASION OF UKRAINE. 

THE FULL SEGMENT   PIC.TWITTER.COM/MD0RMKNL96 

— NHLONTNT (@NHL_ON_TNT) FEBRUARY 27, 2022 

It’s a conceptual break from the way NHL studio coverage had been 
handled for years in the United States. On NBC, the intermission sets 
were more scripted for hosts and analysts, and sensitive issues were 
often avoided. 

Turner, taking the lead from its NBA studio show, wanted to introduce 
controlled chaos within the studio. There are planning meetings, of 
course, but instead of a hard script, it’s more of an outline. 

It’s Liam McHugh’s responsibility to guide this as the studio host. 
McHugh made the jump from NBC to Turner and noted that with that 
change, he’s noticed a willingness from Turner to try anything, and there 
are ideas they’ve pitched at TNT that he would have never even 
considered bringing to producers at NBC. 

“You want the guys to react, but you don’t want them over prepped to 
react,” McHugh said. “And I don’t know how many times Gretzky has 
turned to us as we’re about to come on the air and said, ‘What are we 
doing?’ And it’s one of the best parts of the night because we know he’s 
gonna just react and not be all planned in his comments or something.” 

Turner took the biggest possible swing when it hired Gretzky for the 
studio show, and there were some worries both inside and outside of 
Turner at how well he would translate to television. Gretzky admitted he 
shared some of the concerns, which is one of the reasons he hadn’t been 
on TV more after his playing career ended and why he was adamant 
about having the right setup when he was being courted by both ESPN 
and Turner over the summer. 

Other than the fact that NBC never asked, why now? Why step back into 
the more public life? 

Like everyone, the COVID-19 pandemic shifted some priorities for 
Gretzky. After his father, Walter, died in March 2021, Wayne and Janet 
Gretzky decided to move to Florida and be closer to their grandchildren. 
At the same time, Gretzky’s youngest child, Emma, was going to play 
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tennis at SMU, leaving Wayne and Janet as empty nesters for the first 
time. 

“We decided to do something different after, for me, 30 years living in 
California, so we sold our house and moved east,” Gretzky said. “Around 
the time the NHL got the deal with TNT … if it had been a year earlier I 
likely would have said no because of the travel from LA to Atlanta. But it 
worked out well in I was now moving to a spot of the country to actually 
consider this.” 

One big reason Turner ended up landing Gretzky was that it had the right 
pitchman, who had been laying the groundwork for years — Charles 
Barkley. 

Barkley and Gretzky have been close friends for more than two decades, 
first meeting at charity events in the 1990s, and later growing their 
friendship when Gretzky was the coach of the Arizona Coyotes and 
Barkley would attend games. Barkley had always mentioned to Gretzky 
that he would be good on television, and when TNT landed the NHL deal, 
Barkley made the direct call to Gretzky on behalf of the network to start 
negotiations. 

“I talked honestly with Charles, and he told me all about how TNT was a 
first-class organization and how they really wanted hockey to succeed, 
and really how this is something I should think about,” Gretzky said. “And 
I believed him, but you know it’s been better than I even anticipated.” 

Barkley made a guest appearance on TNT’s first regular-season NHL 
broadcast, putting on partial goalie gear and attempting to stop shots 
fired by Gretzky. That appearance, Gretzky says, helped build his 
comfort level on television, and he was extremely thankful that Barkley 
took the time to come to Atlanta when there wasn’t even an NBA 
broadcast that week. 

“WHAT TIME IS IT?… 4 PAST CHUCK”   

IT’S GOING DOWN IN OUR #NHLONTNT STUDIO! 

PIC.TWITTER.COM/O9MTEYB5TR 

— NHLONTNT (@NHL_ON_TNT) OCTOBER 14, 2021 

While it was a separate negotiation, TNT hiring his former teammate and 
friend Rick Tocchet was important to Gretzky. 

“I told TNT when I talked to them they needed someone who could tell 
me I was wrong, felt comfortable ragging on me,” Gretzky said. “Take 
away all worry that if someone takes a shot at me they were going to get 
fired.” 

According to both Tocchet and Gretzky, having them both on the panel 
normalized verbal jabs and jokes in Gretzky’s direction. It took away the 
gravitas of having Gretzky on set and allowed him to feel more 
comfortable being himself. 

“I’ve known Wayne for 30 years and he wants to be chirped,” Tocchet 
said. “And I think at first guys didn’t know what to expect, but at the start 
when everybody started chirping after I did, Wayne kind of fell in. You 
could see on his face, ‘These guys aren’t afraid of me, I can be myself,’ 
and the show just really took off.” 

One thing that Gretzky said has slightly irked him has been the ribbing 
about his guest appearance on The Young and The Restless, a clip TNT 
showed on air where he had a cameo as a mafia boss from Edmonton. 

“I gotta be honest, we beat that into the ground,” Gretzky said. “We know 
I’m a bad actor. So can we get my Saturday Night Live tape out there? I 
was actually pretty good on there, in my mind.” 
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The Athletic / The Preds and Lightning step outside, the Leafs and Wings 
get ridiculous, and just how worried are we about the Caps? 

 

By Sean McIndoe Feb 28, 2022  

 

Some hockey writers do a lot of complaining about the NHL product. OK, 
fine, it’s me, I do a lot of complaining. It’s only when I think it’s justified, 
but that ends up happening a lot, as the league’s decision-makers 
continue to insist that the ideal version of this sport is low-scoring, risk-
averse and fawningly dedicated to systems over creativity, all in the 
name of parity above all else, where 2-1 games where nothing interesting 
happens are decided by random bounces and everyone has to pretend 
that that’s entertaining. 

All that said… hoo boy, that was a fun weekend, am I right? 

I mean, if you couldn’t find something from the last few days that you 
thought was fantastic, you may as well just check out now. The NHL 
emptied the chamber for you this weekend. 

Let’s start with the marquee event, the Stadium Series matchup between 
the Lightning and Predators. The two teams took the ice in front of nearly 
70,000 fans in a football stadium and delivered a 3-2 game that featured 
some nifty highlights and even a couple of scraps. As always, though, the 
game itself took a backseat to the atmosphere, which was incredible. 
Nashville put its best foot forward as a hockey town, and Lightning fans 
showed up en masse, making a game between two teams with barely 
any history temporarily feel like one of the greatest rivalries around. 

The outdoor game concept is one of the few examples of the NHL getting 
something right in the Bettman era. And while they’ve lost some of their 
luster thanks to overkill, there’s something about seeing a new market 
get to try their hand at hosting. I’ll take a fresh matchup like this over yet 
another trip back to Fenway any day. 

But OK, maybe you’re not sold on the spectacle of taking it outside. 
You’d rather see an old-fashioned game between two legitimate Cup 
contenders. We got that too, with the Avalanche and Golden Knights 
clashing on Saturday night. That one had a playoff feel, meaning lots of 
defense, but featured enough star power that it never felt boring. The 
Knights let a solid effort slip away in the third, as the Avs reminded us 
how quickly they can flip a game against even a top opponent. 

Prefer something a little more focused on offensive stars? We had 
Connor McDavid and the Oilers making stops in Florida and Carolina, 
taking a 4-3 win over the Panthers before a 2-1 loss to the Canes, not to 
mention another Avalanche win that saw them and the Jets combine for 
nine goals. 

Not enough offense for you? How about ten goals between the Flames 
and Wild. Right, good point, two of those were empty netters. Maybe 13 
between the Hawks and Devils? No? OK, you asked for it. Let’s get 
completely stupid. 

That’s just ridiculous, and if you couldn’t at least enjoy it as farce then I 
don’t know what to tell you. The stats guys think it was literally the worst 
goaltending performance by two teams they’ve ever seen by a mile, and 
it’s hard to argue. Us old-timers remember occasional games like this in 
the 80s, but it was something else to see it in the current era of gap 
control and giant goalies. Pretty much everything was going in. 

And yes, we all know that if the Leafs play anything like this in the 
playoffs, they’d get absolutely destroyed by a team like the Lightning 
(although it’s hard not to at least wonder how crazy it could get if they 
tried it against the Panthers). It’s not often that a team can win a game by 
three and still go into panic mode, but this one qualifies. Welcome to the 
Marc-Andre Fleury rumor mill, Toronto. 

We even had something for you freaks out there that like low-scoring 
hockey, with one of your beloved 1-0 games, this one between the 
Rangers and Penguins. And it was the good kind, if such a thing exists, 
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with strong goaltending, decent intensity, and some legitimately good 
chances at both ends before a big star finally broke the deadlock in the 
third. If you enjoyed that, you’re in luck, because it’s looking like we might 
get a chance to see it again in the first round. 

Bottom line: This weekend wasn’t the NHL at its very best, because the 
NHL at its best would be stuff like this all the time, not just every once in 
a while. But it was really good, and even the crusty old complainers have 
to give credit where it’s due. 

Road to the Cup 

The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first franchise in 
three years to win a Stanley Cup that we have to admit probably counts, 
or wait actually maybe not. 

We seem to have a new trend: Teams arriving for outdoor games 
ironically wearing weird matching outfits. I think I like it, even as I’m 
completely sure that I’ll be over it after it’s been done to death for a few 
more years. For now, enjoy the Predators and Lightning. 

5. Calgary Flames (31-14-6, +51 true goals differential*) – The streak 
finally ended this week, and they seemed mad about it while pounding 
the Wild on Saturday. That game certainly wasn’t Minnesota’s best, as 
Dean Evason made clear, but it was encouraging to see the Flames get 
right back into the win column against a good team after that whatever 
that was in Vancouver. 

The game itself had some nastiness to it, including an extremely scary-
looking injury to Oliver Kylington. Early reports are that he’ll be OK. 

4. Florida Panthers (35-13-5, +58) – I don’t think it’s panic time by any 
stretch, but the Panthers didn’t look like an elite team this week while 
losing three straight in regulation and giving up 16 goals. That’s cracked 
the door open for the Lightning to pass them for the top spot in the 
Atlantic, with the Leafs still in the mix. 

It’s actually not the worst stretch the Panthers have had this year; they 
lost four straight in November, and three straight in regulation back in 
December. They responded to each of those streaks by immediately 
winning four in a row, and this week’s schedule of Ottawa, Detroit and 
Buffalo certainly sets up well for a rebound. Still, there’s just no margin 
for error at the top of the Atlantic these days, and this week hurt. 

3. Tampa Bay Lightning (34-11-6, +35) – They’ve won four straight and 
13 of their last 17, and haven’t dropped consecutive games since early 
January. And as always with these guys, you feel like you’re never quite 
seeing them at the full height of their powers until the playoffs arrive. 

Meanwhile, now that the Lightning have finally made their debut in an 
outdoor game, Joe digs into whether it would be possible for them to host 
one. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes (37-11-4, +59) – I’ll admit to not completely 
understanding what was going on at “kid’s day” yesterday, but stuff like 
this and this was awesome. The Canes have won five in a row, so let’s 
nudge them up a spot to keep things fresh. 

1. Colorado Avalanche (39-10-4, +61) – They just keep rolling, and this 
week could mark four months since they’ve lost back-to-back games. Oh, 
and Nathan MacKinnon is back. Good luck, everyone else. 

COLORADO AVALANCHE ARE AN ABSOLUTE FREIGHT TRAIN 
WHEN THEY TURN IT ON. AND MAN CAN THEY TURN IT ON. THE 
ENTIRE TEAM JUST PLAYS AT A DIFFERENT PACE. 

— TRAVIS YOST (@TRAVISYOST) FEBRUARY 26, 2022 

They’ve got the Islanders and Coyotes before an intriguing showdown 
with the Flames. Those two teams haven’t met yet this season, but will 
face each other three times in March. 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does 
for some reason. 

Not ranked: Washington Capitals — They’re not ranked this week, and 
haven’t been in 19 of the 20 rankings we’ve had so far this season. The 
one exception came in November, when there was a ten-team log jam for 
five spots. The Caps got the last slot that week, one in which they were 
technically sitting in first place overall thanks to a 14-3-5 record. 

They of course lost their next two, just like every new team in the top five 
inevitably does. Unlike some of those teams, that wasn’t a temporary 
blip. They’re just fake .500 since then, with a 14-14-4 after Saturday’s 
loss to the Flyers. Pick your arbitrary cutoff – they’ve lost five of eight, 12 
of 21 and 18 of 32 — it’s all bad. The longer this goes, the more this 
looks like a very mediocre team. 

And that has some wondering about a question we thought we’d already 
answered weeks ago: 

STILL A GIVEN THAT THE PLAYOFF PICTURE IN THE EAST IS 
ALREADY SET? PROBABLY, RIGHT. RIGHT? I GUESS BUT THE 
#CAPS, WHO LOST 2-1 IN PHILLY TODAY AND ARE 8-11-2 IN 2022, 
COULD MAKE THINGS INTERESTING. (THE FLYERS, BTW, 
ENTERED THE GAME W/ THE NHL'S WORST RECORD IN '22.) 

— TARIK EL-BASHIR (@TARIK_ELBASHIR) FEBRUARY 26, 2022 

It’s not crazy to wonder, although Caps fans should still feel relatively 
safe. The Blue Jackets are still well back, and there really isn’t anyone 
else in the race. (Sorry, Islanders and Red Wings fans.) The Capitals 
have been a very average team for months, and their coach knows it, but 
average should be enough to get them in without too much trouble. We’d 
need a total collapse, and aside from a four-game losing streak to start 
January, they haven’t come close to that territory. 

A bigger question might be whether this team is still a legitimate Stanley 
Cup contender. If they’re not, two big things we’d been taking for granted 
suddenly come back into play. First, the idea that seeding didn’t really 
matter in the East because all eight teams would be tough outs might 
crumble, giving the race for top seed some new urgency. And maybe 
more importantly, if the Caps just aren’t good enough to be realistic Cup 
winners, do they still need to pull the trigger on a major goalie trade? 

I think they probably do, because there are only so many years of the 
Ovechkin/Backstrom era left, and you’d hate to fold your hand on one of 
them. But if you were a team with a goalie to move and you were working 
on the assumption that the Capitals would get desperate as the deadline 
neared and it was obvious that they were one piece away, the last few 
weeks haven’t been good news. 

There’s still time to get some clarity there. It could come this week, when 
they’ve got the Leafs tonight and the Hurricanes on Thursday. It wasn’t 
long ago that we thought the Caps were right there with teams like that. If 
they still are, this would be a good time to show us. 

The bottom five 

The five teams that are headed towards the best lottery odds and a shot 
at Shane Wright. 

This one just kind of sums up how it’s going for the Islanders these days. 

5. New Jersey Devils (18-29-5, -31) — The market for Damon Severson 
seems to be heating up. He has one year left on his deal, so he wouldn’t 
be a pure rental; that might be attractive to some teams, but it also might 
give the Devils a reason to hold onto him and hope they’re in the mix 
next year. Shayna breaks down the pros and cons of moving him now. 

4. Buffalo Sabres (16-30-8, -53) — You know, the Sabres’ first half was 
kind of admirable, as a team that everyone had already penciled in for 
dead last showed that they had more fight in them than anyone thought. 
But we really seem to stumbled past a tipping point, with six straight 
losses in regulation ending any hope that the team would get to play 
even mildly consequential hockey the rest of the way. It’s about the kids 
and the chemistry the rest of the way. Or maybe just the lottery odds. 

3. Montreal Canadiens (13-33-7, -77) — That’s right, I’m not just moving 
them out of the one-spot, I’m dropping them all the way to three. I’m 
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drunk off of the Martin St. Louis era, just like everyone else. Will he win 
the Jack Adams? No, because by then the coach of the year award will 
have been renamed the Martin St. Louis. 

But yeah, they’re up to five straight wins and counting. Has any team in 
hockey history ever had a second-half win streak that featured more wins 
than they had before the streak began? I’m going to go ahead and say 
no. Or rather, not yet. 

2. Seattle Kraken (16-34-5, -56) — I’m sure you saw it earlier in the 
week, but if not: 

THIS WAS HILARIOUS. SIX DUDES BATTLING IN THE CORNER FOR 
A PUCK THAT’S NOT THERE   PIC.TWITTER.COM/3EKGYIPKAE 

— CHARLIE ROUMELIOTIS (@CROUMELIOTIS) FEBRUARY 22, 2022 

The players are funny enough, but the real star here is the increasingly 
exasperated ref trying to get them to realize the puck is long gone. 
Rumor is he’s still there to this day, trying to get a tired and hungry 
Jeremy Lauzon to go home. 

1. Arizona Coyotes (14-35-4, -70) — If you love something, set it free. 
Welcome home, old friends. 

Not ranked: Chicago Blackhawks — Man, it’s been a while since we had 
much to say about the Blackhawks, at least what they were doing on the 
ice. They dominated headlines in the season’s first month, for all the 
wrong reasons. They spent months trying to build back their credibility, 
only to have Rocky Wirtz junk it again with one idiotic outburst. They 
changed coaches, but it didn’t really help. And now here they are, two-
thirds of the way into the season and pretty much locked into seventh 
place in the Central. 

Not as terrible as the Coyotes, but well behind even the flat-lining Jets. 
Not remotely in the race, but unlikely to land top lottery odds. Certainly 
not good, but also not bad enough to be all that much fun to laugh at. 

Off-ice scandals aside, the 2021-22 Hawks are just kind of there. There 
have been positives, like Patrick Kane and Alex DeBrincat still putting up 
solid numbers. There’s the mixed feeling of Jonathan Toews being back 
and healthy, but not especially productive. There’s the ongoing mystery 
of Dylan Strome. And we’re all waiting to see if Marc-Andre Fleury is 
traded, which would at least make for a fun trade deadline sub-plot. 

But every team has a few stories worth following. The Hawks were 
supposed to be something more this year, or at least they seemed to 
think they were. Stan Bowman made headlines all offseason, before 
making even more for getting fired for his part in the Kyle Beach scandal. 
By adding Fleury and Seth Jones, the team seemed to be signaling that 
any rebuild was already over, and it was time to win again. Some of us 
thought they’d compete, others thought they’d crash and burn. They sure 
haven’t done the first and haven’t quite done the latter, so here we are. 
Even the hopeful version of Mark called the season “numbing”, and that 
sounds about right. 

This weekend, the offense broke out with that 8-5 win over the Devils, 
then went cold in a lackluster loss to the Blues. One step forward, one 
more back. 

Did any of it matter? Not much, but with two months left to go, they’ve still 
got to play the games. 

There is some big news on the way, as the team seems to be narrowing 
in on a new GM. The reported finalists are current interim GM Kyle 
Davidson, Tampa Bay’s Mathieu Darche, and Chicago Cubs assistant 
GM Jeff Greenberg. Yes, Cubs. Look, you want them to be interesting, 
hiring a baseball guy would certainly qualify. Not as much as bringing 
back Peter Chiarelli would have, but we can’t get greedy here. 

Presumably, the new guy will be in place with enough time to make the 
call on a Fleury trade and other key deadline decisions, although maybe 
he’ll play the whole “I need more time” card that new GMs love so much. 
Until then, they’ve got a few more days off before welcoming back 

Duncan Keith when the Oilers visit on Thursday. That will be a nice 
chance to remember the days when this team really mattered. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Seven Maple Leafs takeaways: Did Tavares take 
Gretzky’s advice? 

 

Luke Fox 

 

For all the stressing and hand wringing in these parts, you might be 
surprised to learn that with their 5-3 road victory over the Washington 
Capitals, the Toronto Maple Leafs have just as many wins (35) as the 
first-place Florida Panthers. 

And just as many standings points (74) as the defending champion 
Tampa Bay Lightning. 

Sure, they’ve allowed some leaky goals and a dealt with a mini slump. 

They’ve endured defensive breakdowns and a second-line silencing. 

They’ve blown leads (3-1 became 3-3 Monday) and have a key injury to 
sort out before the trade deadline. 

But the Leafs remain right there, firmly in the three-horse race for the 
Atlantic crown. 

Here are few things, positive and less so, we gleaned from their latest W. 

Gretzky shares advice for slumping Tavares 

John Tavares’s curious and concerning goal drought has now stretched 
to an unlucky 13 games, matching his least productive stretch since 
December 2011. 

Believe it or not, Wayne Gretzky endured a nine-game goal slump in his 
Oilers heyday. The Great One gave some insight into what Tavares is 
enduring during an appearance on The FAN Morning Show Monday. 

“As athletes, if you lose a little bit of confidence — and I don't care if it's 
John Tavares or Wayne Gretzky or Mario Lemieux — it makes it really 
hard,” Gretzky explained. “And I'm sure he's lost a little bit of that 
confidence. “People ask you, ‘Are you thinking about it?’ Obviously, the 
standard answer is, ‘No, I'm not worried about it. I'm just playing my 
game.’ But let me tell you, I can't speak for him, but I was thinking about 
it. It's just common sense that you're disappointed in yourself, and you 
want to contribute. So, yeah, I thought about it.” 

Gretzky remembers sitting down with John Muckler in his office. The 
coach asked him questions about his game, about how he was feeling 
about his contribution to the team. 

Then Muckler said, “We don't need you to get three goals. We don't need 
you to get four or five points. We just need you to get one big goal or 
make one big play that results in a goal.” 

That simple slice of positive advice stuck with Gretzky. It helped him turn 
the corner. Gretzky walked out of the meeting thinking, OK, I just gotta do 
something of value to the hockey club. 

Gretzky would share Muckler’s advice with Tavares. “He cares, and that's 
why he's the captain. He loves playing in Toronto. He plays hard. He 
practises hard,” Gretzky said. “And we just hope that he comes out of it 
sooner rather than later. And he can feel more relaxed and more at ease 
with himself and his contributions to the team.” 

You gotta wonder if Tavares heard Gretzky on the radio, because that’s 
precisely what he did. 
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Tavares made an all-effort play behind the net to set up William Nylander 
for a first-period strike, then topped that with a dogged forechecking shift 
in the third that led to Rasmus Sandin’s game-winning goal. 

Simply put: Toronto doesn’t win this game without a couple of big assists 
by the captain, who’s still getting over an illness. “Looks to me like a guy 
ready to break out here,” Keefe said. 

Sandin is a recovering Ovechkin stan 

Alex Ovechkin may have 758 more career goals than Sandin, but on 
Monday the young defenceman outscored his boyhood idol 1-0 in their 
first-ever meeting. 

“He's a guy I looked up to since I was young. His was one of the first 
jerseys I had when I was young. Nick Backstrom, same thing. But I don't 
have it anymore,” Sandin smiled after snapping the game-winner. 

“So, it’s pretty cool to go against him — even though right before the 
goal, he cross-checked me over my arm and it stung a bit.” 

Stream the NHL season with Sportsnet NOW 

Stream over 1,000 games blackout-free, including the 2022 Stanley Cup 
Playoffs, with a subscription to SN NOW PREMIUM. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

Toronto’s power-play faces adversity 

Much like Tavares, the Maple Leafs’ vaunted power-play is now on a 
troubling 0-for-13 run. 

They haven’t scored on the man-advantage in six games, matching their 
worst drought of the season. 

So, it was something that they nabbed the win, despite losing Monday’s 
special teams battle 0-2. 

“We were good in a lot of areas — except the power play,” Keefe said. 

The coach believes opponents have adapted to his No. 1 power play. 

Now it’s his and Spencer Carbery’s turn to adjust and add some fresh 
wrinkles. 

“We've made it pretty clear around the league that our power-play is 
dangerous, and teams are taking note of that,” Keefe said. “I would be 
certain that teams see us coming up on the calendar, and their coaches 
are getting to work probably two or three games ahead.” 

Let’s hear it for Holl… and Brodie 

Back-to-back big nights for the oft-maligned Justin Holl. 

Since serving a couple of healthy scratches (and since the Maple Leafs 
traded for another righty, Ilya Lyubushkin), Holl has played some of the 
best hockey of his season. 

Holl drove the net to score a first-period buzzer beater with two ticks on 
the clock, then registered a beautiful cross-ice primary helper on 
Sandin’s clincher. 

He put up five points, a plus-5 rating and a pair of 20-minutes-plus efforts 
in his two outings since getting scratched. 

Holl, now a plus-10 in his past five games, is acting like a man refusing to 
get driven back to the doghouse. 

“It’s not a punishment by any means,” clarified Keefe, who believes the 
reset has had a positive effect. 

Another positive effect? Playing with the versatile T.J. Brodie, who quietly 
improves every partner he gets. 

Should the Maple Leafs stick with their current goaltending situation? 

Mrazek battles big-time 

His save percentage (.909 on this night) will seldom wow you, and his 
occasional frantic movements and juicy rebounds might unnerve Leafs 
fans, but the bottom line is this: Petr Mrazek has won seven of his past 
nine games, and two of those were in emergency relief. 

The soccer-loving Czech is undoubtedly the more confident of Toronto’s 
crease options right now. 

“I thought he was really good,” said Keefe. “He was full marks for the win 
tonight.” 

It’ll be interesting to see if Mrazek gets some run, or if Keefe serves Jack 
Campbell a softball Wednesday versus the Buffalo Sabres. 

Auston Matthews will steal your puck (and take away your goal) 

Matthews leads all NHL forwards with 59 takeaways this season. 
(Arizona pal Clayton Keller rates second with 54.) 

The Leafs centre has a decent shot at eclipsing his personal best in the 
category (he stole 78 pucks in 2019-20). 

If the 200-foot centreman is composing a sizzle reel to submit to the 
Selke committee, he’d be wise to include this first-period goal he took 
away from Garnet Hathaway: 

Matthews says his determination to hunt pucks on defence comes from 
watching a ton of Pavel Datsyuk highlights on YouTube when he was 
younger, plus there is plenty of emphasis on back pressure in team 
meetings. 

To hear Matthews speak on it, there’s no great secret to his heists: “Just 
try to get the puck when you don’t have it.” 

While there are certainly elements of skill at play in takeaways — skating 
back in position, anticipating play, hand-eye coordination — Morgan 
Rielly views the defensive stat more as an indicator of a committed 
mindset and work ethic. 

“That’s how you’re supposed to play,” Rielly said. “He takes a lot of pride 
in being good defensively.” 

Mitch Marner and William Nylander also have a knack for the takeaway, 
but Keefe says Matthews is “head of the class.” 

“There’s the will to do it. That’s the most important thing that makes him 
elite at it,” Keefe says. “When he’s really determined, he’s usually coming 
up with the puck.” 

Try the ox tail 

This has nothing to do with the Capitals game, but if you’ve scrolled this 
far down, you’re probably a Leafs fan. 

I recommend this original team-produced video that features Matthews, 
Campbell, Wayne Simmonds and Jason Spezza popping by Mark 
Fraser’s house for some good conversation and delicious Albert’s 
Jamaican food. 

Fun to see how the players interact with each other, plus a great peek 
into Simmonds’ story. 

One-Timers: Believe it or not, this was Keefe’s first time coaching against 
Washington…. For the second consecutive game, the Leafs chased a 
starting goalie (Ilya Samsonov)…. Ondrej Kase did not play Monday, but 
Keefe said whatever ails him is “nothing serious.” Consider the winger 
day-to-day, like the rest of us…. Michael Bunting re-seized the rookie 
goal race with his 19th…. Matthews led all Leafs with five hits…. Alex 
Ovechkin and Evgeny Kuznetsov were each a minus-4, as the Capitals 
drop their third straight. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Hockey hits Russia in collective soul with ban from 
international events 

 

Mark Spector  

 

EDMONTON — The Big Red Machine, as Russia’s national men’s 
hockey team came to be known, was always about more than just the 
game on the ice. 

Back when they wore CCCP across their jerseys, more so than today, 
they played hockey unlike anyone else. The Soviets, with players like 
Valeri Kharlamov, Alexander Maltsev, Igor Larionov and the great KLM 
line, were like ballet on ice. A skating, shooting and (especially) passing 
propagandist tool of the former Soviet Union. 

We called them professionals as they routinely defeated our amateurs, 
because that foul truth made us feel better about the results. And when 
our pros finally beat them in 1972, well, we still talk about it. When the 
Americans knocked them off at Lake Placid in 1980, it was indeed “A 
Miracle On Ice,” hockey’s version of walking on the moon. 

Today, Russian President Vladimir Putin has less control over those 
players than they did in the days of head coaches Anatoly Tarasov or 
Viktor Tikhonov. Under Putin, their national teams have largely been 
good, but no longer great. 

Still, however, Putin considers the game to be an appendage of Mother 
Russia. Every bit as much as Leonid Brezhnev did. 

So banning the Russians — and the Belarusians — from international 
hockey for the foreseeable future in light of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, 
as the International Ice Hockey Federation did on Monday, is like 
amputating a Russian sporting limb. It hits Putin where perhaps even 
economic sanctions can not reach — in the collective soul, where hockey 
resides in most Russians the way it does with us here in Canada. 

“There are a lot of sports, but hockey probably hits Putin the hardest,” 
said IIHF Vice President Bob Nicholson. “He learned to play hockey 
himself so he could be around the hockey people.” 

We’ve all seen the videos of Putin gearing up in Russia’s national team 
uniform to skate in ceremonial games where, like a spoiled child, he is 
allowed by the rest of the participants to score at will. To bolster his 
politburo pride, Putin can score 10 goals if he wishes. 

“Fifteen,” chuckled Nicholson. “If he can skate from one end to the other 
he gets to go down and score.” 

Putin had best savour those goals, as there will be none scored by a 
Russian — man or woman — at an international hockey tournament in 
the next long while. Same goes for the Belarus national teams, which 
compete often a tier below their comrades. 

At an IIHF meeting Monday in which Russian delegate Pavel Bure was 
asked not to join, delegates overwhelmingly voted to distance 
themselves and the international game from Putin’s war machine. 

“There was a lot of discussion, but everyone was pulling in the same 
direction,” said Nicholson. “There is an executive member from Latvia, 
there’s one from Poland, there’s one from Italy, Finland, Sweden… 
They’re a lot closer than (to the war) us. We watch it on CNN.” 

On the fifth day of Russia’s invasion, here’s how the sports world 
responded 

Since Russia’s unprovoked invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 23, sports 
federations, as well as athletes, have weighed in on the conflict. Here’s 
what you need to know about what was said and enacted on Monday, 
the fifth day of the war. 

• FIFA and EUFA announced that they have suspended all Russian 
teams from international competition in response to the invasion, 

changing course after their initial sanctions against the country and its 
allies were widely chastised as being insufficient. 

• The International Ice Hockey Federation has suspended Russia and 
Belarus from every age category in international play until further notice. 

• Canada Soccer said it would not compete at any level against Russia 
“until sovereignty and territorial integrity are restored.” Canada Basketball 
followed suit, saying it “stands in solidarity with Ukrainians.” 

• The International Olympic Committee “strongly urged” sports 
federations and event organizers to not invite or allow the participation of 
Russian and Belarusian athletes and officials in international 
competitions, in a decisive recommendation that comes as the 2022 
Paralympic Games are set to begin. 

• Wayne Gretzky lamented the human toll of the ongoing crisis while 
zeroing in on what Edmonton, the host of the upcoming world juniors 
tournament, can do to make a difference. 

It was an inevitability that hockey would make a stand, as the National 
Hockey League did a short time later when the league announced it 
would suspend its relations with its Russian business partners, while 
pausing its Russian language social and media websites. 

“We also remain concerned about the well-being of the players from 
Russia, who play in the NHL on behalf of their NHL Clubs, and not on 
behalf of Russia,” the NHL statement added. “We understand they and 
their families are being placed in an extremely difficult position.” 

In a statement released late Monday afternoon, Hockey Canada 
“strongly” condemned the attacks on Ukraine and said it supports the 
decision made by the IIHF. Hockey Canada also confirmed that Russia 
and Belarus will not be allowed to participate in non-IIHF events on 
Canadian soil. 

On a TNT broadcast Sunday Wayne Gretzky opined that Russia not be 
allowed to play in August’s World Junior Championships in Edmonton, a 
re-do of the tournament that was postponed over Christmas due to a 
COVID-19 outbreak. The IIHF concurred, banning Russia and Belarus 
from competing at every age category until further notice — highlighted 
by the 2022 Women’s and Men’s World Championships. 

Gretzky believes IIHF should ban Russia from rescheduled World Juniors 

The international body also stripped Russia of hosting the 2023 World 
Juniors. 

“Good discussion today. Very clear,” said Nicholson. “I think it was a 
pretty decisive direction coming out of the IIHF. 

“There are a lot of other things that still have to be determined on 
individuals — referees, linesmen, committee members, that type of thing 
— but we’ll be working on that in the next week or so. Job one is getting 
this (News) out.” 

As well, Nicholson said that the Russians will not be invited to the U-18 
Hlinka-Gretzky tournament scheduled for Edmonton in August. 

FIFA also modified its previous, weak take on Monday, banning both 
countries from World Cup play among other sanctions. 

Now, may we ask that the International Olympic Committee follow suit, 
having coddled Russia through decades of cheating with performance-
enhancing drugs. 

Sports have always been a beacon for Russian governments. The time 
has come for the world’s sporting communities to show those 
governments what we truly think of them. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Halak's sudden struggles troubling as Canucks try to rally 
into playoffs 

 

Iain MacIntyre 

 

The Vancouver Canucks had 10 games in February and, one way or 
another, goalie Thatcher Demko played in all of them. Only eight of the 
games he played in were by design. 

For the second time in two starts — 19 days apart — backup goalie 
Jaroslav Halak was awful on Monday, allowing six goals on 14 shots and 
getting replaced 26 minutes into the game in what turned out to be a 
bewildering 7-2 loss by the Canucks to the New Jersey Devils. 

On Feb. 9 against the New York Islanders, Halak survived just 16 
minutes before Bruce Boudreau hooked him after allowing five goals on 
12 shots. 

Demko, who is having a superb season but is already fourth in minutes 
played among National Hockey League goalies, has not had the luxury of 
a work night off since January. 

And while Boudreau said Monday he did not think the relief appearance 
for Demko was onerous, rightly pointing out the Canucks are off until 
Thursday’s road game against the New York Islanders and play only 
twice in the next week, the sudden collapse of Halak’s game is troubling. 

The Canucks have 27 games remaining and probably need to win at 
least 18 to complete what would be a miracle march back to the Stanley 
Cup playoffs. Demko can’t play all of them. Halak has to contribute 
something. 

But including a 35-minute relief appearance for Demko last week, the 36-
year-old backup has allowed 13 goals on 37 shots in parts of three 
games. His save percentage in February was .649 – a darkly appropriate 
number since his chief achievement was triggering a $1.25-million bonus 
for hitting his 10th start Monday. 

Under better circumstances, the respected veteran who is eligible for 
unrestricted free agency this summer would be an ideal trade candidate 
for the Canucks before the March 21 dealing deadline. But if Halak’s no-
movement-clause isn’t a deal-killer, his startling erosion in form could be. 

“We'll cross that bridge when we get to it,” Boudreau said when asked 
about using Halak from here on. “But I'm concerned because the last two 
games he's been pulled. There's obviously a level of concern, but he's a 
professional. He's gone through this before and hopefully he'll bounce 
back.” 

The Canucks have been offensively unsupportive of Halak all season, 
scoring just 16 goals for the Slovak in his 10 starts. But Monday was 
mostly on Halak. 

Yes, it’s difficult keeping yourself sharp as an NHL backup when you play 
infrequently. But that’s the job, and Halak has had years of experience at 
it. And the Canucks, especially erratic the last three weeks, played 
another one of those games when you wonder how they’re as close as 
they are in the playoff race and maybe it would be better if new general 
manager Patrik Allvin just started dismantling the team now. 

But the Canucks needed a save somewhere from Halak. They didn’t get 
it in the first period, when the fast-but-highly-beatable Devils sprinted to a 
3-0 lead. And they certainly didn’t get it in the second when, after Vasily 
Podkolzin’s tip-in goal at 1:36 gave the Canucks some life, Halak tried to 
defend Jesper Boqvist’s breakaway by retreating behind his goal-line. 

“Once the first period was over and what was said, you needed a save in 
the second period,” Boudreau said. “We scored the first goal (and) I think 
we're starting to skate. And then they score that (fourth) one and I think 
that was a backbreaker. They get the next one in off of one of our guys 
and then the sixth one, I think (Halak) at that point was done because, I 

mean, it was just a simple shot that he missed. The fourth goal was the 
killer to me.” 

The most agile Canuck, defenceman Quinn Hughes, made one of the 
worst pivots of his NHL career to allow Boqvist to get past him and cut 
through Halak’s crease from the right wing. 

The first two New Jersey goals, by Jack Hughes on a two-on-one and 
Yegor Sharangovich, came after turnovers by Vancouver’s most 
experienced defencemen: Oliver Ekman-Larsson and Tyler Myers. In 
Myers’ defence, he blindly played the puck to where a Canucks forward 
should have been, but struggling sophomore Nils Hoglander had blown 
the zone early and was on his way back to Manhattan when the puck 
was turned over. 

“I didn't think the D played well at all,” Boudreau said. “I mean, the whole 
key was to get (the puck) and move it quick and to play in their zone. And 
we started playing around with it and screwing around with it in our own 
zone and it ended up costing us numerous goals.” 

The performance was dreadful, and yet still not surprising even after the 
Canucks earned a 5-2 win Sunday against the New York Rangers. In 
their last three losses – amid five wins – Vancouver has fallen behind 5-
0, 5-0 and 6-1. 

“We talked about it in the morning meeting, the evening meaning, I 
mean, the preparation for the day,” Boudreau said. “I wish I had an 
answer to it. I don't. I've racked my brain over why some games we can 
play so good in the first period, and then other games. . . if there's going 
to be something bad, that's going to happen in the first period. 

“I read every important notice to these guys on what this game was all 
about tonight, and to not come out as well as we're supposed to come 
out is shocking to me.” 

Winger Conor Garland said: “There's no excuse not to have your legs. 
We're in the NHL; we have a lot of stuff (available) to get ready, whatever 
you need, to get your legs going. 

“We weren't mentally, you know, sharp enough to handle that speed and 
that's on us. We should be a more mature group and be ready to play at 
the start of the game. I don't know if it's legs; I don't believe in any of that. 
You've got to be ready to play. That's your job.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens' Edmundson hopefully emerging from season-
long injury, dark cloud 

 

Eric Engels 

 

BROSSARD, Que.— Joel Edmundson, in a regular jersey at practice, 
nearing a return to play for the first time since last July, preparing to 
travel with the Montreal Canadiens for a road trip that starts in his home 
province of Manitoba and ends with stops in Calgary, Edmonton and 
Vancouver—this was a welcome sight on Monday in Brossard. 

It’s been a torturous six months for the 28-year-old defenceman who 
showed up at training camp prepared to build on arguably the best 
season of his seven-year NHL career and suffered a back injury on Day 
1. He watched the Canadiens crumble in his absence, worked his way 
back to almost playing again before suffering one of several setbacks, 
took time off to tend to his father before inevitably losing him to cancer 
and, according to vice-president of hockey operations Jeff Gorton in an 
exclusive interview with Sportsnet, was facing the possibility of season-
ending surgery. 
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We can’t say with any certainty that a procedure is now off the table. And 
coach Martin St. Louis couldn’t say on Monday whether or not 
Edmundson would play on this four-game swing through Western 
Canada. 

But Edmundson participating in his first full practice in months, packing 
his bags, and joining his teammates with the potential of playing in view, 
is a sign he’s emerging from the dark cloud that’s engulfed him this 
season. 

“We haven’t seen Eddy a ton, but every time he’s at the rink he loves 
hanging out with the guys, loves being around the team, and we all love 
seeing him come in every morning,” said Nick Suzuki after Monday’s 
practice. “He’s been putting a ton of work in. He’s had a rough year, but 
as a teammate, you can just keep in touch with him, see how he’s doing. 
He’s a bright spot in the locker room and really a leader, so it’s been a 
big miss for us this season. But it’s nice to see him almost coming back.” 

Remaining Time -0:37 

Petry on how St. Louis has brought the joy back into coming to the rink 

Boy, have the Canadiens missed Edmundson. He was their steadiest 
player through a turbulent 2020-21 season for most of the others. He 
played an enormous role on the ice, shutting down the rush, punishing 
players in the corners and in front of the net with his 6-foot-5, 224-pound 
frame, stimulating offensive transition by killing plays and moving the 
puck efficiently, and acting as a force on the penalty kill—aspects of his 
play he took to another level in the playoffs, averaging over 22 minutes 
per game and helping the Canadiens to their first Stanley Cup Final since 
1993. 

But he was missed just as much, if not more, in Montreal’s room. 

“He’s an amazing guy, on and off the ice. He’s a true leader for all the 
guys in that locker room,” said Josh Anderson. 

“I think he’s more vocal. And when he’s playing leading by example,” said 
Suzuki. “He’s a heavy d-man, plays the right way, smart player. But in the 
room, he’s definitely vocal. Loves bringing the team together, and I think 
that’s his biggest strength.” 

Look up and down the Canadiens lineup, and it’s hard to find many 
players with personalities that fit that profile. 

Suzuki, as St. Louis put it a couple of weeks ago, is growing into that off-
ice role on top of being a clear leader in the way he comports himself on 
the ice. Anderson has it in him to speak up inside and outside that room, 
as does Brendan Gallagher. 

But alternate captain Paul Byron, who isn’t shy to say what needs to be 
said, has missed all but nine of Montreal’s 51 games this season. David 
Savard, who was only added to the group this past off-season, has been 
out a while with a lower-body injury. Jake Allen, a veritable vocal leader, 
has been out since January. Tyler Toffoli was recently traded. Carey 
Price has been out all season. And Shea Weber, Corey Perry, Eric Staal 
and Phillip Danault were all lost in the off-season. 

The Canadiens have had a significant void without Edmundson. 

And he’s surely been missing them just as much. 

'It was very scary' Anderson opens up about how close the puck came to 
his eye 

“Any time a player’s injured, it sucks watching, it sucks seeing your 
teammates go out there and battle and for the most part you’re on a 
different schedule than the guys,” said Anderson. “I think that’s the 
hardest part about it not being involved in the day-to-day meetings, on 
the road, the dinners and just the little things like that that create that 
bond. 

“But I’m happy for him to be back on the same schedule as the players 
and being in practices with us. He’s right there. You can just see the 
smile on his face and the confidence the last couple of days being back 
with the team.” 

The hope is that it gets wider in the coming days, with Edmundson 
continuing to take steps forward and (hopefully) being able to put this 
injury behind him. 

“We’ve talked about it a few times where it seemed like he’s getting close 
and then had setbacks, so this is a good stretch here,” said Jeff Petry of 
his defence partner from last season who’s signed for two more years 
after this one at $3.5 million per. “It looks like he is getting close, and he’s 
a big part. He was a big part of our team last year, and he’s going to be a 
big part when he comes back in the lineup. That physical presence, what 
he brings, only strengthens our back end.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Weekend Takeaways: Promise of Red Wings’ youth 
movement on full display 

 

Sonny Sachdeva 

 

For anyone taking a cursory glance at the scores of the tilts you missed 
over the weekend, yes, that Original Six melee on Saturday was every bit 
as hectic as the final 10-7 result would suggest. 

Much of the chatter this side of the border has been on the Toronto 
Maple Leafs’ part in that match-up — the good (piling up 10 goals in one 
game is probably a positive) and the bad (piling up 10 goals and only 
barely winning seems less positive). But how about those Red Wings? 

Though Detroit’s epic comeback bid fell short in the end, it was no doubt 
a promising showing from the young group (maybe minus the 
netminders). They looked each other in the eye halfway through the 
night, staring down a 6-1 deficit against a team sitting 17 rungs higher 
than them in the standings, and rather than buckle, they took the fight to 
the opposition and made some noise. 

What stands out most is who was leading that charge. As has been the 
case all year, it was the club’s young stars, the Red Wings’ youth 
movement continuing to show its potential. 

Lucas Raymond was the first to get Detroit on the board, scoring early 
when Toronto had built up a 2-0 lead, keeping his club in it. He tallied 
again at the tail end of the comeback attempt, when the chaos had fully 
swelled, sniping the goal that got the red and white to dangerous territory 
at 8-7. He had another assist in between, too. Moritz Seider managed a 
pair of helpers on the night as well, and had plenty of time to do so as he 
led the team in ice with more than 25 minutes to his name.  

The two rookies remain in the thick of the Calder Trophy race, with 
Raymond’s 42 points through 53 games leading all rookie scorers and 
Seider, perhaps more impressively, sitting fourth in rookie scoring with 39 
points while averaging over 23 minutes a night. But it wasn’t just the two 
freshmen doing their thing — 22-year-old Michael Rasmussen chipped in 
a goal as well, 22-year-old Joe Veleno came up with a goal and a helper, 
and 24-year-old Filip Hronek amassed four points on the night, scoring 
Detroit’s third goal and then assisting on three others. And, just for good 
measure, captain Dylan Larkin (a veteran at 25 years old) chipped in with 
a helper, continuing what’s been a career year for him as he scores at 
the quickest pace of his career. 

While Detroit’s navigating another season of lessons and steady growth 
rather than making the climb to anywhere near contender status, their 
potential has been on full display in 2021-22. They’re winning a higher 
percentage of their games than they have in five seasons. And while their 
chances at getting back to the post-season for the first time in that span 
are as slight as can be, there’s no question something is taking shape. 
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Watching Detroit nearly claw all the way back against Toronto, it was 
tough not see shades of their GM in the young Red Wings. There’s a 
quote about Steve Yzerman that comes to mind, from a Sportsnet 
interview with Darren Pang — who grew up with Yzerman in Nepean, 
and remains a close friend — a few years back. He was asked about 
Yzerman’s understanding of talent, his ability to put together quality 
pieces, as the GM did in helping to build what’s become a juggernaut in 
Tampa Bay. 

“[Yzerman] always had that eye. He always knew a hard player to play 
against or a guy that was a little soft in the corners, would give up a puck 
rather easily,” Pang said at the time. “I’d ask him about this player or that 
player — he’d always say ‘No no, watch that player in the corner. He’ll 
give up the puck easy. Watch this player, his second and third effort is 
incredible. And you look at Tampa Bay’s players and who they’ve 
scouted — if they’re undersized, they’re undersized, but they’re 
competitive. Every one of them. They’re competitive hockey players — 
they want the puck, they’ll do whatever it takes to get the puck. 

"I would have to think that’s been a determining factor in how he’s 
evaluated so many of these players that maybe other teams wouldn’t 
touch... He saw something inside them — their soul, their spirit, their 
competitiveness, their hunger. That’s the way Steve was, the whole 
time.” 

His young Red Wings are showing they might just be, too. 

OTHER TAKEAWAYS 

• Toronto got a monster game from Mitch Marner, and got out of Detroit 
with 10 goals and a W, but letting a 6-1 lead turn into an 8-7 lead in the 
span of one period has to strike fear in the hearts of the Leafs faithful 
(and perhaps their front office), no? The offensive outpouring will paper 
over the issue to a certain degree, but there’s no doubt there are some 
questions in need of answers. Toronto can thank Ondrej Kase for 
stopping the bleeding with his shorthanded goal a few minutes after 
Raymond took the score to 8-7 — Kase’s shorthanded marker slowed 
what was becoming some overwhelming momentum from the red and 
white. A quiet, clutch play from No. 25. 

• One last note from Leafs-Red Wings — forget the 17 goals in the game, 
this one from the intermission was the best of the night. Don't sleep on 
the moonwalk celly: 

• The Predators and Lightning took things outdoors for the Stadium 
Series at Nissan Stadium, putting on a show for 68,619 Tennesseans. 
Filip Forsberg continued his excellent 2021-22, netting a goal in the open 
air — his eighth snipe and 15th point in his past 11 games. And yet, per 
Sportsnet’s Elliotte Friedman, he’s a potential trade chip. It’s been a thorn 
in the side of the Capitals (and then-GM George McPhee) that they let 
Forsberg get away after drafting him 11th overall back in 2012 — they 
flipped him for Martin Erat and Michael Latta before Forsberg had played 
a single NHL game, a deal that’s become decidedly lopsided over time. 
Will Nashville come to feel similar regret? Twenty-seven years old and 
great so far through his decade in the league, there’s a sense Forsberg 
could hit another level with some elite talent around him. 

• The Bolts spoiled Nashville's moment on the outdoor stage, claiming a 
3-2 win from the home team. It was a quality result in the Lightning's first-
ever outdoor experience. But their finest moment undoubtedly came pre-
game: 

• No player put more pucks on net over this past weekend than Chris 
Kreider (14). What a season he’s having, with a career-high 34 goals 
already, on pace for more than 50 by the season’s end. Great for him, 
but greater for the Rangers, who’ve just been on a wild run over these 
past few years since The Letter. Let’s recap: Kaapo Kakko and Alexis 
Lafreniere arrive via lottery picks, Artemi Panarin arrives and takes his 
game to MVP-calibre levels, Mika Zibanejad continues his growth into 
one of the game’s most dynamic scorers, Adam Fox arrives and bags a 
Norris Trophy in Year 2, Igor Shesterkin becomes otherworldly in the 
cage, putting himself in Hart Trophy conversations. Now, Kreider’s 
turning himself into a 50-goal scorer and battling guys like Auston 

Matthews, Leon Draisaitl and Alex Ovechkin for the Rocket Richard? 
Yeesh. Everything’s coming up Rangers. 

WEEKEND WARRIOR 

Some well-deserved props to Edmonton Oilers veteran Derek Ryan, who 
put up his first career hat-trick Saturday. It was a massive performance 
from the depth pivot, in a massive win for Edmonton. Beating Florida (the 
third-best team in the league this season) was big enough — doing so in 
a game that saw the Panthers outshoot the Oilers 47-22? Wild. Ryan 
came up big time and time again, scoring the game opener to set the 
tone, scoring in the second to tie things up for his Oilers, and sealing the 
hat trick with what ended up as the game winner. Edmonton’s success 
was undone a bit one night later when they were beaten 2-1 by Carolina 
— but, of course, Ryan managed the Oilers’ only goal against his former 
team. A fine performance for the 35-year-old, who’s having a fine season 
in his return to Edmonton. 

RED AND WHITE POWER RANKINGS 

1. Calgary Flames (31-14-6): An impressive 7-3 win over a quality 
opponent in the Wild, putting the Flames back in the win column after 
seeing their 10-game win streak snapped unceremoniously a game prior. 
Two more goals from Tyler Toffoli in that Wild win — the recent addition 
now has four goals and five points in six games as a member of the 
Flames. 

2. Toronto Maple Leafs (34-14-4): It was a strange one in Detroit. As we 
said above — there was some good, there was some bad, and now 
remain plenty of questions about what exactly Kyle Dubas and Co. have 
in this group. 

3. Edmonton Oilers (29-21-3): They were 1-1 on the weekend but the 
Oilers went toe to toe against two of the league's best sides and didn't 
get outplayed. The win against the Panthers, particularly, is a big one, as 
Jay Woodcroft's addition continues to seem a successful one. 

4. Vancouver Canucks (26-22-6): After some recent stumbles, the 
Canucks built on a satisfying win against Calgary with a huge one over 
the star-studded Rangers. Demko has been fantastic. Though roster 
changes could be coming, with three straight wins the team is trying to 
move things in right direction. 

5. Winnipeg Jets (23-21-9): The Jets halted their losing streak courtesy of 
a scheduling gift, getting a win over the Coyotes. Still, with four losses to 
their name coming into it, and games against New York and Tampa Bay 
coming up, it's tense times in Winnipeg. 

6. Montreal Canadiens (13-33-7): The Martin St. Louis era of the 
Canadiens continues to provide intrigue, as the club took down Ottawa to 
net Montreal its fifth straight win, this coming after what was a 10-game 
losing streak. A sign of progress, and a big win for Andrew Hammond 
against the team that made him an NHLer back in the day. 

7. Ottawa Senators (19-27-5): A loss to the Canadiens undid the morale-
boosting win over Minnesota one game prior, though an unlucky break 
contributed as the Sens were forced to play with five defenders 
unexpectedly. The kids haven’t brought success to Ottawa as quickly as 
the city had hoped, but each game is an opportunity to learn how to do it 
next year. Like we're seeing in Detroit, progress can still come in the 
meantime. 

THE WEEK AHEAD 

• The Flames get a home-and-home rematch with the Wild after 
dominating them over the weekend, a hint of a post-season test for this 
promising Flames side — how do they respond to a good team looking to 
get back at them fresh off a drubbing? 

• A milestone upcoming for veteran defender Mark Giordano, who will hit 
1,000 games a couple tilts from now. It's an important milestone for any 
NHLer, but all the more so for Gio, who went from undrafted to respected 
NHL captain. Also on track to hit the 1,000-game mark by next weekend: 
Maple Leafs winger Wayne Simmonds, who'll get the honour with his 
hometown club after his runs in five other big-league cities. 
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TSN.CA / Panthers’ assistant GM Peterson on being a role model and 
making hockey more accessible 

 

Salim Valji 

 

In November 2020, the Florida Panthers named Brett Peterson their 
assistant general manager. He is believed to be the first Black assistant 
GM in National Hockey League history. 

Peterson, a Northborough, Mass., native, was a defenceman for Boston 
College and won the 2001 NCAA national championship. After going 
undrafted, he had a five-year professional hockey career in the AHL and 
ECHL. 

He then became a player agent with Acme Sports and represented 
Boston Bruins goaltender Tuukka Rask. He eventually became the vice-
president of hockey for Wasserman Media Group. 

As part of Black History Month, TSN spoke with Peterson about his path 
to the Panthers’ front office and the sport's diversity efforts. 

How did you get started in hockey? What was your introduction to the 
sport? 

“I was introduced basically by necessity from my parents. I had a bunch 
of energy when I was a kid and my mother tutored hockey players. For 
part of her payment for tutoring hockey players, the college hockey coach 
at the time was nice enough to put me on the ice and teach me how to 
skate. That’s how I got thrown into the sport. We didn’t have a [hockey] 
background as a family, so I got thrown into it that way and fell in love 
with it from there.” 

Who was that college coach? 

“At the time, we were living in Albany, New York, and then we moved to 
Massachusetts, so I learned to skate at a college, RPI [Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute], in Troy, New York. The coach at the time was a 
gentleman named Mike Adessa, who actually subsequently was a scout 
for a long time with the Flames.” 

As you were going through your hockey journey, who were your role 
models? Who were the players or people you looked up to? 

“I used to go to a lot of college hockey games when I was a kid. I started 
there and my love for the game really flourished. At the time, there was 
players like Bruce Coles and Graeme Townshend and Joe Juneau, guys 
that I really admired the way they played. When we moved to the Boston 
area, obviously you get fully immersed in hockey culture. From there, 
there were many different guys, whether it be Ray Bourque or Cam 
Neely, guys that I would watch as a kid. Hockey was such a big 
neighbourhood activity back then, so you emulated all these guys when 
we were playing outside and street hockey and on peoples’ ponds or 
makeshift rinks.” 

Did you find it challenging when you are a visible minority in the sport? 
Did you experience any racism and how was it when you might be the 
only player of colour on a team? 

“For sure I experienced it when I was going through youth hockey and 
junior hockey. It’s hard for me to really think that it was a huge deterrent 
in my upbringing because, in some regard, it made me who I am today, 
going through some of those processes and instances as a young boy. 
What I really try to do right now is highlight. I think sometimes we focus 
too much on the isolated, smaller events where racism and issues of 
social economic background come up, and I think I try to highlight so 
many of the good people that helped me along the way. 

I’d say the vast majority that didn’t look like me were people that allowed 
me to climb the ladder. There are a lot of things I try to highlight in terms 
of getting people that aren’t fully immersed in hockey to understand who 
really are [the people in] hockey. Yes, not everyone in hockey looks like 
me but it is getting a lot better and more diverse. At the same time, even 
when it wasn’t as diverse as it is now, it was a lot of fantastic and 
wonderful people who went out of their way to support me along my 
journey.” 

Who are those people and how did they help you out? 

“There’s so many, but a couple are Mike Adessa and Jerry York. Jerry’s 
obviously a legendary figure in the game that didn’t have to go and 
recruit me to Boston College and give me that platform and winning a 
national championship and then continuing to support me in my 
professional career afterwards. Certainly Bill Zito, who is probably one of 
the biggest champions for me in getting me in different careers and 
teaching me and guiding me along the path. My coach, Steve Jacobs, he 
was a guy that when I went to a prep school that had never really seen 
anyone like me go through there, he put me in situations to play huge 
minutes with tremendous hockey players and allowed me a path to 
college hockey. There were different parents of players I played with that 
would drive me to and from and help with the payments and stuff like that 
for hockey. Just countless people, but there’s going to be a lot of people 
that have played such a major role in me getting me here that I’d have to 
sit here all day and go name by name.” 

What has the Panthers organization done and how do they approach 
diversity and trying to make hockey more accessible? 

 “I think the way we approach it is that we look at people. We look at 
talent. We want the best people. We want the most talented people that 
want to collaborate and work together. Some people walk through the 
door and see a Black man or a woman, or an Asian man or woman, we 
just see, “What can you do to help us?” That’s I think the way the world is 
heading and how it always should be – get the right people no matter 
what they look like and where they come from and help us be better.” 

Hockey has made strides recently. What more can the sport do to be 
more diverse? What are the next steps? 

“I think it starts at the very top. If you want to make these changes, you 
can make them. I think from the leadership down, especially with us at 
the Panthers and ownership, what they have done in stepping out in front 
and being ahead in these diversity panels and going above and beyond 
to be inclusive and support, I think it starts from the top down. 

“Obviously [NHL executive vice-president of social impact] Kim Davis has 
done a tremendous job and I applaud the NHL for helping her along her 
way, commissioner [Gary] Bettman and [deputy commissioner Bill] Daly. 
We’re heading in the right direction. These things don’t happen overnight. 
I don’t want it to be just, ‘Let’s get people in here because we’re short on 
numbers.’ I want to start including people at the lower levels so that 
naturally, just like me, organically, they get to these higher seats. Not 
because they were handpicked, but because they did the work and 
wanted to get here. That starts all the way down at youth hockey and 
getting more diverse people involved in the game so they can flourish 
and someday they get to the point where they can share their gifts with 
us as well.” 

Is it tricky to balance being a role model versus simply just doing your 
job? 

“I’m just being myself. I think I’ve gone in and out of a lot of different 
circles and the one thing I’ve always been steadfast is that I am who I 
am. I allow myself to be who I am and grow. Situations come up and we 
deal with them one thing at a time. It’s not really that overwhelming 
because you’re just yourself.” 

What do you hope to accomplish in your NHL front office career? 

“Obviously, we always want to get to the highest level. I wanted to get 
here and wasn’t able to get here as a player, and I’m now trying to get to 
that highest level I can as an executive. My main focus right now is being 
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the best assistant general manager as I can for the Florida Panthers. I 
think if I do that, I’m not too focused on what’s ahead or in front of us. 
When you look too far down the road, you often trip and fall. Right now, 
we’re focused on right here and right now and two big games this week 
and we’ll see what happens from there.” 
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TSN.CA / Campbell needs to chill out to get past ‘mental block’ 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs skated at Capital One Arena in Washington on Monday.  

During a day off in Washington on Sunday, Jack Campbell watched the 
movie Uncharted. 

"It's a solid one," the 30-year-old goalie said with a smile. "Check it out." 

Like actors Tom Holland and Mark Wahlberg in the movie, Campbell is in 
uncharted territory these days. 

"I'm still learning," he said. "It's really my first full year as a No. 1 or 
playing a lot, I should say. I'm just trying to learn and get better each day. 
There's going to be a tough stretch here and there. Look around and a lot 
of great goalies have had tough stretches, but it's about how you 
overcome it and that's what I’m focused on." 

Saturday marked a low point for Campbell this season. Head coach 
Sheldon Keefe felt he had to pull the All-Star even though the Leafs led 
7-5 in the third period in Detroit.  

"I don't sugarcoat anything for you guys," Campbell said. "I always give it 
to you straight. For me, it's just not up to my standard. There's been a 
little stretch lately that hasn't been up to my standard." 

Since the Leafs had a COVID pause in December, Campbell has 
struggled to regain his early-season magic. The Michigan native has 
posted an .887 save percentage in his last 15 games.  

"It's a mental block kind of thing going on now that he's got to work his 
way through," said Keefe, "but he'll get there." 

Campbell was outstanding to start the season posting a .937 save 
percentage in his first 23 games. He carried the load with Petr Mrazek 
sidelined for most of the first half due to a groin injury.  

"Maybe you don't want to have such extremes," Keefe said. "Whether it's 
extreme good that he had established to now where it's gone the 
complete opposite. We think there's a good goalie there that will find a 
level of consistency and that's what he's continued to work through now." 

Mrazek will get the start on Monday.  

Campbell has played 38 games, which is already seven more than his 
previous career high in the NHL. The increased workload has brought 
increased stress.  

"I'm the same goalie I was to start the year as far as strategy and talent 
and things like that," Campbell insisted. "It's just relaxing and having 
some fun and not beating myself up too much." 

After Campbell was pulled on Saturday, Mitch Marner went over to speak 
with him at the next television timeout. Marner didn't want to get into 
specifics but shared the theme of that pep talk.  

"He means the world to this team," Marner said. "We just want to make 
sure that he believes, and he is that guy. And that's thing, you know, he 
is that guy and he's just got to believe in it."  

"I'm the same goalie," Campbell reiterated. "It's just having fun and 
chilling out a little bit." 

'I'm still learning': Leafs' Campbell dealing with 'mental block' 

Jack Campbell is honest with himself and he knows his recent play has 
not been up to his standard, but the Maple Leafs goaltender doesn't plan 
on beating himself up over his struggles and vows to keep working. Head 
coach Sheldon Keefe says he believes Campbell will find a way to work 
through his 'mental block.' 

--- 

The Leafs don't play on consecutive days this week, so there's an 
opportunity to give Campbell a breather if they want to go that way.  

"It's day-to-day," Keefe said of the goaltending schedule. "We'll just deal 
with the day in front of us and gather as much information as we can 
before we move ahead ... [Goalie coach] Steve [Briere] has been working 
with Jack and has done a really good job. Knowing that this was going to 
be Petr's start today, there's more time for Jack to clear his head and get 
back to work." 

Mrazek allowed two goals on eight shots in relief on Saturday but played 
well in his last start on Thursday against Minnesota. After stopping 29 of 
30 shots against the Wild, the Czech native spoke about his love of 
soccer.  

"I grew up as a soccer player," Mrazek said. "My dad played soccer. I 
played it outside every day, so it was always between hockey and 
soccer. I’ve been a huge fan since I was a kid. I know really well [soccer 
goalie] Petr Cech that played in Chelsea. When he retired, he's a hockey 
goalie now in England [with the Guildford Phoenix]. We are in touch. I 
have some questions about soccer, and he always has questions about 
hockey." 

What has Mrazek learned from Cech?   

"We discussed a few things about how his career went and ups and 
downs and being mentally ready for everything that happens," Mrazek 
said. "He's a legend." 

Mrazek hasn't made consecutive starts yet this season but has fit in well 
in the dressing room.  

"Raz is great," Campbell said. "He's played a lot of games in the league 
and been around a long time and just the knowledge and laid-back 
demeanour he has helps me out a lot. He's got a similar demeanour, 
when you talk to him, as Freddie [Andersen]." 

Leafs Ice Chips: Can soccer-loving Mrazek calm the crease? 

After a wild 17-goal game over the weekend, the Maple Leafs will hope to 
find some stability in net tonight against the Capitals with Petr Mrazek 
getting the start. TSN Maple Leafs reporter Mark Masters has more on 
the love of soccer Mrazek has had over the course of his life. 

---  

The Leafs scored 10 goals on Saturday, but John Tavares failed to pick 
up a point. Toronto's second-line centre has now gone 12 games without 
a goal.  

"Puck hasn't been going in, so just trying to stay with it, create 
opportunities and looks, and trust that eventually it will go in," Tavares 
said. "I've scored a bunch in my career. The last few nights we clearly 
haven't needed it." 

It doesn't help that Tavares has been dealing with the flu bug, which has 
been making its way through the dressing room. He missed Friday's 
practice and Saturday's optional morning skate before logging 16 
minutes against the Red Wings.  

How's he feeling now?  

"Still coming around," he said.  
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Tavares is also adjusting to a new linemate in Ondrej Kase.  

"We had some good looks Saturday, some good chances," Tavares said. 
"Getting a better sense of who he is as a player and his style. We haven't 
had any practice time yet, so continuing to adapt and adjust." 

"I liked a lot of things they did the other night," said Keefe. "The third 
period was kind of crazy for everybody. I mean, it's hard to play at the 
pace the [Auston] Matthews group is going at right now for anybody in 
the league, but I thought that line did a lot of really good things."  

Tavares trusts his game: 'I've scored a bunch in my career' 

John Tavares hasn't found the back of the net in the month of February 
and although he has been dealing with the flu as of late, he hopes to 
keep doing the other things that can help the team win, and is confident 
the scoring will come. The Maple Leafs captain also spoke about what it 
has been like playing on a line with Ondrej Kase and praised Alex 
Ovechkin and how he has continued to adapt and grow his game 
throughout his incredible career. 

--- 

Keefe described the line of Matthews, Marner and Michael Bunting as 
"unstoppable" on Saturday night. 

"It's been incredible to watch them play and the way they're carrying 
things in so many different areas especially offensively," said Tavares. 
"It's gotta be the hottest line in the league right now. Huge for us." 

Marner led the way with four goals against the Red Wings. The dynamic 
winger had produced 14 two-goal games in the NHL, but Saturday 
marked his first hat trick.  

"It was pretty cool, I won't lie," said Marner, who's in his sixth season with 
the Leafs. "I had a couple in junior ... I've had a couple chances to get it 
and they haven't fallen for me. When that third one went in, I tried to keep 
it calm, but it was a cool moment." 

"There was a rumour around that he's never had a hat trick before," 
Bunting said with a smile. "Me and Matty were giving it to him and now 
he's finally gotten it. He's an elite passer and he's an elite goal scorer 
now." 

Matthews and Bunting also scored in Detroit. What's driving the success?   

"Just our willingness to, when we don't have the puck, work to get it 
back," Matthews said. "The way we were able to manufacture goals, I 
don't think it was anything fancy. It was hard work and just small-area 
plays to where we could find space and look for each other." 

Marner hit'em with the four on 'unstoppable' night for Leafs top line 

Mitch Marner recorded the first hat trick of his NHL career on Saturday. 
"It was pretty cool, I won’t lie," the winger said. Marner added a fourth 
goal while running mates Auston Matthews and Michael Bunting also got 
on the board. "That line was pretty much unstoppable," said coach 
Sheldon Keefe. Marner planned to celebrate by eating a Mars bar that a 
fan threw him during warm-ups. 

--- 

Asked about Bunting's success as a rookie, Matthews couldn't help 
himself.  

"Isn't he 27?" Matthews quipped while taking a quick glance at Bunting, 
who was waiting for his turn at the microphone.  

"I'm 26, by the way," Bunting responded when he got to the podium.  

Bunting has only played 78 NHL games, including 52 this season. The 
late-blooming winger, who played mostly for the Tucson Roadrunners of 
the American Hockey League over the previous five seasons, has finally 
established himself in the NHL.  

"He works hard every night," Matthews said. "You know what you're 
going to get out of him. He's in and around the net. He's getting under 

guys’ skin. He plays his game, and he plays it extremely well. He doesn't 
try and do too much. He doesn't get away from what makes him 
successful and that's why he's had success all year long, but especially 
as of late." 

Bunting is also capable of making creative, skilled plays. On Saturday, he 
set up Marner's fourth goal by pulling off the breakaway-drop-pass move 
that Marner himself made recently.  

"I thought about it by myself," Bunting cracked. "No, no, I had seen it 
before. I thought I would repay him the favour. He dished me a few in this 
building last time." 

"It's a helluva play by Mike," Marner said. "First off to pick that puck off in 
the D-zone and then go the whole ice, get that d-man on his back and 
make that play. I think you can see by my reaction; I'm loving it ... It's a 
great feeling to be on the other end of that." 

Bunting has 16 goals in five-on-five play this season, which is tied for 
seventh overall in the NHL.  

'Isn't he 27?' Bunting not acting like a rookie; pulls off Marner's move 

Michael Bunting is tied for the most goals among rookies this season 
although teammates wonder if he really should be considered a rookie. 
"Isn't he, like, 27?" Auston Matthews asked with a smile. "I'm 26, by the 
way," Bunting shot back moments later. Bunting certainly doesn't play 
like a first-year NHLer. On Saturday, he stole a page from Mitch Marner's 
playbook to set up Toronto's 10th goal. 

--- 

With Jake Muzzin sidelined with a concussion, the Leafs are 
experimenting with a new look on defence. They have split up the top 
pair of Morgan Rielly and T.J. Brodie. Rielly is now partnering with rookie 
Timothy Liljegren while Brodie, a lefty who had played exclusively on the 
right in Toronto, has shifted to his strong side and paired with Justin Holl.  

"It gives us better balance with the handedness and, losing Muzzin, it 
gives the two pairs better balance," Keefe explained.  

Brodie and Holl appeared to have good chemistry in their first game 
together in Detroit.  

"That pairing was really good," agreed Keefe, "especially those first two 
periods, I don't know if they ever left the offensive zone." 

"I've played with him a bit on the penalty kill," Holl said. "I've always 
enjoyed playing with him. He has really good poise and he is always in 
the right spots." 

Holl, who had sat as a healthy scratch in the previous two games, picked 
up three assists against the Red Wings.  

--- 

Travis Dermott and Pierre Engvall, who missed Saturday's game due to a 
non-COVID illness, rejoined the team in Washington, but didn't take part 
in any line rushes at the morning skate.  

"Dermott and Engvall are guys we're trying to get back and running," said 
Keefe. "They haven't skated in a few days." 

Lines at Monday's skate:  

Bunting - Matthews - Marner  

Nylander - Tavares - Kase 

Mikheyev - Kampf - Kerfoot  

Robertson - Spezza - Simmonds  

Engvall, Clifford 

Rielly - Liljegren  

Brodie - Holl  
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Sandin - Lyubushkin 

Dermott  

Mrazek starts  

Campbell 

Power-play units at Monday's skate:  

QB: Rielly  

Flanks: Nylander, Marner  

Middle: Matthews  

Net front: Tavares  

QB: Sandin  

Flanks: Mikheyev, Spezza  

Middle: Kase 

Net front: Bunting 
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TSN.CA / Georgiev an intriguing option for teams in need of long-term 
goaltending help 

 

Travis Yost 

 

The National Hockey League’s trade deadline is one of the most active 
parts of the calendar year for front offices, as buyers attempt to bolster 
their ranks heading into the playoffs and sellers secure assets for future 
roster-building efforts. 

In many ways, the trade deadline forces buyers and sellers to work with 
one another to satisfy their respective goals. 

Teams like the Arizona Coyotes (14-35-4) and Montreal Canadiens (13-
33-7) couldn’t care less about the outcomes from this regular season, 
while teams like the Florida Panthers (35-13-5), Tampa Bay Lightning 
(34-11-6), Toronto Maple Leafs (34-14-4), Carolina Hurricanes (37-11-4), 
and Colorado Avalanche (39-10-4) are in an active arms race. 

These playoff-bound teams all stand in the way of one another, and in 
most cases, the talent gap is razor-thin. This relationship lends itself to 
benefit the sell side in a seller’s market – after all, there are only so many 
quality players to be acquired via trade. 

Every once in a while, we see buyers transact with other buyers, and 
sellers transact with other sellers. Ultimately, it comes down to market 
dynamics and opportunity. 

A unique environment surrounds this year’s deadline. In light of post-
COVID salary-cap pressures and general financial inflexibility around the 
league, there may be roster-building opportunities for seller teams. 

This is where the Montreal Canadiens – a team entering a significant 
rebuild phase this season – have a window of opportunity. The roster will 
continue to be stripped as they position for salary cap relief and the 
acquisition of more future assets, with the team’s core being rounded out 
over the next couple of seasons. 

Among the critical issues to address for general manager Kent Hughes is 
a woeful goaltending situation that’s as opaque as ever with 34-year-old 
Carey Price and his massive contract lingering on long-term injured 
reserve. 

Enter New York Rangers goaltender Alexandar Georgiev. 

The 26-year-old is near the top of TSN’s Trade Bait board for a few 
reasons. Chief among them is the fact that Rangers goaltender Igor 
Shesterkin looks like a Henrik Lundqvist clone, and has a genuine shot at 
this year’s Vezina Trophy. 

Georgiev’s contract is also set to expire, so the Rangers must weigh the 
value of having a phenomenal goaltending tandem against overspending 
on the position long-term. 

Georgiev also hasn’t been the same player we saw when he entered the 
league in the 2017-18 season, which must hold some weight for Rangers 
general manager Chris Drury. If we look at Georgiev’s results since 
entering the league, there is a notable downtrend in his stop rates. 

I’ve overlaid Price for a point of reference: 

That’s an ugly downtrend for Georgiev. Any time you see performance 
year-over-year sliding like that, it raises alarms. 

But there is important context here. First, Georgiev’s first two seasons 
were extraordinary for a young player, so much so that a multi-year 
downtrend only saw him dip below league averages for the first time this 
season. Compare that to a goaltender like Price, notorious for turning it 
on in the playoffs but also notorious for giving up a lot of goals in the 
regular season. 

Second, it’s important to spell out where these breakdowns are 
happening and why. A goalie who is stopping incrementally fewer shots 
each season is of explicit concern. But this is where “buy low” 
opportunities can manifest, particularly if you think weakness in the 
player’s performance numbers is explainable. 

That’s part of what’s happening here with Georgiev. Whereas Georgiev 
has floated around league average stop rates at even strength for a few 
years now, his numbers on the penalty kill have absolutely tanked this 
season. On a base of just 64 shots faced, you are going to get wild 
volatility in both directions. In Georgiev’s case, to the downside: 

The penalty-kill stop rate falling off a cliff is alarming, but what you must 
ask is whether 12 goals against on a base of 64 shots is indicative of his 
true talent, or randomness undercutting his broader capabilities. 

A better understanding of Georgiev’s capabilities encapsulates the 
entirety of his career, the good parts and bad alike, and puts him in the 
muddied middle of NHL goaltenders. With one exception: 

Georgiev stands out as a strikingly average goalie – nothing like the 
player we saw from his rookie season, but nothing like the player we are 
watching this year either. 

And there is one interesting data point in his favour, a data point Rangers 
fans have watched for years: The average shot faced by a Rangers 
goaltender, including Georgiev, is much more difficult than normal. 

That’s why Georgiev’s expected save percentage grade (inverted) is 
quite high, and a clear differentiator between him and the rest of the 
players in his stratosphere. 

Georgiev offers an intriguing opportunity for a team in need of long-term 
goaltending help. He will be an inexpensive extension, in large part due 
to this season’s performance. But we cannot lose sight of what we 
understand the player to be: one very capable of stopping shots, one on 
the fringes of becoming an NHL starter, and one who has faced a rather 
difficult start to his professional career. 

He may not be Shesterkin, but few are. For teams looking to buy on 
potential upside, Georgiev seems like a quality candidate. It’s something 
I expect the Canadiens to consider at the upcoming trade deadline, and if 
unmoved, again during the off-season. 
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USA TODAY / International Ice Hockey Federation bans Russia, Belarus 
teams over Ukraine invasion 

 

MIKE BREHM | USA TODAY 

 

The International Ice Hockey Federation announced Monday that Russia 
and ally Belarus are banned from its events "until further notice" in 
response to the invasion of Ukraine. 

The ruling would affect seven tournaments. Among them: Russia and 
Belarus won't be able to play in the men's world championships in May in 
Finland, and Russia will be barred from two August tournaments, the 
rescheduled world junior championships in Canada and the women's 
world championships in Denmark. 

The IIHF also said it was pulling the December-January world junior 
championships out of Novosibirsk, Russia.  

“The IIHF is not a political entity and cannot influence the decisions being 
taken over the war in Ukraine,” federation president Luc Tardif said in a 
statement. “We nevertheless have a duty of care to all of our members 
and participants and must therefore do all we can to ensure that we are 
able to operate our events in a safe environment for all teams taking part 
in the IIHF World Championship program.” 

The IIHF Council has suspended all Russian and Belarusian national and 
club teams from IIHF competitions until further notice and withdrew the 
hosting rights of the 2023 #WorldJuniors from Russia. 

READ MORE: https://t.co/SpSMGTlZw1#hockey #icehockey #Ukraine 
#Russia #Belarus pic.twitter.com/YYb1JduvWE 

— IIHF (@IIHFHockey) February 28, 2022 

LIVE UPDATES: US, Swiss announce new sanctions against Russia 

He added: “We were incredibly shocked to see the Images that have 
come out of Ukraine. I have been in close contact with members of the 
Ice Hockey Federation of Ukraine and we hope for all Ukrainians that this 
conflict can be resolved in a peaceful way and without the need for 
further violence.” 

No decision was made on the 2023 world championships in St. 
Petersburg, Russia, though the IIHF Council said it "has not left out the 
possibility of further actions impacting future events." 

Russia was ranked third in the 2021 IIHF rankings. It won a gold medal in 
the 2018 Olympics and a silver medal in Beijing. 

Meanwhile, the NHL released a statement condemning the invasion. 

Statement from the National Hockey League: https://t.co/r4jOj5uCrw 
pic.twitter.com/TPh84ntbDm 

— NHL Public Relations (@PR_NHL) February 28, 2022 

"Effective immediately, we are suspending our relationships with our 
business partners in Russia and we are pausing our Russian language 
social and digital media sites," the league said. "In addition, we are 
discontinuing any consideration of Russia as a location for any future 
competitions involving the NHL. 

"We also remain concerned about the well-being of the players from 
Russia, who play in the NHL on behalf of their NHL Clubs, and not on 
behalf of Russia. We understand they and their families are being placed 
in an extremely difficult position." 

Russia's Kontinental Hockey League has seen some recent defections 
because of the invasion. 

Dinamo Riga, a Latvia-based team that had been part of the league since 
2008, withdrew from the KHL on Sunday. Days earlier, Jokerit, a team 
from Helsinki, Finland, said it wouldn't participate in the KHL playoffs. 

Earlier Monday, the International Olympic Committee had urged 
international sports federations to bar Russian athletes and teams from 
events. 

FIFA and UEFA on Monday banned Russian soccer teams "under further 
notice." FIFA took a harsher stand than its criticized ruling Sunday to 
move World Cup qualifying games in Russia to neutral sites and to have 
the team participate under the name "Football Union of Russia." 
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USA TODAY / Alex Ovechkin and Vladimir Putin: What we know about 
Capitals star's support of Russian president 

 

USA TODAY Sports | USA TODAY 

 

Washington Capitals Russian-born star Alex Ovechkin addressed 
Russia's invasion of Ukraine last week, calling it a "hard situation" 
because he has friends in both countries. He said he hoped that the 
conflict would end soon and "there would be peace in the whole world." 

The interest in what Ovechkin had to say was strong because he has 
previously expressed support for Russian President Vladimir Putin. 
Ovechkin's Instagram profile picture is of him with Putin. 

The Capitals made Ovechkin available on Friday when the team was on 
the road. He is playing at home Monday night against the Toronto Maple 
Leafs. 

What we know about Ovechkin: 

What have been his ties with Putin? 

In 2017, Ovechkin started a social media movement called Putin Team 
during the Russian leader's re-election campaign. The Instagram post 
included a photo of him and Putin. 

"Being part of this team makes me proud and it's similar to the feeling 
you get when you put on a Russian national team jersey, knowing that 
the whole country is rooting for you," he wrote in Russian. 

"I'm confident that there's a lot of us who support Vladimir Putin," 
Ovechkin wrote in the post. "So let's come together and show everyone a 
strong and unified Russia!" 

He later told reporters he wasn't trying to be political with the post. 

"I just support my country, you know?" Ovechkin said. "That's where I'm 
from, my parents live there, all my friends. Like every human from 
different countries, they support their president." 

Ovechkin received a wedding gift from Putin in 2016 and a telegram from 
the Russian leader was read at the reception. 

What did Ovechkin say about Putin on Friday? 

Asked if he supported Putin, Ovechkin said, "He’s my president but … 
I’m not in politics. I’m an athlete and how I said, I hope everything is 
going to be done soon. It’s a hard situation right now for both sides. ... I'm 
not in control of the situation." 

What else did Ovechkin say? 

When reporters alluded to Russian tennis player Andrey Rublev writing, 
"No war please," on a TV camera after winning a match in Dubai, 
Ovechkin said, "Please, no more war. It doesn’t matter who’s in a war. 
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Russia, Ukraine, different countries. I think we live in a world, like, we 
have to live in peace and a great world." 

What was the reaction to his comments?  

Hall of Fame goaltender Dominik Hasek was harsh, calling Ovechkin an 
"alibist," a "liar" and a "chicken (expletive)." He called for the NHL to 
expel Russian players. A Washington Post column called Ovechkin's 
comments a "missed opportunity." 

Have any other Russian-born NHL players spoken up? 

Calgary Flames defenseman Nikita Zadorov posted "NO WAR" on his 
Instagram account on Saturday. 

View this post on Instagram 

A post shared by Nikita Zadorov (@zadorov_16) 

What kind of reaction can Ovechkin expect on the ice? 

Ovechkin is a fan favorite in Washington. The 2004 No. 1 overall pick has 
been the top goal scorer of his generation and led the Capitals to the 
2018 Stanley Cup title. He's a candidate for MVP and has Washington in 
playoff position with a 32-goal season. He needs four goals to tie Jaromir 
Jagr (766) for third on the all-time goal list. 

What did the NHL say about its Russian players? 

In a statement Monday condemning the invasion and saying it was 
breaking ties with its business partners in Russia, the league added that 
it remains "concerned about the well-being of the players from Russia, 
who play in the NHL on behalf of their NHL Clubs, and not on behalf of 
Russia. We understand they and their families are being placed in an 
extremely difficult position." 
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